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Medical imaging is today becoming one of the most impor-
tant visualization and interpretation methods in biology and
medicine.The past decade has witnessed a tremendous devel-
opment of new, powerful instruments for detecting, stor-
ing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying images. These
instruments are greatly amplifying the ability of biochemists,
biologists, medical scientists, and physicians to see their
objects of study and to obtain quantitative measurements to
support scientific hypotheses and medical diagnoses. Noise,
artifacts, and weak contrast are the cause of a decrease in
image quality and make the interpretation of medical images
very difficult. These sources of interference, which are of
a different nature for mammograms than for ultrasound
images, are responsible for the fact that conventional or
traditional analysis and detection algorithms are not always
successful. The biomedical imaging scene is one of the
most challenging since we have to deal not only with non-
Gaussian, nonstationary, and nonlinear processes (transients,
bursts, and ruptures) but also with mixtures of components
interacting in a quite complicated form. Therefore, much of
the research done today is geared towards improvement of the
reduced quality of the available biomedical imaging material.

The aim of this special issue is to present the current
state-of-the-art in the theory of advanced computer vision
approaches and applications to biomedical image analysis
and modeling. In this special issue, we have invited articles
that explore novel problems in biomedical imaging that
require advanced computer vision approaches. Three papers

address the important aspect of segmentation in medical
images, two papers deal with automated detection, and three
others propose theoretical and computational or hardware
solutions for encountered artifacts.

One of the papers evaluates the feasibility of computer
aidedmalignant tumor detection using the traditional texture
analysis applied on two-compartment-based parameter pseu-
doimages of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance
(DCE-MR) breast image data. The innovation lies in the
through-plane assessment capability. The paper shows that
neural network classification using the textural parameters
for automated screening of two-compartment-based param-
eter pseudoimages of DCE-MRI as input data represents a
useful tool for the radiologists in the preassessment stage by
revealing possible cancerous regions and in the postassess-
ment stage by reviewing the segmentation especially in
analyzing complex DCE-MRI cases.

A paper identifies and analyzes the artifacts produced by
the simultaneous use of two probes of different or equal oper-
ating frequencies. These artifacts arising in 3D ultrasound
images are of obscure nature and represent a challenging task
in the daily clinical environment.

Another paper addresses the important problem for
automated segmentation ofmedical images in the presence of
intensity inhomogeneity and proposes a novel kernel-based
fuzzy level set method to alleviate this problem and achieves
in practical examples a high accuracy and is invariant to the
inhomogeneity degree.
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A paper proposes a novel method based on histogram
equalization as a preprocessing step to improve the conver-
gence rate in an affine registration algorithm. Its applicability
is demonstrated on SPECT and PET brain images resulting
from several neurodegenerative diseases.

One of the papers presents a new image segmentation
method based on multiple active contours guided by differ-
ential evolution, called MACDE. The segmentation method
uses differential evolution over a polar coordinate system to
increase the exploration and exploitation capabilities regard-
ing the classical active contour model. The authors success-
fully demonstrated that MACDE outperforms the classical
active contour model and the interactive Tseng method in
terms of efficiency and robustness for obtaining the optimal
control points and attains high accuracy segmentation.

Another paper introduces a novel segmentation tech-
nique using 3D statistical features extracted from the volume
image and is based on unsupervised vector quantization and
fuzzy clustering techniques without using any a priori infor-
mation. The resulting fuzzy segmentation method addresses
the problem of partial volume effect (PVE) and has been
assessed using real brain images from the Internet Brain
Image Repository (IBSR).

A paper describes an algorithm for the automatic detec-
tion of white blood cells embedded into complicated and
cluttered smear images.The technique, which is based on the
differential evolution (DE) algorithm, transforms the detec-
tion task into an optimization problem whose individuals
represent candidate ellipses. An objective function evaluates
if such candidate ellipses are actually present in the edge map
of the smear image. In experimental studies, white blood cell
images with a varying range of complexity are included to
validate the efficiency of the proposed technique in terms of
its accuracy and robustness.

One of the papers is more visionary and presents several
low-cost hardware implementation approaches for the new
generation of tablets and/or smartphones for estimating
motion compensation and segmentation in medical images.
These systems have been optimized for breast cancer diag-
nosis using magnetic resonance imaging technology with
several advantages over traditional X-raymammography and
also address the challenge of offering a medical tool that runs
on widespread portable devices to aid in patient diagnostics.

Anke Meyer-Baese
Claudia Plant

Juan Manuel Gorriz Saez
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Researchers recently apply an integrative approach to automate medical image segmentation for benefiting available methods and
eliminating their disadvantages. Intensity inhomogeneity is a challenging and open problem in this area, which has received less
attention by this approach. It has considerable effects on segmentation accuracy. This paper proposes a new kernel-based fuzzy
level set algorithm by an integrative approach to deal with this problem. It can directly evolve from the initial level set obtained by
Gaussian Kernel-Based Fuzzy C-Means (GKFCM). The controlling parameters of level set evolution are also estimated from the
results of GKFCM.Moreover the proposed algorithm is enhanced with locally regularized evolution based on an image model that
describes the composition of real-world images, in which intensity inhomogeneity is assumed as a component of an image. Such
improvements make level set manipulation easier and lead to more robust segmentation in intensity inhomogeneity. The proposed
algorithm has valuable benefits including automation, invariant of intensity inhomogeneity, and high accuracy. Performance
evaluation of the proposed algorithm was carried onmedical images from different modalities.The results confirm its effectiveness
for medical image segmentation.

1. Introduction

There are many structures in medical images: normal and
abnormal structures. Organs, bones, muscles, and fat are
in the normal structures and tumors and fractures are
considered in the abnormal ones. These anatomy structures
are identified by segmentation of medical images.

Image segmentation is a fundamental procedure in med-
ical image analysis to interpret medical images. Learning
how to segment anatomic structures is a significant part of
medical image segmentation (MIS) [1]. TheMIS is not trivial
because of the complexity and variability of the ROI, poor
contrast and complex nature of medical images, dependency
of segmentationmethod on imagingmodality, image features
and dimensions, normal anatomic variation, postsurgical

anatomic variation, vague and incomplete boundaries, arti-
facts, noise, and intensity inhomogeneity [1–3].

In medical imaging applications, to get better segmen-
tation performance, practical algorithms need radiologists
to adjust segmentation parameters. Most computerized sys-
tems work semiautomatically or interactively because of the
complexity of parameter adjustment in the MIS. So, many
works have beenmade tomake the segmentation efficient and
automatic.Machine learning provides effectivemeans for this
purpose.

Some researchers [4–9] apply an integrative approach
by available methods to resolve their drawbacks and enjoy
their benefits along with automation. Figure 1 shows the
framework of their approach in a hybrid intelligent system
for automated image segmentation. It includes two successive
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Figure 1:The coarse-to-fine framework of integrative approach in a
hybrid intelligent system for automated image segmentation.

steps including coarse clustering and fine segmentation. For
example, the authors of this paper applied the kernel-based
fuzzy 𝑐-mean clustering algorithm [10] to overcome the
dependency of initial curve in FTC model [11] in previous
versions of this paper [8, 9]. Some hybrid intelligent systems
have used fuzzy clustering to facilitate level set segmentation
[4–9, 12]. Nevertheless, they fail in the presence of intensity
inhomogeneity which often occurs in medical images.

Intensity inhomogeneity often arises in real images like
medical images caused by spatial variations in illumination,
imperfections of imaging devices, and so forth. Figure 2
illustrates some examples of images with intensity inhomo-
geneity. It complicates image segmentation which is often
regionbased and usually relies on the homogeneity of the
image intensities in the ROI. Figure 3 shows two samples of
this failure. The reason of complexity is the overlaps between
the ranges of the intensities in the regions to be segmented.
This makes it impossible to identify these regions based on
the pixel intensity. Vovk et al. [14] have reviewed themethods
of intensity inhomogeneity correction in MRIs.

Our previousworks [8, 9] have shownpromising result on
several types of images without the intensity inhomogeneity.
It not only relieves manual intervention but also accelerates
level set optimization. In this paper, we propose a new
kernel-based fuzzy level set for automated medical image
segmentation in the presence of intensity inhomogeneity,
which has not been paid attention by our previous work and
the similar ones [4–9]. Although some researchers such as
[15, 16, 18–21] have investigated the segmentation problem
in the images with intensity inhomogeneity recently, none of
them is automatic.

The new algorithm proposed in this paper is significantly
improved in the following aspects. Firstly, the GKFCM
clustering can automatically estimate the parameter based
on the data. Secondly, the controlling parameters of level set
segmentation are now derived from the result of GKFCM
directly. Thirdly, a new strategy, directed by GKFCM, is
proposed to regularize level set evolution, which is different
from other methods [4–9]. Fourthly, the new kernel-based
fuzzy level set shows promising result in the presence of
intensity inhomogeneity while the similarmethods [4–9] fail.
Finally, we also verified the new kernel-based fuzzy level set
on general medical images with different modalities like X-
ray, MRI, and CT.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes the materials and methods. It first
explains the kernel-based fuzzy clustering and then elabo-
rates on level set segmentation in intensity inhomogeneity
condition. It also clarifies the new kernel-based fuzzy level
set algorithm in detail. Section 3 reports our experiments and
Section 4 explains the relevant discussion. Section 5 presents
concluding remarks.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Kernel-Based Fuzzy Clustering and Image Segmenta-
tion. The objectives of clustering algorithms overlap image
segmentation problems. So, medical image segmentation
problems directly apply cluster analysis developed inmachine
learning and pattern recognition area such as [23–26].

In fuzzy clustering, the centroid and the scope of each
subclass are estimated adaptively to minimize a predefined
cost function like (1) for Fuzzy 𝐶-Means (FCM). FCM is one
of the most popular algorithms in fuzzy clustering, which
has been widely applied to medical image segmentation
problems. It attempts to minimize the cost function

𝐽
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where for the MIS 𝑥
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𝑛
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of clusters and determined by a prior knowledge, that is,
𝑐 = 4 for brain image; 𝑛 is the number of data points; 𝑢
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FCM can be robust to noise and outliers when replac-

ing a new kernel-based metric in the original Euclidean
norm metric of FCM. Zhang et al. [10, 27] proposed and
called it kernel-based fuzzy 𝑐-means (KFCM) with strong
noise robustness for image segmentation. The reason is
that an exponential-type distance is bounded and mono-
tone increasing, based on the concept of machine learn-
ing with a learning capability to improve the performance
of clustering results [28]. The KFCM partitions a dataset
𝑋 = {𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
} ⊂ 𝑅

𝑃, where 𝑃 is the dimen-
sion, into 𝑐 fuzzy subsets by minimizing the objective
function:
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whereΦ is an implicit nonlinear map and other components
are the same with (1). In feature space, a kernel can be a
function which is called 𝐾, where 𝐾(𝑥, 𝑦) = ⟨Φ(𝑥), Φ(𝑦)⟩

and ⟨⋅⟩ is the inner product. Moreover, by considering the
most popular kernel, that is, Gaussian radial basis function
(GRBF) kernel 𝐾(𝑥, 𝑦) = exp(−‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖

2

/𝜎
2

), where 𝜎 is the
width parameter, the objective function will be
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KFCM should adjust some parameters like 𝜎 as dispersion.
This parameter affects KFCM results. So, Yang and Tsai [28]
proposed Gaussian Kernel-Based Fuzzy 𝐶-Means (GKFCM)
clustering to estimate the parameter𝜎 automatically. GKFCM
can learn the other parameters by a prototype-driven learning
scheme. There is no need to select the parameters in advance
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Figure 2: Some examples of images with intensity inhomogeneity; the columns from left to right: original images, inhomogeneity field, and
corrected image; from top to bottom borrowed from [15–17], respectively.

with prior knowledge. Moreover, it is slightly faster than
KFCM. The advantage of GKFCM is to perform clustering
and to estimate parameter simultaneously. The GKFCM
algorithm is in Algorithm 1.

As this paper proposes a new kernel-based level set
algorithm, the next subsection elaborates on level set segmen-
tation in the presence of intensity inhomogeneity.

2.2. Level Set Segmentation in Intensity Inhomogeneity. Level
set methods apply dynamic variational boundaries for image
segmentation in contrast to the GKFCM clustering using
pixel classification [13]. Level-set-based segmentation meth-
ods provide a natural and flexible way to handle many
radiology images in which objects to be segmented have
irregular shapes and complicated topologies [29, 30].
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Failure of region-based level set methods for inhomogeneous images: the columns (a) original images and (b) segmentation results
by blue contour [22].

Level-set-based segmentationmethods are generally clas-
sified into two classes: edge based and region based. Region
based methods [31, 32] perform better than those based on
the edge because they are less susceptible to noise and carry
out more precisely in the weak edges of objects. They try to
identify each ROI using a certain region descriptor such as
intensity mean or a Gaussian distribution to move the active
contour.

Intensity inhomogeneity affects efficiency of region-
based level set segmentation methods. Moreover, defining a
region descriptor for inhomogeneous images is very difficult.
Li et al. [34] have proposed the local binary fitting (LBF)
model to embed local image information to investigate
intensity inhomogeneity in the segmentation. The basic idea
is to reduce a kernel function to the LBF energy functional.
In recent version of LBF model, they [35] proposed the level
set evolutionwith bias field estimation (LSEBFE)model.They
considered the model of images from the physics of imaging

in a variety of modalities as 𝐼 = 𝑏𝐽 + 𝑛, where 𝐽 is the true
image, 𝑏 is the component that accounts for the intensity
inhomogeneity (or bias field), and 𝑛 is additive noise. Then
in view of the image model,

𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝑏 (𝑦) 𝑐
𝑖
+ 𝑛 (𝑥) 𝑖 = 1, 2, (4)

where 𝑛(𝑥) is additive zero-mean Gaussian noise and 𝑐
𝑖
is

a constant value to approximate the intensities inside and
outside the curve 𝐶.

By casting the segmentation problem into a higher
dimensional space, the motion of the hypersurface 𝜑(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦)

under the control of a speed function 𝐹 will cause the
initial boundary 𝜑

0
(𝑥, 𝑦) to move continuously till evolution.

Evolving of the hypersurface can be stopped at the object
boundary using image information such as edges and grey
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value [29]. In practice, numerical level set equation deter-
mines the evolution of 𝜑(𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦):

𝜕𝜑

𝜕𝑡

+ 𝐹




∇𝜑





= 0,

𝜑 (0, 𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜑
0
(𝑥, 𝑦) ,

(5)

𝜑
0
(𝑥, 𝑦) = {

−𝐶 𝜑
0
(𝑥, 𝑦) < 0 (inside ROI) ,

𝐶 otherwise,
(6)

where |∇𝜑| denotes the normal direction, 𝜑
0
is the initial

contour, 𝐶 is a customable constant, and 𝐹 represents the
comprehensive forces, including the internal force (from the
interface geometry such as mean curvature, contour length,
and area) and external force (from image gradient and/or
artificial momentums) [36]. So, the speed function 𝐹 is

𝐹 (𝜑) = ]E (𝜑) + 𝜆L (𝜑) + 𝜇R
𝑝
(𝜑) . (7)

The constants 𝜇, 𝜆, and ] control the individual contribu-
tions of these terms. The energy termL(𝜑) is the smoothing
term. It forces 𝜑 to be smooth within each of the separated
regions. It is also the length of zero level curve of 𝜑 defined
by L(𝜑) = ∫ |∇𝐻(𝜑)|𝑑𝑥, where 𝐻(𝜑) is Heaviside function
𝐻(𝜑) = 1/2[1 + 2/𝜋 arctan(𝜑/𝜀)]. The energy termR

𝑝
(𝜑) is

introduced to a distance regularization term by Li and others
[37]. It is defined by R

𝑝
(𝜑) = ∫𝑝|∇𝜑|𝑑𝑥 with a potential

function 𝑝 : [0,∞) → R such that 𝑝(𝑠) ≥ 𝑝(1) for all
𝑠; that is, 𝑠 = 1 is a minimum point of 𝑝. To stop level set
evolution near the optimal solution, that is, ROI boundary
in image segmentation, a penalty momentum of 𝜑 deviating
from the signed distance function regularizes the advancing
force 𝐹. By substituting (4) in the data term of the LBFmodel
[34], the data term E(𝜑) is as follows which forces 𝜑 to be
close to the image 𝐼:
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Ω

∫

outside(𝐶)
𝐾
𝜎
(𝑦 − 𝑥) [𝐼 (𝑥) − 𝑏(𝑦)𝑐

2
]
2

𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦,

(8)

where 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥) = 1/((2𝜋)

𝑛/2

𝜎
𝑛

)𝑒
−|𝑥|
2
/2𝜎
2

is a Gaussian kernel
with standard deviation 𝜎 and 𝑐

1
and 𝑐
2
are two constant

values which approximate local intensities inside and outside
the curve:

𝑐
1
(𝑥) =

∫ (𝑏 ∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥)) [𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑦)) ⋅ 𝐼 (𝑥)] 𝑑𝑦

∫ (𝑏
2
∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥))𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑦)) 𝑑𝑦

,

𝑐
2
(𝑥) =

∫ (𝑏 ∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥)) {[1 − 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑦))] ⋅ 𝐼 (𝑥)} 𝑑𝑦

∫ (𝑏
2
∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥)) [1 − 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑦))] 𝑑𝑦

,

(9)

where ∗ is the convolution operation, 𝐻(𝜑) is Heaviside
function, and𝐾

𝜎
is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation

𝜎 defined before. The bias field (or shading image) which is

Input 
image Preprocessing GKFCM 

clustering
LSEBFE 

segmentation
ROIs 

boundaries

Figure 4: The framework of proposed approach.

the component that accounts for the intensity inhomogeneity
can be computed by

𝑏 (𝑥) =

(𝐼 (𝑥) ⋅ {𝑐
1
⋅ 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑥)) + 𝑐

2
⋅ [1 − 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑥))]}) ∗ 𝐾

𝜎

(𝑐
1

2
⋅ 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑥)) + 𝑐

2

2
⋅ [1 − 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑥))]) ∗ 𝐾

𝜎

.

(10)

It should be noted that 𝑐
1
, 𝑐
2
, and 𝑏 are obtained by calculus

of variation [38]. For binary segmentation, the following
equation [34] computes the data term E(𝜑):

𝑒
𝑖
(𝑥) = {𝐼

2

1
𝐾
− 2𝑐
𝑖
𝐼 (𝑏 ∗ 𝐾) + 𝑐

2

𝑖
(𝑏
2

∗ 𝐾) | 𝑖 = 1, 2} , (11)

where ∗ is the convolution operation and 1
𝐾
is the function

1
𝐾
(𝑥) = ∫𝐾(𝑦−𝑥)𝑑𝑦. It equals constant 1 everywhere except

near the boundary of the image domain.

2.3. A New Kernel-Based Fuzzy Level Set Algorithm. Level
set methods and kernel-based FCM algorithms are general-
purpose computational models. By constraining them to the
MIS as well as integrating, we can enjoy the specific circum-
stances for better performance and resolve their drawbacks.
To be specific, kernel-based FCM algorithms are not accurate
enough for the MIS [10] and level set methods are not
automatic.

To address these problems, this paper proposes a new
kernel-based fuzzy level set algorithm based on a coarse-to-
fine framework (Figure 1). It applies the power of curve evolu-
tion by level set to increase the efficiency of segmentation by
GKFCM clustering (Algorithm 1). It also takes the advantage
of suitable parameter selecting using GKFCM clustering to
automate segmentation of medical images. It starts with
a GKFCM clustering, whose results are applied to initiate
level set segmentation, estimate controlling parameters, and
regularize level set evolution in intensity inhomogeneity.
The GKFCM clustering, with the ability of selecting suitable
parameters by a prototype-driven learning, can achieve good
segmentation results and the best score of accuracy on
medical images.

Figure 4 shows the framework of proposed approach.
Comparing Figures 1 and 4 shows that the proposed method
applies GKFCM clustering [28] for coarse clustering and
then evolves it by LSEBFE model based on an image model
[35] that describes the composition of real-world images, in
which intensity inhomogeneity is assumed as a component
of an image. Algorithm 2 summarizes algorithm of proposed
method.

The new kernel-based fuzzy level set algorithm auto-
mates curve initialization and parameter configuration of the
level set segmentation using a Gaussian kernel-based fuzzy
clustering. It employs a GKFCM clustering to determine
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Input:
(I) The data set:𝑋 = {𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
}, 𝑥
𝑖
∈ 𝑅
𝑠

(II) The number of clusters: 𝑐where 2 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝑛.
(III) The stopping criterion of algorithm: 𝜀 > 0

(IV) The initials of cluster centers: 𝑎(0) = (𝑎
(0)

1
, 𝑎
(0)

2
, . . . , 𝑎

(0)

𝑐
)

Output:
(I) The final cluster centers: 𝑎 = {𝑎

1
, 𝑎
2
, . . . , 𝑎

𝑐
}

(II) The final membership function: 𝑈 𝑀𝐹 = {𝜇
𝑖𝑗
| 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑐; 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛; }

Algorithm:
(a) Initialize 𝑐, 𝑚 > 1, 𝜀 > 0 for positive constants.
(b) Let 𝑠 = 1 and estimate 𝜎2 by 𝜎

2

= ∑
𝑛

𝑗=1






𝑥
𝑗
− 𝑥







2

/𝑛 where 𝑥 = ∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑥
𝑗
/𝑛

(c) Compute 𝜂(𝑠)
𝑖

using

𝜂
𝑖
=

min
𝑖

̸=𝑖
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑎

𝑖
 , 𝑎
𝑖
))

max
𝑘
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑎

𝑘
, 𝑥))

(d) Compute 𝜇(𝑠) with 𝑎
(𝑠−1) and 𝜂

(𝑠)

𝑖
using

𝜇
𝑖𝑗
=

((1 − 𝐾 (𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)) + 𝜂

𝑖
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)))

−1/(𝑚−1)

∑
𝑐

𝑘=1
((1 − 𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)) + 𝜂

𝑖
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)))

−1/(𝑚−1)

, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑐; 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛; 𝐾 (𝑥, 𝑦) = exp(−

𝑥 − 𝑦






2

/𝜎
2

)

(e) Update 𝑎(𝑠) with 𝑎
(𝑠−1), 𝜇(𝑠) and 𝜂

(𝑠)

𝑖
using

𝑎
𝑖
=

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜇
𝑚

𝑖𝑗
(𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝑥
𝑗
+ 𝜂
𝑖
𝐾(𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝑥
𝑗
)

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜇
𝑚

𝑖𝑗
𝐾(𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) + 𝜂
𝑖
𝐾(𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)

, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑐

(f) If 

𝑎
(𝑠)

− 𝑎
(𝑠−1)






< 𝜀 STOP and OUTPUT

Else 𝑠 = 𝑠 + 1 and return to step c in Algorithm.

Algorithm 1: The algorithm of GKFCM clustering.

the approximate contours of interest in a medical image.
Benefitting from the flexible initialization as in (6), the
enhanced level set function can accommodate GKFCM
results directly for evolution. So, a defuzzification process
is performed to convert the fuzzy partition matrix (i.e.,
𝑈 𝑀𝐹) to a crisp partition after converging the GKFCM
algorithm.Themaximummembership procedure is themost
important method to defuzzify the partition matrix 𝑈 𝑀𝐹.
This procedure assigns the pixel 𝑖 to the class 𝐶 with the
highest membership by

𝐶
𝑖
= {arg

𝑘
(max (𝑈 𝑀𝐹

𝑘𝑖
)) | 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑐} . (12)

The proposed method applies (12) to convert the fuzzy
image by the GKFCM algorithm to the crisp segmented
image. It then initiates the level set as

𝜑
0
(𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝑐

0
× 𝐴
𝑘
+ (1 − 𝐴

𝑘
) × 𝑐
0
, (13)

where 𝐴
𝑘
is a binary image obtained based on 𝑖 = {𝑘 |

𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑐} whose pixel’s value is 1 if its classification
is 𝑘 and 0 otherwise, and 𝑐

0
is a constant value equal to 4

in this paper. Equations (6) and (13) are the same meaning.
In the experiments, we found that replacing sigma by 𝜎

2

=

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
‖𝑥
𝑗
− 𝑥‖
2

/𝑛 with the following formula leads to better
result:

𝜎
2

=

(max
𝑖=1⋅⋅⋅𝑛

𝑥
𝑖
−min

𝑖=1⋅⋅⋅𝑛
𝑥
𝑖
)
2

𝑛

.
(14)

As most of the literatures note, the methods for the
MIS are not general-purpose and should be configured

individually. One reason is to adjust controlling parame-
ters associated with level set methods appropriately, which
varies from case to case. Li et al. [13] have listed the
parameters which control level set segmentation. The new
kernel-based fuzzy level set algorithm adjusts some of them
based on the input image automatically. It can estimate
some parameters like 𝜎 (by (14)) based on the input image
and learn others by the prototype-driven learning scheme.
Thus, it does not need to adjust all parameters in [13].
To be specific, the GKFCM clustering is robust to outliers
with good parameter learning schemes. It can perform
clustering and give a parameter selection simultaneously
despite other clustering methods. Such methods adopt a
trial-and-error technique for selecting a suitable parameter.
Some researchers [13, 39–41] show some general rules for
configuration of these parameters to get an optimal level set
segmentation. Although it is desirable to determine these
controlling parameters adaptively for the specific medical
image by these useful general guidelines, they are not enough
to determine the ideal configuration for a specific medical
image [13].

The LSEBFE model [35] is not sensitive to the choice of
the parameters. Nevertheless, the initial level set function
𝜑
0
by GKFCM clustering helps to initialize these controlling

parameters and provides stable and fast evolution. On the
other hand, as the zero level set from GKFCM clustering is
near to the genuine boundaries, some pieces of information
are adjustable like the approximate length and area of ROI.
They aid to estimate some of the controlling parameters
adaptively. If the ratio of area with respect to length is high,
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Phase 1: Initializing Segmentation by the GKFCM clustering
(I) Parameters initialization: data set𝑋 = {𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑛
}; cluster number 𝑐( 2 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝑛); 𝜀 > 0; 𝑚 = 2;

(II) Let 𝑠 = 1 and estimate 𝜎2 by 𝜎
2

= ∑
𝑛

𝑗=1






𝑥
𝑗
− 𝑥







2

/𝑛 where 𝑥 = ∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑥
𝑗
/𝑛

(III) Compute 𝜂(𝑠)
𝑖

using

𝜂
𝑖
=

min
𝑖

̸=𝑖
(1 − 𝐾(𝑎

𝑖
 , 𝑎
𝑖
))

max
𝑘
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑎

𝑘
, 𝑥))

(IV) Compute 𝜇(𝑠) with 𝑎
(𝑠−1) and 𝜂

(𝑠)

𝑖
by

𝜇
𝑖𝑗
=

((1 − 𝐾 (𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)) + 𝜂

𝑖
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)))

−1/(𝑚−1)

∑
𝑐

𝑘=1
((1 − 𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)) + 𝜂

𝑖
(1 − 𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)))

−1/(𝑚−1)

𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑐; 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛; 𝐾 (𝑥, 𝑦) = exp(−

𝑥 − 𝑦






2

/𝜎
2

)

(V) Update 𝑎(𝑠) with 𝑎
(𝑠−1), 𝜇(𝑠) and 𝜂

(𝑠)

𝑖
using

𝑎
𝑖
=

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜇
𝑚

𝑖𝑗
(𝐾 (𝑥

𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝑥
𝑗
+ 𝜂
𝑖
𝐾(𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) 𝑥
𝑗
)

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜇
𝑚

𝑖𝑗
𝐾(𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
) + 𝜂
𝑖
𝐾(𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑎
𝑖
)

, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑐

(VI) If 

𝑎
(𝑠)

− 𝑎
(𝑠−1)






< 𝜀 STOP and OUTPUT

(VII) Extract ROI’s fuzzy membership matrix, that is, U MF.
Phase 2: Localizing the initial level set through defuzzification process
(I) Convert the fuzzy partition matrix U MF to a crisp partition by assigning the pixel 𝑖 to the class 𝐶 with the highest
membership 𝐶

𝑖
= {arg

𝑘
(max (𝑈 𝑀𝐹

𝑘𝑖
)) | 𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑐}.

(II) Select the best matching 𝐶
𝑘
of the ROI.

(III) Compute: 𝜑0 (𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝑐
0
× 𝐶
𝑘
+ (1 − 𝐶

𝑘
) × 𝑐
0
; (𝑐
0
= 4)

Phase 3: Curve evolution using LSE BFE segmentation
(I) Set value: 𝑘 = 1,𝜏 = 100, 𝜇 = 0.2/𝜏, 𝜆 = 1/𝜏 and ] = 1.
(II) Update 𝑐

1
and 𝑐
2
by (∗is the convolution operation):

𝑐
1
(𝑥) =

∫(𝑏 ∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥)) [𝐻 (𝜑(𝑦)) ⋅ 𝐼 (𝑥)] 𝑑𝑦

∫(𝑏
2
∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥))𝐻 (𝜑(𝑦)) 𝑑𝑦

, 𝑐
2
(𝑥) =

∫(𝑏 ∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥)) {[1 − 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑦))] ⋅ 𝐼(𝑥)} 𝑑𝑦

∫(𝑏
2
∗ 𝐾
𝜎
(𝑥)) [1 − 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑦))] 𝑑𝑦

(III) Update level set function by (11) and

𝜑
𝑘+1

(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜑
𝑘

(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝜏 [𝜆(𝛿 (𝜑) ⋅ div(
∇𝜑





∇𝜑






)) + 𝜇(Δ𝜑 − div(
∇𝜑





∇𝜑






)) + ] (𝛿 (𝜑) ⋅ (𝑒
1
(𝑥) − 𝑒

2
(𝑥)))]

(IV) Update the bias field by

𝑏(𝑥) =

(𝐼 (𝑥) ⋅ {𝑐
1
⋅ 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑥)) + 𝑐

2
⋅ [1 − 𝐻 (𝜑(𝑥))]}) ∗ 𝐾

𝜎

((𝑐
1

2

⋅ 𝐻 (𝜑 (𝑥)) + 𝑐
2

2
⋅ [1 − 𝐻 (𝜑(𝑥))]) ∗ 𝐾

𝜎

where𝐻(𝜑
0
) = {

1, 𝜑
0
≥ 0

0, otherwise
is Heaviside function.

(V) If 

𝜑
𝑘+1

− 𝜑
𝑘





< 𝜀 then STOP and OUTPUT Else 𝑘 = 𝑘 + 1 and return to step II in this phase.

Algorithm 2: The algorithm of proposed method.

the evolution of level set will be fast. The reason is low
topological complexity of the ROI in this case [13]. So,

𝜏 =

area (𝜑
0
)

length (𝜑
0
)

, (15)

where length(𝜑
0
) = ∫
𝐼

𝛿(𝜑
0
)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦, area(𝜑

0
) = ∫
𝐼

𝐻(𝜑
0
)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦,

and 𝐻(𝜑
0
) = {
1, 𝜑

0
≥0

0, otherwise . The equation 𝜇 = 0.2/𝜏 assigns the
time step 𝜇 inspired of the thumb rules in [13, 39–41] (i.e., 𝜇×

𝜏 < 0.25) for stable evolution. There is no need to adjust a
large 𝜆 to control topological changes because the zero level
set by GKFCM is near to the genuine boundaries. So, we can
consider 𝜆 = 1/𝜏.

Li et al. [13] proposed the new formula for ] based on the
zero level set obtained SFCM to pull or push the dynamic
interface adaptively toward the ROI. It has several practical
benefits such as deriving from the coarse clustering SFCM
directly, automatic stabilization, and the flexible selection
of iteration of evolution avoiding insufficient or excessive

segmentation. All mentioned benefits in [13] can be achieved
in this paper implicitly due to the localization property of
the Gaussian kernel function used in (13). To be specific,
the contribution of the intensity 𝐼(𝑦) to the fitting energy
decreases and approaches to zero as the point 𝑦 goes away
from the center point 𝑥. So, the energy is dominated by the
intensities 𝐼(𝑦) of the points𝑦 in a neighborhood of 𝑥. The
Gaussian kernel decreases drastically to zero as 𝑦 goes away
from 𝑥. In this sense, we consider that the fitting energy
is localized around the point 𝑥 [34]. Roughly speaking,
the contour evolves in the narrow band of initial level set
obtained by the GKFCM clustering. So, this paper considers
] = 1 and no need to be based on the initial level set by the
GKFCM clustering in this paper.

3. Results

The experiments and performance evaluation were per-
formed on medical images including a CT image of the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5: Level set segmentation of the CT vessel by various initializations: (a), (c), and (e) are manual initialization; (b), (d), (f), and (h)
are final segmentation after 300, 163, 172, and 40 iterations, respectively, with 𝜆 = 0.003, 𝜇 = 1, and ] = 1; and (g) is initialization by the
GKFCM.

blood vessels [34], nucleus fluorescencemicrograph [42],MR
image of brain [43], MR image of breast, and CT image of
heart [35]. The GKFCM clustering and the proposed kernel-
based fuzzy level set method were implemented with Matlab
R2008a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) in aWindows Vista
system Home Premium, Service Pack 2. All the experiments
were run on a VAIO Precision 340 computer with Intel Core
2 Duo CPU P8400 at 2.26GHz and 2GB RAM.

3.1. Usefulness of GKFCM for Curve Initialization. The first
experiment assesses the GKFCM for level set initialization.
It adopted the level set evolution with bias field estimation
as [35] for the curve optimization, where the initialization
was by three kinds of manual demarcation and GKFCM
clustering. Figure 5 represents the performance comparison
on the CT image of blood vessel. Although the accuracy of
the LSEBFE model is not dependent on the initial level set
and it can attract the dynamic curve to ROI boundaries, the
iteration of evolution is reduced because GKFCM clustering
gives a curve near to the genuine boundaries (Figure 5(g)).

Figure 6 illustrates result of the LSEBFE model on the
nucleus fluorescence micrograph. In this case, segmentation
is difficult due to theweak and irregular boundaries and inho-
mogeneous foreground and background. Ideal initializing is
challenging again. Figure 6 proves that a GKFCM clustering
has the best performance for level set initialization.

3.2. New Kernel-Based Fuzzy Level Set for Intensity Inhomo-
geneity. The second experiment evaluates the new kernel-
based fuzzy level set in inhomogeneous medical images.

Figure 7 illustrates the success of new method in various
modalities of medical imaging including MR images of the
brain and breast (first and last rows, resp.), CT images of
blood vessels and heart (second and third rows, resp.). It
implicitly shows that the contour of GKFCM is near to ROI
but not optimal contour of ROI.

The third experiment deals with performance evaluation
and method comparison. It consists of two parts. First,
the proposed method is compared with similar approaches
[8, 13]. Figure 8 shows the results visually. Table 1 presents
the results quantitatively in terms of accuracy and speed,
respectively.

The authors [8] recently proposed a hybrid method that
initialized curve by kernel-based FCM [10] and evolved it by
fast two cycle model [11]. It is referred to KFCM FTC in this
paper. B. N. Li et al. [13] have integrated spatial fuzzy 𝑐-means
[44] with local binary fitting level set evolution [34]. It is
abbreviated to SFCM LBF henceforth. Table 1 demonstrates
that the proposed method is closer than similar approaches
but it consumes more computational complexity than others.

In the second part, we used the Creaseg platform [45] and
compared the segmentation result of several famous region-
based level set methods [11, 31, 33] for curve evolution after
initializing level set by the GKFCM clustering.

Figure 9 and Table 2 reveal this comparison qualita-
tively and quantitatively. Figure 9 illustrates the success
of new kernel-based fuzzy level set segmentation among
the famous level-set-based algorithms. In this figure, there
are the original image, initialization by GKFCM, final
segmentation by CV model (GKFCM CV) [31], localizing
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6: Level set segmentation of the nucleus fluorescence micrograph. (a), (c): manual initialization; (b), (d): final segmentation after 126
and 200 iterations, respectively, with 𝜆 = 0.003, 𝜇 = 1, and ] = 1; (e): initialization by the GKFCM; and (f): final segmentation after 70
iterations.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7: Segmentation results of various medical images by proposed method. The columns: (a) original image, (b) initial segmentation by
GKFCM, (c) segmentation result, (d) bias field and (e) bias corrected image.

region-based active contours (GKFCM Lankton) [33], FTC
model (GKFCM FTC) [11], and proposed method, from left
to right, respectively. Table 2 deals with this comparison in
terms of speed and accuracy, respectively. Table 2 shows that
the proposed method is closer than other region-based level
set algorithms by spending more time (similar to part 1 of
third experiment).

Dice criteria [46] calculated the similarity between the
result of the algorithms and the references to get accuracy in
this paper. It is popular in the segmentation problems:

Dice =

2 (𝐴 ∩ 𝐵)

𝐴 + 𝐵

, (16)

where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the reference mask region and the result
mask region of an algorithm.

4. Discussion

The proposed method is not trivial and time consuming in
medical images with somewhat clear boundaries, as seen
in Figure 8, for the vessel image because it can control the
motion of the level set contours in images with intensity
inhomogeneity. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate this assertion by

promising results of proposed method while the similar
approaches failed. Table 1 also proved this success quan-
titatively. Moreover, the new kernel-based fuzzy level set
algorithm is able to find out the controlling parameters from
the GKFCM clustering automatically.

In summary, our proposed kernel-based fuzzy level set
algorithm allows flexible initialization for the MIS. One
initializing paradigm was evaluated and compared in this
paper in Figures 5 and 6. Manual demarcation is convenient
for level set initialization and most level set systems in the
literature adopt this form of initialization [45]. However,
the boundaries between physiological tissues are weak and
indistinct in medical images. So, manual initialization is not
a reliable choice for an optimal level set segmentation with
regards to image inhomogeneity and boundary leakage as
shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The GKFCM clustering can adaptively get the approx-
imate boundaries of potential components of ROI. It is
also concerned with the intensity information. Thus, it is
suitable to initiate level set evolution for the MIS. Level set
evolution is subject to various forces from the active curve
(the internal terms) and the image under investigation (the
external terms). It is difficult to coordinate these forces for
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f)

Figure 8: Comparison of proposed method with similar approaches [8, 13], the columns: (a) original image, (b) Ground truth in white,
(c)–(f) colored segmentation result of KFCM FTC [8], SFCM LBF [13] and proposed method respectively.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 9: Level set segmentation of variant medical images (a) origional image, (b) initialization by GKFCM, (c) the result of CV model
[31], (d) the result of localizing region-based active contours model [33], (e) the result of FTC model [11], (f) final segmentation of proposed
method.

Table 1: Comparison of proposed method with similar approaches KFCM FTC [8] and SFCM LBF [13] in terms of accuracy based on Dice
coefficient and CPU time in second.

Methods
Images

Accuracy % (Dice coefficient) CPU time (second)
Brain Vessel Heart Breast Brain Vessel Heart Breast

SFCM LBF 65 75 67 82 9.2 6.55 18.94 33.93
KFCM FTC 80 84 90 68 8.7 7.36 14.48 16.27
Proposed method 96 91 98 84 14.3 12.56 26.51 34.19

optimal image segmentation. Figure 9 shows that, despite
good initialization, the inappropriate curve evolution may
lead to an inferior segmentation.

The new kernel-based fuzzy level set algorithm is advan-
tageous because the implicit interface stabilizes once it
approaches the genuine boundaries. It is also based on an
image model which is the composition of real-world images
with intensity inhomogeneity as a component of an image.
Besides, it is possible to estimate the nearly optimal control-
ling parameters from the results of the GKFCM clustering
automatically. All of them facilitate the level set segmentation
in practice. The kernel-based fuzzy level set method in this
paper is derived from [35] where the level set evolution is
subject to the intensity inhomogeneity.

It is proper to refer the work in this paper to those
incorporating prior knowledge into deformable models [47].

It is not an easy task to obtain reliable prior knowledge and
models in medical image analysis. The GKFCM clustering is
able to obtain the potential components of ROI adaptively
with the ability of parameter estimation simultaneously. It
therefore serves as an effective source of prior knowledge for
level set segmentation.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to propose a new kernel-based
fuzzy level set algorithm for automatic segmentation of
medical images with intensity inhomogeneity. It employs
Gaussian kernel-based fuzzy clustering as the initial level
set function. It can approximate the boundaries of ROI
with parameter estimation simultaneously well. So, level
set evolution will start from a region close to the genuine
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Table 2: Comparison of proposed method with the famous level-set-based algorithms in terms of accuracy based on Dice coefficient and
CPU time in second.

Methods
Images

Accuracy % (Dice coefficient) CPU time (second)
Brain Vessel Heart Breast Brain Vessel Heart Breast

GKFCM CV 65 85 88 64 9.6 10.49 19.42 17.36
GKFCM Lankton 48 79 67 53 10.9 13.93 20.57 16.99
GKFCM FTC 80 84 90 68 8.7 7.36 14.48 16.27
Proposed method 96 91 98 84 14.3 12.56 26.51 34.19

boundaries. It also considers an image model that describes
the composition of real-world images, in which intensity
inhomogeneity is assumed as a component of an image.
Furthermore, the new algorithm estimates the controlling
parameters for curve evolution from initial level set by the
GKFCM clustering automatically. This has reduced manual
intervention and accelerates the curve evolution. The level
set evolution stabilizes automatically once it approaches the
genuine boundaries. All these improvements lead to a robust
algorithm for automated medical image segmentation in
the presence of intensity inhomogeneity. It also has several
practical benefits such as deriving from the coarse clustering
GKFCM directly, automatic stabilization, and the flexible
selection of iteration of evolution avoiding insufficient or
excessive segmentation. Simulation results confirm the effec-
tiveness of proposed method for segmentation of variant
medical imageswith intensity inhomogeneity andprove these
advantages by comparing new method with several famous
region-based level set segmentation methods and similar
approaches.

In future research, it is interesting to incorporate simul-
taneously both the local spatial and the local gray level
relationship in a fuzzy way for coarse clustering phase.
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Medical imaging has become an absolutely essential diagnostic tool for clinical practices; at present, pathologies can be detected
with an earliness never before known. Its use has not only been relegated to the field of radiology but also, increasingly, to computer-
based imaging processes prior to surgery. Motion analysis, in particular, plays an important role in analyzing activities or behaviors
of live objects in medicine.This short paper presents several low-cost hardware implementation approaches for the new generation
of tablets and/or smartphones for estimating motion compensation and segmentation in medical images. These systems have been
optimized for breast cancer diagnosis using magnetic resonance imaging technology with several advantages over traditional X-
ray mammography, for example, obtaining patient information during a short period. This paper also addresses the challenge of
offering a medical tool that runs on widespread portable devices, both on tablets and/or smartphones to aid in patient diagnostics.

1. Introduction

Medical imaging [1] as a diagnostic technique in medicine
requires complex image analysis of image sequences obtained
by a plethora of variety, such as ECG, X-ray,MRI, ultrasound,
CT, and so forth. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2]
technology is one of the most promising tools over other
methods, like conventional X-ray mammography, regarding
breast cancer diagnosis. Nowadays, X-ray images still have a
higher spatial resolution than MR images, but this technique
has the advantages of producing natural tridimensional
images and being able to noninvasively monitor the contrast
agent concentration in the depicted tissue over time.

On other hand, motion estimation is still an open
problem with important applications to medical imaging.
Attending to the estimation of a pixelmotion inside the image
sequence, there are many models and algorithms that could
be classified as belonging to the matching domain approx-
imations [3], energy models [4], and gradient models [5].
Related to this last family, different studies [6–8] show that
this represents an admissible choice for keeping a tolerable
trade-off between accuracy and computing resources. For

designing systems operating efficiently,many challengesmust
be dealt with, such as robustness, static patterns, illumination
changes, different kinds of noise, contrast invariance, and so
forth.

Regarding the hardware platform used, the portable
industry in recent years has dramatically increased the
importance of the processing hardware elements.The iPhone
3GS offeredmore than twice the performance of the first- and
second-generation iPhones. As the market becomes more
demanding, many processor manufactures have specialized
in using smartphones for its own solutions, such as Cortex
A8, Snapdragon, ARM11, Tegra, Armada, OMAP, and more.
Nowadays, device manufacturers boast about their phones’
computer-like capabilities, from desktop-like Internet brows-
ing to HD video playback and, of course, enough computing
capability to face up scientific processing [9, 10].

The ARM instruction set has become the reference archi-
tecture in low-power devices, so there aremany general CPUs
able to run compatible ARM code; this fact creates tendency
lines in reference processors that fit with these instruction
sets, and so the companies produce the chipset following the
ARMdirectives. Some companies, such as Texas Instruments,
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Samsung, and Nvidia, adopt the ARMCPU reference design,
whereas others, like Qualcomm andMarvell, license only the
instruction set and create their own processors to fit them.

The popularity of laptops overtook desktop PCs some
time ago; mobile devices are currently among the most
ubiquitous devices around. Mobile devices are now emerging
in two directions: on one hand, they are pushing upward into
the territory of Intel Atom-powered netbooks; on the other
hand, they are trickling downwards in price, replacing high-
end feature phones near the $100 mark.

More than 2 billion ARM chips [11] are shipped every
year, beating Intel’s Atom devices. The role of GPUs (Graphic
Processing Units) is to provide hardware acceleration for
tridimensional graphics applications like games, CAD, and
so forth. However, in recent years, their role has also become
responsible for drawing the main user interface for desktop
Operating Systems (OS). On most modern smartphone
platforms (iPhone OS, Android, and Palm WebOS, with
Windows Mobile as an exception), the OS’s user interface
itself is composited, meaning it is rendered by the GPU [12].
This makes the interface feel a lot smoother than it would
if it were displayed calculations on the already resource-
constrained CPU.

Regarding the motion estimation for embedded systems,
there are other gradient optical flow models implemented in
hardware; some belong to the Lucas and Kanade algorithm
[13, 14], and some belong to Horn and Schunk approxima-
tions [15, 16].

It is worth paying attention to previous implementa-
tions [17–19] of the sophisticated and complex Multichannel
Gradient Model (McGM) algorithm [20]; this bioinspired
algorithm is required to deal with many challenges, such
as robustness, static patterns, illumination changes, different
kinds of noise, contrast invariance, and so forth. Also the
McGM is able to detect correct motion related to optical
illusions or avoid operations like matrix inverse or iterative
methods that are not biologically justified [15]. We must
carefully select a model that carries out these kinds of
requirements.There are many implementations for this algo-
rithm [17–19], although we will focus on the Carma board-
based [21] implementation. Despite this system’s ability to
manage complex situations better than others algorithms in
real environments [20, 22–25] and mimic some behaviors
of mammals [22, 25], its computational complexity is high
and still not appropriate for the kind of microprocessors
considered.

Under the assumptions mentioned above, in this paper
we present a tool to aid medical diagnosis developed ad
hoc for mobile devices like tablets and/or smartphones. Not
only has their acceptance and reduced price driven diffusion
but their ever-increasing performance computations offer the
opportunity to use them in tasks such as medical diagnosis.
This paper studies the feasibility of using this modern
technology in a medical scenario, where medical images are
processed to aid in medical decisions.

The present paper is organized as follows. First, the
stages of the Lucas and Kanade model and Otsu’s method
basic equations for segmentation based on histogram are
explained very briefly. After that, the basic equations for

Otsu’s method are explained. Next, the implementation is
analyzed using two kinds of microprocessors—an Intel Atom
and an ARM processor from the Nvidia Carma board.
Several comparisons are performed using existing optical
flow implementations in other embedded devices commonly
used formobile platforms.Additionally, output images for the
final segmented system are shown. Finally, quality results and
associated costs are presented for the hardware.

2. Optical Flow Gradient-Based
Computation and Segmentation

2.1. Optical Flow Estimation and Lucas and Kanade. Assum-
ing that an object moves relative to an imaging device, its 2-
dimensional projection usually moves within the projected
image. The projection of the 3-dimensional relative motion
vectors onto the 2-dimensional detector yields a projected
motion field often called the “image flow” or “motion field.”
Unfortunately, it is impossible to access the velocity field
directly, since optical sensors collect luminance distributions
and no speeds. However, it is feasible to compute the motion
of local regions of the luminance distribution, and it is this
motion field that is referred to as optical flow. The optical
flow provides an approximation to the velocity field, but
it is uncommonly equal. There are a number of problems
to overcome in order to compute the optical flow from
the changes in the luminance distribution. First, we can
only calculate the motion of patterns, not isolated points, in
the luminance distribution. This means that the luminance
information must be combined in some way over a finite
spatial neighborhood around each point, where we want to
measure motion.The so-called aperture problem arises when
we try and measure the two components of image velocity
using a neighborhood that does not keep enough luminance
structure [26–28].

In such situations, we are unable to constrain the mea-
surement to a single solution (Figure 1). Increasing the size of
the neighborhood permits us to constrain the measurement,
but collecting information over a large region increases
the likelihood of pooling over motion boundaries and over
smoothing the results, which has been referred to as the
general aperture problem [29].Themotion algorithms seek to
recover the optical flow field that is the best approximation to
the projected velocity field. However, using this information
to draw conclusions about the 3-dimensional environment is
a difficult process.

The estimation of the velocity field using optical flow is
an ill-posed problem, since there are an infinite number of
velocity fields that can cause the observed changes in the
luminance distribution. Additionally, there are an infinite
number of 3-dimensional motions in the real world that
could yield a particular velocity field. External knowledge
about the behavior of objects in the real world, such as
rigid body motion constraints, are required in order to make
use of optical flow. Despite the problems, the optical flow
information is a rich array of vectors that has both local
and global properties [30]. The optical flow field can thus be
subjected to many higher-level interpretations [31, 32].
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Figure 1: The aperture problem.There are infinite solutions for this
problem.

The Lucas and Kanade method [33] is a well-known
algorithm, and we have applied the original description of
the model [34] while adding several variations to improve
the viability of the hardware implementation. We present a
simplified scheme of the algorithm, as follows.

The Lucas andKanademodel computes optical flowusing
a gradient technique [35] that makes use of space-temporal
derivative filters. The model comes from the basic intensity
conservation over the time (1), where 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑡 are the
coordinates of the sequence. Developing the expression (1),
we reach expression (2),
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The Lucas and Kanademodel assumes that the motion vector
really does not change in the studied vicinity 𝑉. Considering
the error to minimize the motion constraint expression (2):

𝐸 (𝑢, V) = ∑

pixel∈𝑉
(

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥

𝑢

+

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑦

V

+

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡

)

2

.

(3)

Solving 𝜕𝐸/𝜕𝑢(𝑡) = 0; 𝜕𝐸/𝜕V(𝑡) = 0 and grouping them all
together, we find an algebraic system expressed by (4), which
means the LMS estimation of the optical flow in the centered
pixel of the vicinity 𝑉. The symbol ̂ denotes the estimator
of the corresponding magnitude. The resulting optical flow
estimated is dense:

[

[

[

[

[

[

∑

pixel∈𝑉

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥

∑

pixel∈𝑉

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝐼 (𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑡)
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∑
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𝜕𝑥
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]

]

]

]

]

]
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�̂�
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=
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[

[

[

[
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]
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(4)

So the final notation is

[

�̂�

V̂]𝐴 = 𝐵;

𝐴 =

[

[

[

[

∑

pixel∈𝑉
𝐼
2
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𝐼
𝑥
𝐼
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(pixel)

∑
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𝐼
𝑥
𝐼
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𝐼
2

𝑦
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]

]

]

]

× 𝐵 =

[

[

[

[

− ∑

pixel∈𝑉
𝐼
𝑥
𝐼
𝑡
(pixel)

− ∑

pixel∈𝑉
𝐼
𝑦
𝐼
𝑡
(pixel)

]

]

]

]

.

(5)

The subindex in the equationmeans the derivatives computed
by separable filtering (Gaussian derivatives or Gabor func-
tion).

2.1.1. Segmentation by Histogram Using the Otsu Method. The
OtsuMethod [36, 37] applies an automatic threshold in order
to efficiently segment the image; it is based on a discriminant
criterion to optimize the function of separation of obtained
classes in gray levels. We describe very briefly the method
used: if supposing every pixel forms an image represented
by gray levels [1, 2, . . . , 𝐿], the number of the pixels at level
𝐼 is denoted by 𝑛

𝑖
and the total number of pixels by 𝑁.
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The gray-level histogram is normalized regarding a probabil-
ity distribution expression:

𝑝
𝑖
=

𝑛
𝑖

𝑁

,

𝐿

∑

𝑖

𝑝
𝑖
= 1. (6)

Assuming a classification of pixels in two classes 𝐶
0
and

𝐶
1
(objects and background) by a threshold level 𝑘, where

pixels with levels [1, . . . 𝑘] belong to 𝐶
0
and pixels with levels

[𝑘 + 1, . . . , 𝐿] belongs to 𝐶
1
, the probabilities of the class

occurrence and class means levels are written as

𝑤
0
= Pr (𝐶

0
) =

𝑘

∑

𝑖=0

𝑝
𝑖
; 𝑤

1
= Pr (𝐶

1
) =

𝐿

∑

𝑖=𝑘+1

𝑝
𝑖
, (7)

𝜇
0
=

𝑘

∑

𝑖=1

𝑖Pr (𝑖 | 𝐶
0
) =

𝑘

∑

𝑖=1

𝑖𝑝
𝑖

𝑤
𝑜

;

𝜇
1
=

𝐿

∑

𝑖=𝑘+1

𝑖Pr (𝑖 | 𝐶
1
) =

𝐿

∑

𝑖=𝑘+1

𝑖𝑝
𝑖

𝑤
1

.

(8)

In this step, we are ready to define the following relation for
the choice of 𝑘 and the variance based on first-order statistics
(class means) as

𝜇
𝑇
= 𝑤
𝑜
𝜇
0
+ 𝑤
1
𝜇
1
; 𝑤

1
+ 𝑤
𝑜
= 1;

𝜎
2

𝐵
(𝑘) =

[𝜇
𝑇
𝑤 (𝑘) − 𝜇 (𝑘)]

2

𝑤 (𝑘) [1 − 𝑤 (𝑘)]

.

(9)

The optimal threshold 𝑘∗ that maximizes 𝜎2
𝐵
is selected by

a sequential search using the cumulative quantities expressed
in (6) and (7)

𝜎
2

𝐵
(𝑘
∗

) = max
1≤𝑘≤𝐿

𝜎
2

𝐵
(𝑘) ;

𝑆
∗

= {𝑘; 𝑤
0
𝑤
1
= 𝑤 (𝑘) [1 − 𝑤 (𝑘)] > 0} .

(10)

3. System Implemented

3.1. Patients and MR Imaging. Breast MRI was performed on
patients with indeterminate mammographic breast lesions.
All patients were consecutively selected after clinical exami-
nation,mammography in standard projections (craniocaudal
and oblique mediolateral projections), and ultrasound. Only
lesions classified BIRADS 3 and 4 in mammography were
selected. In addition, at least 1 of the following criteria had
to be present: nonpalpable lesion, previous surgery with
extensive scarring, and location difficult for biopsy (e.g.,
close to chest wall). Histologic findings were malignant in
14 and benign in 17 lesions. Lesion size was derived from
mammography images. Mean size of malignant lesions was
1.2 cm (median = 1.0 cm, range = 0.4–3.5 cm); mean size
of benign lesions was 1.1 cm (median = 0.9 cm, range =
0.3−3.0 cm).

MRI was performed with a 1.5 T system (Magnetom
Vision, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a ded-
icated surface coil to enable simultaneous imaging of both

Motion

+

+

segmentation

Merge

Output

images

compensation

Figure 2: Scheme of the implemented system.

breasts. The patients were placed in a prone position.
Transversal imageswere acquiredwith a STIR (short TI inver-
sion recovery) sequence (TR = 5600ms, TE = 60ms, FA =
90∘, TI = 150ms, with a matrix size of 256 × 256 pixels, sliced
4mm thick).

Then, a dynamic T1 weighted gradient echo sequence
using a 3D FLASH (fast low-angle shot pulse sequence) was
performed (TR = 12ms, TE = 5ms, FA = 25∘) in transversal
slice orientation with a matrix size of 256 × 256 pixels and an
effective slice thickness of 4mm. FA (FlipAngle), STIR (Short
Tau Inversion Recovery), TE (Echo Time), and TR (Pulse
Repetition Interval) are abbreviations for MRI modalities.
The dynamic study consisted of 6 measurements with an
interval of 83 s. The first frame was acquired before injection
of paramagnetic contrast agent (gadopentetate dimeglumine,
0.1mmol/kg body weight, MagnevistTM, Schering, Berlin,
Germany) immediately followed by the 5 other measure-
ments.

3.2. Scheme of the System. Figure 2 shows the algorithm
implemented in the embedded system. In the first stage, dense
motion is estimated, and the zone corresponding to the range
of motion is determined, segmented, and valued using the
histogram-based system. It is important to note that this
system is adjustable and configurable since the segmented
motion values can fit the diagnostic needs, as determined for
each individual case. The first system used here was designed
using the Carma platform [38] from the SECO company [21],
which integrates an Nvidia Tegra CPU with 3 Quad-Core
ARMCortex-A9 CPUs.The second is based on an Intel Atom
(2x Intel(R) Atom (TM) CPUD510). In Figure 3, prototyping
boards that contain the processors to be programmed are
shown.

4. Results

In this section, results are shown in the boards based on
ARM and ATOM. First we discuss the results in terms
of performance (execution time) in both boards and then
evaluate the visual results obtained in the proposed medical
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Scheme of the low-cost system implemented at different commercial microprocessors.

aid system.Wehave chosen two systems that incorporate low-
power processors which are the base of many mobile devices.
Additionally, we have measured how much is affecting the
attentionwindowedmotion-zone to bemonitored depending
on the specific medical diagnostic to be computed.

As we can see in Tables 1 and 2, the performance in
terms of seconds/slides (breast cancer stimuli is 256 × 256

and its brain fMRI counterpart is 95 × 69) and final power
consumption for both input-stimuli are shown. The results
observed demonstrate that system implementation is totally
competitive in terms of response time and completely feasible
as a tool for medical help. Table 1 reflects the execution times
observed in the sequential application (one processor Atom
versus one ARM) and the best configuration obtained in
terms of performance (best computing times) corresponding
to the exploitation of parallelism with the use of multiple
processors. The exploitation of several processors is per-
formed by means of task-level parallelism. Parallelization
scheme is based on the uniform distribution of the compu-
tational workload among the available processors by means
of OpenMP programming paradigm. Accelerations achieved
range between 2.2x and 3.3x times faster. For the fMRI brain
test, task-level parallelism reports are hardly beneficial; this
fact is motivated by the granularity of the problem and the
lack of parallelism available to be exploited. The degree of
parallelism available in the test considered (lower andmiddle
ranges) makes it unsuitable for the exploitation of additional
hardware such as GPU as in the Carma board (the cost of
startup, exchange information does not outweigh the benefits
that could be achieved in accelerator or GPU). This table
also includes a comparison of consumption (peak energy
demand) in both systems, so in global terms, we can conclude
that a mobile system based on ARM processor reports better
performance rates with less power requirements. We would
like to highlight that every stage belonging to the system
has been designed as customizable, scalable, and modular,
containing this system a processing scheme belonging to the
most gradient-based optical flow models. As a conclusion,
we can affirm that the platforms considered are feasible to
process at high scale motion and segmentation attending to
the performance obtained at different scale levels.

From the standpoint of the system usefulness and visual
results provided, they are also showing some screenshots of

Table 1: Summary of the final performance (in seconds/slide) for
both processors considered and three different motion attention
zone selected. (Window) for breast cancer stimuli.

Breast cancer stimuli

Performance (secs/slide) ARM v7 Intel
ATOM Final density

Window size = 5
1 CPU 1,22 0,35 100,00%
Best config. 0,75 0,16

Window size = 7
1 CPU 2,12 0,61 100,00%
Best config. 1,18 0,24

Window size = 9
1 CPU 3,36 0,92 100,00%
Best config. 1,85 0,28

Power consumption 8W 13W

Table 2: Summary of the final performance (in seconds/slide) for
both processors considered and three different motion attention
zone selected. (Window) for fMRI Brain Stimuli.

fMRI brain

Performance (secs/slide) ARM v7 Intel
ATOM Final density

Window size = 5 0,02 0,02 100,00%
Window size = 7 0,04 0,01 100,00%
Window size = 9 0,06 0,01 100,00%
Power consumption 8W 13W

the medical analysis generated in a mobile device. Figure 4
shows a collection of slides from the MRI breast cancer
test described in Section 3. The output image displayed
on the mobile device is colored for the sake of clarity in
recognition, meaning clear-red zones high motion density.
Meanwhile Figure 5 illustrates the motion vector map of one
slide; Figure 6 addresses a zoom for motion estimation +
segmentation output image, where it is possible to recognize
the flow vectors corresponding to the adjustable window
motion attention zone at different scales in the upper-right
and -left part of the image. Additionally, Figure 7 shows
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(a) slide = 1 (b) slide = 5 (c) slide = 10

(d) slide = 15 (e) slide = 20 (f) slide = 25

(g) slide = 30 (h) slide = 35 (i) slide = 40

(j) slide = 45 (k) slide = 50 (l) slide = 55

Figure 4: Twelve different slides from the MRI image described in Section 3. The image output from the system is colored for the sake of
clarity in recognition. White zones mean high motion density.

Figure 5: Scheme for motion vector map of one slide.
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Figure 6: Zoom performed in the output image. Flow vectors corresponding to the adjustable window motion attention zone are shown at
different scales in the upper-right and -left part of the image.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p)

Figure 7: Scheme of the brain image fMRI and motion segmented using the Lucas and Kanade and the Otsu methods.
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a collection of the brain image fMRI test displayed on a tablet
where motion segmentation have been performed using the
Lucas and Kanade and the Otsu methods.

5. Conclusion

This work describes the implementation of a low-cost hybrid
system specially designed for mobile devices in medical
scenarios where medical images are processed to aid in
medical diagnoses and decisions. This system is specifically
tuned for breast MRI based on dense motion estimation
and segmentation, which can aid specialists in providing
rapid attention to breast motion; the present platform can
be used as a starting point for motion compensation. The
technology can also be utilized for medical diagnosis for
remote medicine. These algorithms have been implemented
using the same processors as those used in mobile devices,
such as tablets, smartphones, and so on.

Our results have shown that the algorithm is able to
detect and visualize motion artifacts with high accuracy. We
are currently improving the system with the hierarchical
multiscale optical flow algorithm, and we will evaluate the
achieved motion correction based on receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) over different embedded GPUs in order
to export that to mobile devices as well.
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This paper presents a new image segmentation method based on multiple active contours guided by differential evolution, called
MACDE. The segmentation method uses differential evolution over a polar coordinate system to increase the exploration and
exploitation capabilities regarding the classical active contour model. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a set
of synthetic images with complex objects, Gaussian noise, and deep concavities is introduced. Subsequently, MACDE is applied on
datasets of sequential computed tomography and magnetic resonance images which contain the human heart and the human left
ventricle, respectively. Finally, to obtain a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the medical image segmentations compared
to regions outlined by experts, a set of distance and similarity metrics has been adopted. According to the experimental results,
MACDE outperforms the classical active contour model and the interactive Tseng method in terms of efficiency and robustness for
obtaining the optimal control points and attains a high accuracy segmentation.

1. Introduction

Computed tomography (CT) scanning and magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) are widely used in medical tests
since they represent a noninvasive and painless modalities
for the diagnosis of cardiac disease. In clinical practice,
the process performed by a cardiologist on medical images
can be subjective, labor intensive, and susceptible to errors
because it is based on a visual examination followed by a
manual delineation of the human organ. Consequently, the
application of computational techniques in order to obtain
a more efficient and accurate image segmentation within an
acceptable time plays an essential role.

In medical image analysis, the automatic segmentation
of human organs is an important and challenging task. In
the literature, several techniques have been reported for
this purpose such as, region growing in pelvic injuries [1],
improved watershed transform for tumors in mammograms
[2], enhanced suppressed fuzzy c-means to work with brain

magnetic resonance images [3], wavelet transform in dermo-
scopic images [4], templates for atlas in radiotherapy [5], and
active contour models (ACMs) in mammographic images
[6, 7].This method was introduced by [8] and it is an energy-
minimizing spline that consists of control points also called
snaxels.This spline evolves through the evaluation of internal
and external forces according to the shape of the object to
be segmented. ACM has been extensively used in medical
applications such as segmentation of human prostate [9],
intravascular ultrasound images [10], breast lesions [11], and
breast tumors [12].

In the traditional implementation of active contour
model there exist two main weaknesses. The first drawback
is the initialization of control points, which must be close
to the object of interest to achieve a favorable segmentation
otherwise failure of convergence will occur. The second
drawback is the propensity to stagnate in local minima
giving an inaccurate convergence to the boundaries of the
object. To solve these disadvantages some improvements
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have been suggested to adapt different methods to work
together with ACM including statistical methods [13, 14],
graph cut [15], population based-methods such as particle
swarm optimization (PSO) working with polar sections [16],
static large searching windows [17] and by adapting the
PSO velocity equation [18], genetic algorithms [19, 20], and
differential evolution [21].The performance of the population
based-methods working together with ACM is very suitable
according to the tests since the active contour becomes more
stable, robust, and efficient in local minima problem.

Differential evolution (DE) is a stochastic and popula-
tion-based optimization method similar to evolutionary
algorithms suggested by [22, 23]. DE has become very popu-
lar for solving global optimization problems with nondiffer-
entiable and nonlinear functions with a fast convergence.The
efficiency and robustness of the DE method directly depend
on the settings of the control parameters such as popula-
tion size, selection method, differentiation factor, and the
crossover probability constant which controls the number of
generated solutions for each individual through generations.
As DE is easy to implement, not computationally expensive
and it is highly efficient solving optimization problems, it
has been used in many real-world applications such as text
summarization [24], design of reconfigurable antenna arrays
[25], job shop scheduling problem [26], blade design of wind
turbines [27], and in the parameter estimation for a human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [28].

In this paper, we introduce a novel image segmentation
method based on multiple active contours guided by differ-
ential evolution optimization technique, which divides the
object of interest in polar sections. Each polar section has
a population of individuals represented by control points to
perform its particular search strategy in order to find the
optimal control point (snaxel). Since the proposed method
can appropriately overcome the drawback of initialization
of the traditional ACM and the inaccurate convergence on
the concave boundaries of an object, MACDE also addresses
the problem of segmenting the human heart and the human
left ventricle from datasets of sequential CT and magnetic
resonance images, respectively. Finally, to visualize the seg-
mentation results of CT images a 3D reconstruction approach
of the human heart is presented.

The structure of this work is as follows. In Section 2,
the fundamentals of active contour model and differential
evolution are presented. In Section 3, the proposed MACDE
method is introduced, along with a set of validation metrics
to evaluate its performance. The experimental results are
discussed in Section 4, and from the similarity metrics,
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Background

In this section, the fundamentals of the active contour
model and differential evolution optimization technique are
explained in detail.

2.1. Active Contour Model. Active contour model (ACM),
also known as snake, is a parametric curve, which can move

within the spatial domain of an image where it was assigned.
The snake is defined by 𝑝(𝑠, 𝑡) = (𝑥(𝑠, 𝑡), 𝑦(𝑠, 𝑡)), 𝑠 ∈ [0, 1],
where 𝑡 represents the time parameter whereby the curve
evolves in order to minimize the total energy function given
by

𝐸snake = ∫

1

0

[𝐸int (𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑡)) + 𝐸ext (𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑡))] d𝑠. (1)

The above-mentioned energy function consists of two com-
ponents: 𝐸int that represents the internal energy and 𝐸ext
the external energy. The internal energy presented in (2)
is composed by the first derivative of 𝑝(𝑠) guided by the
curve tension parameter 𝛼(𝑠) and the second derivate of 𝑝(𝑠)
controlled by the rigidity parameter 𝛽(𝑠). This energy keeps
the search performed by the control points within the spatial
image domain and also it controls the shape modification of
the parametric curve as follows:

𝐸int (𝑝 (𝑠, 𝑡)) =

1
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The external energy represented by (3) is given by the
particular features of the search space, where 𝛾 is a weight
parameter and ∇𝐼(𝑝(𝑠)) is the surface gradient computed
at 𝑝(𝑠) achieving the optimal solution by solving the Euler
equation (4), when both external and internal energies
become stable

𝐸ext (𝑝 (𝑠)) = −𝛾




∇𝐼 (𝑝 (𝑠))






2

, (3)

∇𝐸ext − 𝛼
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𝑝 (𝑠)

𝜕𝑠
2

+ 𝛽

𝜕
4

𝑝 (𝑠)

𝜕𝑠
4

= 0. (4)

In the discrete computational implementation of ACM,
the snake is composed by a number 𝑛 of discrete points
{𝑝
𝑖
| 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛}. The discrete formulation of internal

and external energies are approximated by (5) and (6), respec-
tively, where 𝑞

𝑖,𝑗
represents the current snake control point

𝑝
𝑖
and 𝑗 the index point within its searching static window.

Accordingly, the local energy function is given by (7), in
which the minimization process is iteratively performed by
using (8), where 𝑊

𝑖
is the predefined searching window for

the control point𝑝
𝑖
and 𝑘
𝑖
is obtained byminimizing the local

energy function [17]:
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(5)

𝐸ext = −𝛾
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2

2

, (6)

𝐸
𝑖,𝑗

= 𝐸int + 𝐸ext, (7)

𝐸snake =
𝑛

∑

𝑖=1

𝐸
𝑖,𝑘
𝑖

, 𝑘
𝑖
= arg min

𝑗

(𝐸
𝑖,𝑗
) , 𝑗 ∈ 𝑊

𝑖
. (8)

There exist two main weaknesses in the traditional imple-
mentation of ACM. Firstly, sensitivity to the initial posi-
tioning of the control points (snaxels) and secondly, the
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propensity to stagnate in local minima deflecting the snake
of the optimum edge of the object of interest. In order
to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of the ACM,
a population-based technique such as differential evolution
optimization (DE) has been adopted, which is described in
the following Section 2.2.

2.2. Differential Evolution. Differential evolution (DE) is a
stochastic real-parameter heuristic proposed by [22, 23] for
numerical global optimization problems similar to stan-
dard evolutionary algorithms. DE starts with a set of ran-
domly initialized potential solutions, called individuals 𝑋 =

{𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, . . . , 𝑥

𝑁𝑝
}, where 𝑁𝑝 is the population size. These

individuals are gradually improved by applying different vari-
ation operators and the solution is chosen to be the individual
with the best fitness according to an objective function.

The fundamental idea behind DE algorithm consists of
three evolutionary principles: mutation, crossover, and selec-
tion on the floating-point encoding. The mutation step
creates a mutant vector 𝑉

𝑖,𝑔+1
at each generation 𝑔 based

on the distribution of the current population {𝑋
𝑖,𝑔

| 𝑖 =

1, 2, . . . , 𝑁𝑝} by performing the classical mutation strategy
presented in

𝑉
𝑖,𝑔+1

= 𝑋
𝑟1,𝑔

+ 𝐹 (𝑋
𝑟2,𝑔

− 𝑋
𝑟3,𝑔

) , 𝑟1 ̸=𝑟2 ̸=𝑟3 ̸= 𝑖, (9)

where 𝑟1, 𝑟2, and 𝑟3 represent the indexes of three individ-
uals mutually different and uniformly selected from the set
{1, . . . , 𝑁𝑝} and the 𝐹 represents the differentiation factor
also known as scaling or mutation factor parameter. After the
mutation process, the crossover operator is applied based on
(10), to create the trial vector 𝑈

𝑖,𝑔+1

𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

= {

𝑉
𝑖,𝑔+1

, if 𝑟 ≤ CR,
𝑋
𝑖,𝑔
, if 𝑟 > CR,

(10)

where 𝑟 is a uniform random value on the interval (0, 1),
which is compared with the CR (crossover rate) parameter. If
𝑟 is bigger thanCR, the current information of individual𝑋

𝑖,𝑔

is conserved, otherwise the values from the mutant vector
𝑉
𝑖,𝑔+1

are copied to the trial vector 𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

. Subsequently, the
selection procedure is applied by using (11) to minimization
process. This procedure selects, according to a fitness func-
tion, the better one between the trial vector 𝑈

𝑖,𝑔+1
and the

individual 𝑋
𝑖,𝑔
. The selected vector is used to replace the

current individual in the next generation:

𝑋
𝑖,𝑔+1

= {

𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

, if 𝑓 (𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

) < 𝑓 (𝑋
𝑖,𝑔
) ,

𝑋
𝑖,𝑔
, otherwise.

(11)

According to the previous description, the classical DE
algorithm is described by using the following procedure.

(1) Initialize number of generations 𝐺, population size
𝑁𝑝, value of differentiation factor 𝐹, and value of
crossover rate CR.

(2) Initialize each individual 𝑋
𝑖
by generating random

candidate solutions.

(3) For each individual𝑋
𝑖,𝑔
, where 𝑔 = {1, . . . , 𝐺}:

(a) compute 𝑉
𝑖,𝑔+1

by using the mutation step (9);
(b) assign𝑈

𝑖,𝑔+1
according to the crossover operator

(10);
(c) update 𝑋

𝑖,𝑔+1
, if 𝑈

𝑖,𝑔+1
is better than 𝑋

𝑖,𝑔
by

applying the selection step (11).

(4) If stopping criterion is satisfied (e.g., stability or
number of generations), then stop.

3. Proposed Image Segmentation Method

The proposed MACDE method based on differential evolu-
tion and multiple active contours is described in Section 3.1.
In addition, to obtain a quantitative evaluation of the segmen-
tation results obtained from the proposed method, the set of
similarity metrics is explained in Section 3.2.

3.1. Multiple Active Contours Guided by Differential Evolu-
tion (MACDE). Because of the classical ACM weaknesses
discussed above, differential evolution is adopted to solve
the local minima drawback by guiding the convergence of
multiple active contours on a polar coordinate system similar
to [16]. Since DE is directly applied in the segmentation
task performed by MACDE, the advantages of robustness,
low computational time, and efficiency are preserved. The
proposed method presents three main advantages on the
initialization process, whichmust be considered to adapt it to
the shape of the object of interest. Firstly, the initial contours
can be automatically defined in a circular or elliptical shape.
Secondly, the number of snaxels (individuals) can be modi-
fied according to the number of polar sections in which the
object of interest is divided. The third advantage is the origin
or seed point created interactively by the user to generate all
the snaxels automatically on the constrained spatial domain
of the object of interest.This latter advantage allows to use the
proposed method in the segmentation of stacks of sequential
CT and MR images in order to obtain a 3D reconstruction
approach of human organs by just reproducing the origin
point through the set of images along with the predefined
parameters.

The procedure ofMACDE segmentationmethod consists
of three steps and it is illustrated in Figure 1. The prepro-
cessing stage reduces noise from the image by using a 2D
median filter (3 × 3 window size), followed by the Canny
edge detector (𝜎 = 1.3, 𝑇

𝑙
= 10.0, and 𝑇

ℎ
= 30.0) to

detect the boundary between the background and regions of
interest.These parameters have been experimentally tuned to
preserve the real edges in the image, since these can affect the
segmentation result. The final step in this stage is to compute
the Euclidean distance map (EDM) according to [29]. The
EDM is used to perform the minimization process because it
represents a potential surface, where high potential values are
assigned to the image pixels located far from the target object,
and low potential values (ideally zero) to pixels located close
to the object. The initialization procedure on the resulting
distancemap represents the second stage ofMACDE, where a
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Figure 1: Process of the proposed MACDE image segmentation method.

polar coordinate system is generated through an interactively
determined seed point composed by the 𝑥 and 𝑦 coordinates
of the pixel where it was assigned. This coordinate system
divides the target object via 𝜃 = 2𝜋/𝑔, where 𝑔 represents the
degrees of each constrained polar section 𝑆, inwhich one edge
sectional solution must exist. Additionally, the target object

has to be confined by the spatial domain of the 𝑛 predefined
initial contours and assign 𝑛 equidistant control points as
individuals to conform one population 𝑂

𝑖
for each polar

section 𝑆
𝑖
. The third stage of MACDE is the segmentation

process, where for each section 𝑆
𝑖
, the DE strategy is applied

to minimize the corresponding edge sectional solution by
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evaluating the individuals according to the external energy
(fitness function) derived from (6). When the optimization
process for each population is finished, the segmented object
is acquired connecting the best individuals of each polar
section to each other.

The procedure of the proposed MACDE image segmen-
tation method is described as follows.

(1) Compute the preprocessing step (medianfilter, Canny
edge detector, and Euclidean distance map).

(2) Initialize coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) of the interactive seed
point, degrees 𝑑𝑔, and number of snakes.

(3) Initialize parameters of DE algorithm: number of
generations 𝐺, differentiation factor 𝐹, and crossover
rate CR.

(4) Generate one population for each polar section 𝑆
𝑖

assigning the current snaxels as individuals.
(5) For each population 𝑂

𝑖
, we have the following.

(a) For each individual𝑋
𝑖,𝑔
, where 𝑔 = {1, . . . , 𝐺}:

(i) compute 𝑉
𝑖,𝑔+1

by using the mutation step
(9);

(ii) assign𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

according to the crossover op-
erator (10);

(iii) apply restriction of the search space to
ignore improper solutions;

(iv) evaluate 𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

in fitness function (6);
(v) update𝑋

𝑖,𝑔+1
, if𝑈
𝑖,𝑔+1

is better than𝑋
𝑖,𝑔

by
applying the selection step (11).

(b) If the stopping criterion is satisfied (e.g., stability
or number of generations), then stop, otherwise
go to step (a).

(6) Stop MACDE method.

3.2. Validation Metrics. To assess the medical image seg-
mentations performed by the proposed method regarding
the classical ACM and the regions outlined by two experts,
Jaccard index, Dice index, and the Haussdorf distance have
been adopted.

The Jaccard index 𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) and Dice index 𝐷(𝐴, 𝐵) are
similarity measures located in the range [0, 1] used to com-
pare binary variables [2]. These indexes are computed by
using (12) and (13), respectively. In this work, the regions
segmented through computational methods (MACDE and
classical ACM) are represented by 𝐴, and 𝐵 is used to repre-
sent the regions outlined by the experts. In these similarity
measures if regions 𝐴 and 𝐵 are completely superimposed
the obtained result is 1, and 0 when these two regions are
completely different

𝐽 (𝐴, 𝐵) =

𝐴 ∩ 𝐵

𝐴 ∪ 𝐵

, (12)

𝐷 (𝐴, 𝐵) =

2 (𝐴 ∩ 𝐵)

𝐴 + 𝐵

. (13)

The Hausdorff distance is a widely used metric for
shape matching in medical image segmentation. This metric
measures the similarity between two superimposed sets by
using (14), where 𝑎 and 𝑏 represent points defined in sets 𝐴
and 𝐵, respectively, and ‖𝑎 − 𝑏‖ is a some underlying distance
(Euclidean distance in our tests)

𝐻(𝐴, 𝐵) = max
𝑎∈𝐴

min
𝑏∈𝐵

‖𝑎 − 𝑏‖ . (14)

In Section 4, the segmentation results obtained from
the proposed MACDE method on different synthetic and
medical images are presented and analyzed by the validation
metrics.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, the proposed MACDE method is applied
firstly, on synthetic images with several concavities and noise,
and secondly, to segment the human heart and the human
left ventricle from computed tomography and magnetic
resonance images. The computational implementations are
performed using the gcc compiler version 4.4.5 running on
Debian GNU/Linux 6.0, Intel Core i3 with 2.13 Ghz and 4Gb
of memory.

4.1. Application on Synthetic Images. In Figure 2 an image of
size 160 × 160 pixels containing an artificial star is presented.
The segmentation result obtained by classical ACM imple-
mentation using 42 control points is shown in Figure 2(a).
The ACM parameters are set as 𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9, and
𝛾 = 0.05 giving an executing time of 0.090 s. In this figure
the ACM implementation cannot overcome the concavity
problem to fit the star boundary, which is solved through
MACDE implementation as shown in Figure 2(b). In this
simulation MACDE parameters are set as 𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 =

0.1, CR = 0.8, 𝑑𝑔 = 15, and number of snakes = 15,
with an executing time of the optimization process of 0.140 s.
The MACDE segmentation result on the Euclidean distance
map is presented in Figure 2(c). This distance map is also
represented as the 3D distance potential surface, in which the
convergence of the optimized control points is illustrated in
Figure 2(d).

Figure 3 introduces an image of size 300 × 300 pixels
consisting of a circle with Gaussian noise (𝜇 = 0, 𝜎 =

0.04). The Euclidean distance map shown in Figure 3(a)
is computed from the original image and illustrates the
local minima problem present in the test image. The result
obtained by classical ACM using 42 control points is shown
in Figure 3(b), where due to the noise it cannot adjust the
circle boundary accurately. The ACM parameters are set as
𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝛾 = 0.05 requiring an executing
time of 0.104 s. On the other hand,MACDEmethod can solve
the local minima problem and locate the circle boundary
accurately as shown in Figure 3(c). The optimized control
points on the distance potential surface are presented in
Figure 3(d) which are acquired with the MACDE parameters
𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 = 0.1, CR = 0.8, 𝑑𝑔 = 15, number of snakes = 15,
and the optimization process is performed with an executing
time of 0.138 s.
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Figure 2: Synthetic star: (a) result of traditional ACM, (b) result of MACDE implementation, (c) result of MACDE on the Euclidean distance
map, and (d) MACDE optimization process on the distance potential surface.
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Figure 3: Noisy circle: (a) Euclidean distance map of the original image, (b) result of traditional ACM, (c) result of MACDE implementation,
and (d) MACDE optimization process on the distance potential surface.
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Figure 4: Synthetic object: (a) Euclidean distance map of the original image, (b) result of traditional ACM, (c) result of MACDE
implementation, and (d) result of MACDE optimization process on the distance potential surface.
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Figure 5: CT image: (a) test image, (b) the human heart outlined by experts, (c) result of traditional ACM, and (d) result of MACDE
implementation.
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Figure 6: Convergence of the human heart segmentation through
DE iterations.

In Figure 4 an image of 150 × 150 pixels containing a
synthetic object is introduced. The Euclidean distance map
derived from the original image is presented in Figure 4(a)
where the concavity problem is clearly evident. The segmen-
tation result obtained by classical ACM using 42 control
points cannot find the concavities of the object as shown
in Figure 4(b). The ACM parameters of this simulation are
set as 𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝛾 = 0.05 requiring
an executing time of 0.101 s. Moreover, MACDE method
can adjust the object boundary overcoming the concavity
problem as illustrated in Figure 4(c) and in the distance
potential surface in Figure 4(d). The MACDE parameters
used in this test are set as 𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 = 0.1, CR = 0.8, 𝑑𝑔 =

15, and number of snakes = 15, achieving the optimization
process in an executing time of 0.142 s.

The use of differential evolution in MACDE method
provides robustness and accuracy in the three synthetic
test images regarding classical ACM. Even though the
computational time of the optimization process performed
by MACDE is competitive with the segmentation process
carried out by the traditional ACM, the proposed method
improves the segmentation results avoiding local minima
and concavity problems. In Section 4.2, MACDE is applied
on cardiac medical images, and the segmentation results are
evaluated through different distance and similarity measures.

4.2. Application on Medical Images. In this section, MACDE
method is used in the segmentation of the human heart and
the human left ventricle from datasets of sequential CT and
MR images, respectively. The CT images have been supplied
by the Mexican Social Security Institute, and the MR images
have been provided by the Auckland MRI Research Group,
University of Auckland.

In Figure 5(a) a 512 × 512 pixels CT image is presented in
order to compare the human heart segmentation obtained by
cardiologists in Figure 5(b), by applying the classical ACM in
Figure 5(c), and by usingMACDEmethod in Figure 5(d).The

ACM parameters are set as 𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9, and 𝛾 = 0.05,
number of control points = 49, requiring an execution time
of 0.157 s. Moreover, the MACDE segmentation fits the heart
boundary appropriately in contrast to ACM, according to the
manual delineation by experts, using parameters𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 =

0.1, CR = 0.8, 𝑑𝑔 = 13, and number of snakes = 12, achieving
the optimization process in an executing time of 0.212 s.

Figure 6 shows the process of convergence of MACDE
method in the human heart segmentation on a CT image.
This convergence is computed through generations using the
average fitness of the individuals on the distance potential
surface.

In order to introduce the human left ventricle segmenta-
tion task, in Figure 7(a) a low-contrast, 512 × 512 pixels MR
image is shown. Figure 7(b) shows the Euclidean distance
map computed from the test image to get a better approxima-
tion of the search space where the computational techniques
perform the optimization process. Besides, in Figures 7(c)
and 7(d) the manual delineation performed by expert 1 and
expert 2, respectively, are presented. Figure 7(e) illustrates
the segmentation result applying the classical ACM with
parameters set as 𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9, 𝛾 = 0.05, and number
of control points = 45, involving an execution time of 0.235 s.
Finally, Figure 7(f) presents theMACDE segmentation result,
which fits the left ventricle accurately with parameters set as
𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 = 0.1, CR = 0.8, 𝑑𝑔 = 14, and number of
snakes = 12.The optimization process performed byMACDE
in this test image involved an executing time of 0.295 s, and it
is presented in Figure 8, where the convergence is calculated
through generations using the average fitness of individuals.

The initialization methodology of MACDE allows work
with sequential images easily, since just the seed point
coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦) and the initial parameters are required for
segmenting the whole set of images. This is an advantage
over the classical ACM, because in MACDE only one user
interaction is needed, while in ACM each control point is
generally provided by the user resulting in a laborious task.

In Figure 9 the human heart segmentation results on
a subset of CT images are presented. The whole dataset
consists of 144 CT images of size 512 × 512 pixels from
different patients. Figure 9(a) illustrates the segmentation
results obtained by classical ACM, where the concavity
problem is clearly shown. The ACM parameters are set as
𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9, 𝛾 = 0.05, and control points =
45, requiring an average executing time of 0.163 s per image.
Figure 9(b) shows the human heart segmentations obtained
with the interactive Tseng method. The parameters of this
simulation were tuned according to [17] as 45 control points,
9 particles for each swarm, and window size 30 × 30
pixels, given an average executing time of 0.176 s per image.
Figure 9(c) presents the segmentation results obtained by
MACDE, which fit to heart boundary in a suitable way. The
MACDE parameters are set as 𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 = 0.1, CR = 0.8,
𝑑𝑔 = 15, and number of snakes = 12, involving an average
execution time of 0.194 s per image. On the other hand,
the average similarity measures listed in Table 1 are used
to assess the regions segmented by computational methods
and manual delineations by experts, which indicates that
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 7: MR image: (a) test image (b) Euclidean distance map of test image, (c) the human left ventricle outlined by expert 1, (d) the human
left ventricle outlined by expert 2, (e) result of traditional ACM, and (f) result of MACDE implementation.
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Figure 8: Convergence of the human left ventricle segmentation
through DE iterations.

MACDE segmentation method is promising in human heart
segmentation.

In Figure 10 the human left ventricle segmentation results
on a subset of MR images are presented. The whole dataset
is composed by 23 MR images of size 512 × 512 pixels.
Figure 10(a) shows the segmentation results obtained with
classical ACM, where the local minima problem leads to an

inaccurate convergence to left ventricle boundary. The ACM
parameters in these tests are set as 𝛼 = 0.01, 𝛽 = 0.9,
𝛾 = 0.05, and control points = 42, demanding an average
execution time of 0.221 s per image. Figure 10(b) shows the
segmentation results by applying the Tseng method. The
parameters of this simulation were experimentally chosen
as 42 control points, window size as 30 × 30, and 15
particles for each swarm, given an average executing time
of 0.253 s per image. In Figure 10(c) the regions segmented
by MACDE are illustrated. These segmentation results fit
properly to the left ventricle boundary with parameters set
as 𝐺 = 10, 𝐹 = 0.1, CR = 0.8, 𝑑𝑔 = 15, and
number of snakes = 12, requiring an average execution time
of 0.275 s per image. Moreover, to quantify the segmentation
results, Table 2 presents the comparative analysis through
Dice index, Jaccard index, and Haussdorf distance between
computational methods and manual delineations by experts.
This similarity analysis suggests that MACDE is competitive
regarding regions outlined by experts, and it is more accurate
than the classical ACM, and the interactive Tseng method.

Finally, in order to visualize the segmentation results
acquired from sequential CT images, 3D reconstruction
approaches obtained from the experts, classical ACM and
the proposed MACDE method are presented in Figure 11.
The quality of the 3D reconstruction depends on the number
of sequential images, and the approaches presented below
consist of 18 CT images, which are achieved through super-
position of the resulting contours according to the image
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9: CT images (human heart segmentation): (a) results of traditional ACM, (b) results of Tseng method, and (c) results of MACDE
implementation.

acquisition order. These reconstructions illustrate a signifi-
cant effectiveness and stability ofMACDE in the human heart
segmentation.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel image segmentation method based
on multiple active contours guided by differential evolution
(MACDE) has been proposed. The segmentation method
has introduced some important advantages regarding the
classical active contour model and the interactive Tseng
method, in particular, the partitioning of the region of interest
in polar sections to overcome the local minima problem and
the sensitivity to initial contour position. In order to evaluate

the performance of the proposed method, some experiments
with synthetic images following by experiments with cardiac
medical images acquired from the computed tomography
and magnetic resonance procedures were presented. The
experimental results demonstrated the efficiency and stability
of MACDE in the presence of noise and deep concavities.
These advantages made it possible to attain a high accuracy
in the human heart and human left ventricle segmentations
compared to the regions outlined by experts according to
the evidence showed by the set of similarity metrics. In
addition, the experimental results have also revealed that
MACDE is highly suitable for medical image applications,
including the segmentation of sequential medical images
within a competitive computational time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: MR images (human left ventricle segmentation): (a) results of classical ACM, (b) results of Tseng method, and (c) results of
MACDE implementation.

Table 1: Average similarity measure with Hausdorff distance,
Jaccard index, and Dice index among the regions segmented by
classical active contour model (ACM), interactive Tseng method,
our proposed method (MACDE), and the regions outlined by two
experts from the set of CT images.

Comparative studies Distance/similarity measure
Hausdorff

(𝐻)
Jaccard index

(𝐽)
Dice index

(𝐷)
ACM versus Expert 1 4.0 0.3548 0.5238
ACM versus Expert 2 3.0 0.5272 0.6904
Tseng versus Expert 1 2.236 0.8260 0.9047
Tseng versus Expert 2 2.8284 0.7872 0.8809
MACDE versus Expert 1 3.0 0.8666 0.9285
MACDE versus Expert 2 1.4142 0.9090 0.9523

Table 2: Average similarity measure with Hausdorff distance, Jac-
card index, andDice index among the regions segmented by classical
active contour (ACM), interactive Tseng method, our proposed
method (MACDE), and the regions outlined by two experts from
the set of MR images.

Comparative studies Distance/similarity measure
Hausdorff

(𝐻)
Jaccard index

(𝐽)
Dice index

(𝐷)
ACM versus Expert 1 5.0 0.3548 0.5238
ACM versus Expert 2 10.4403 0.4237 0.5952
Tseng versus Expert 1 1.0 0.9090 0.9523
Tseng versus Expert 2 3.6055 0.8260 0.9047
MACDE versus Expert 1 1.0 0.8666 0.9285
MACDE versus Expert 2 3.1622 0.9534 0.9761
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Figure 11: 3D reconstruction of human heart from CT images: (a) result obtained from expert 1, (b) result obtained from expert 2, (c) result
with classical ACM, and (d) result of MACDE method.
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The automatic detection of white blood cells (WBCs) still remains as an unsolved issue in medical imaging. The analysis of WBC
images has engaged researchers from fields of medicine and computer vision alike. SinceWBC can be approximated by an ellipsoid
form, an ellipse detector algorithmmaybe successfully applied in order to recognize such elements.This paper presents an algorithm
for the automatic detection ofWBC embedded in complicated and cluttered smear images that considers the complete process as a
multiellipse detection problem.The approach, which is based on the differential evolution (DE) algorithm, transforms the detection
task into an optimization problemwhose individuals represent candidate ellipses. An objective function evaluates if such candidate
ellipses are actually present in the edgemap of the smear image. Guided by the values of such function, the set of encoded candidate
ellipses (individuals) are evolved using the DE algorithm so that they can fit into theWBCs which are enclosed within the edgemap
of the smear image. Experimental results from white blood cell images with a varying range of complexity are included to validate
the efficiency of the proposed technique in terms of its accuracy and robustness.

1. Introduction

Medical image processing has become more and more
important in diagnosis with the development of medical
imaging and computer technique. Huge amounts of medical
images are obtained by X-ray radiography, CT, and MRI.
They provide essential information for efficient and accurate
diagnosis based on advanced computer vision techniques
[1, 2].

On the other hand, white blood cells (WBCs) also known
as leukocytes play a significant role in the diagnosis of
different diseases. Although computer vision techniques have
successfully contributed to generating new methods for cell
analysis, which, in turn, have led tomore accurate and reliable
systems for disease diagnosis, high variability on cell shape,
size, edge, and localization complicates the data extraction
process. Moreover, the contrast between cell boundaries and
the image’s background may vary due to unstable lighting
conditions during the capturing process.

Manyworks have been conducted in the area of blood cell
detection. In [3] amethodbased onboundary support vectors

is proposed to identify WBC. In such approach, the intensity
of each pixel is used to construct feature vectors whereas
a support vector machine (SVM) is used for classification
and segmentation. By using a different approach, in [4],
Wu et al. developed an iterative Otsu method based on the
circular histogram for leukocyte segmentation. According to
such technique, the smear images are processed in the hue-
saturation-intensity (HSI) space by considering that the hue
component contains most of the WBC information. One of
the latest advances in white blood cell detection research
is the algorithm proposed by Wang [5] that is based on
the fuzzy cellular neural network (FCNN). Although such
method has proved successful in detecting only one leukocyte
in the image, it has not been tested over images containing
several white cells. Moreover, its performance commonly
decays when the iteration number is not properly defined,
yielding a challenging problem itself with no clear clues on
how to make the best choice.

Since white blood cells can be approximated with an
ellipsoid form, computer vision techniques for detecting
ellipses may be used in order to recognize them. Ellipse
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detection in real images is an open research problem long
time ago. Several approaches have been proposed which
traditionally fall under three categories: symmetry-based,
Hough transform-based (HT) and random sampling.

In symmetry-based detection [6, 7], the ellipse geometry
is taken into account. The most common elements used in
ellipse geometry are the ellipse center and axis. Using these
elements and edges in the image, the ellipse parameters can be
found. Ellipse detection in digital images is commonly solved
through the Hough transform [8]. It works by representing
the geometric shape by its set of parameters and then
accumulating bins in the quantized parameter space. Peaks
in the bins provide the indication of where ellipses may be.
Obviously, since the parameters are quantized into discrete
bins, the intervals of the bins directly affect the accuracy
of the results and the computational effort. Therefore, for
fine quantization of the space, the algorithm returns more
accurate results, while suffering from largememory loads and
expensive computation. In order to overcome such a problem,
some other researchers have proposed other ellipse detectors
following the Hough transform principles by using random
sampling. In random sampling-based approaches [9, 10], a
bin represents a candidate shape rather than a set of quantized
parameters, as in the HT. However, like the HT, random
sampling approaches go through an accumulation process
for the bins. The bin with the highest score represents the
best approximation of an actual ellipse in the target image.
McLaughlin’s work [11] shows that a random sampling-based
approach produces improvements in accuracy and compu-
tational complexity, as well as a reduction in the number of
false positives (nonexistent ellipses), when compared to the
original HT and the number of its improved variants.

As an alternative to traditional techniques, the problem of
ellipse detection has also been handled through optimization
methods. In general, they have demonstrated to give better
results than those based on the HT and random sampling
with respect to accuracy and robustness [13]. Such approaches
have produced several robust ellipse detectors using different
optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GAs)
[14, 15] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [16].

Although detection algorithms based on optimization
approaches present several advantages in comparison to
traditional approaches, they have been scarcely applied to
WBC detection. One exception is the work presented by
Karkavitsas andRangoussi [12] that solves theWBCdetection
problem through the use of GA. However, since the evalu-
ation function, which assesses the quality of each solution,
considers the number of pixels contained inside of a circle
with fixed radius, the method is prone to produce misde-
tections particularly for images that contained overlapped or
irregular WBC.

In this paper, the WBC detection task is approached
as an optimization problem and the differential evolution
algorithm is used to build the ellipsoidal approximation.
Differential evolution (DE), introduced by Storn and Price
[17], is a novel evolutionary algorithm which is used to
optimize complex continuous nonlinear functions. As a
population-based algorithm, DE uses simple mutation and
crossover operators to generate new candidate solutions and

applies one-to-one competition scheme to greedily decide
whether the new candidate or its parent will survive in the
next generation.Due to its simplicity, ease of implementation,
fast convergence, and robustness, the DE algorithm has
gained much attention, reporting a wide range of successful
applications in the literature [18–22].

This paper presents an algorithm for the automatic
detection of blood cell images based on the DE algorithm.
The proposedmethod uses the encoding of five edge points as
candidate ellipses in the edge map of the smear. An objective
function allows to accurately measure the resemblance of a
candidate ellipse with an actual WBC on the image. Guided
by the values of such objective function, the set of encoded
candidate ellipses are evolved using the DE algorithm so that
they can fit into actual WBC on the image. The approach
generates a subpixel detector which can effectively identify
leukocytes in real images. Experimental evidence shows
the effectiveness of such method in detecting leukocytes
despite complex conditions. Comparison to the state-of-the-
art WBC detectors on multiple images demonstrates a better
performance of the proposed method.

The main contribution of this study is the proposal of
a new WBC detector algorithm that efficiently recognizes
WBC under different complex conditions while considering
the whole process as an ellipse detection problem. Although
ellipse detectors based on optimization present several inter-
esting properties, to the best of our knowledge, they have not
yet been applied to any medical image processing up to date.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
description of the DE algorithm while in Section 3 the ellipse
detection task is fully explained from an optimization per-
spective within the context of the DE approach.The complete
WBC detector is presented in Section 4. Section 5 reports the
obtained experimental results whereas Section 6 conducts a
comparison between state-of-the-art WBC detectors and the
proposed approach. Finally, in Section 7, some conclusions
are drawn.

2. Differential Evolution Algorithm

The DE algorithm is a simple and direct search algorithm
which is based on population and aims for optimizing global
multimodal functions. DE employs the mutation operator to
provide the exchange of information among several solutions.

There are various mutation base generators to define
the algorithm type. The version of DE algorithm used in
this work is known as rand-to-best/1/bin or “DE1” [23]. DE
algorithms begin by initializing a population of 𝑁

𝑝
and D-

dimensional vectors considering parameter values that are
randomly distributed between the prespecified lower initial
parameter bound 𝑥

𝑗, low and the upper initial parameter
bound 𝑥

𝑗, high as follows:

𝑥
𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡

= 𝑥
𝑗, low + rand (0, 1) ⋅ (𝑥

𝑗, high − 𝑥𝑗, low) ;

𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷; 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁
𝑝
; 𝑡 = 0.

(1)

The subscript 𝑡 is the generation index, while 𝑗 and 𝑖 are
the parameter and particle indexes, respectively. Hence, 𝑥

𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡
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is the jth parameter of the 𝑖th particle in generation 𝑡. In order
to generate a trial solution, DE algorithm first mutates the
best solution vector xbest, 𝑡 from the current population by
adding the scaled difference of two vectors from the current
population:

k
𝑖, 𝑡
= xbest, 𝑡 + 𝐹 ⋅ (x𝑟

1
, 𝑡
− x
𝑟
2
, 𝑡
) ; 𝑟

1
, 𝑟
2
∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑁

𝑝
}

(2)

with k
𝑖, 𝑡

being the mutant vector. Indices 𝑟
1
and 𝑟

2
are

randomly selected with the condition that they are different
and have no relation to the particle index 𝑖 whatsoever (i.e.,
𝑟
1
̸=𝑟
2
̸=𝑖). The mutation scale factor 𝐹 is a positive real

number, typically less than one. Figure 1 illustrates the vector-
generation process defined by (2).

In order to increase the diversity of the parameter vector,
the crossover operation is applied between the mutant vector
k
𝑖, 𝑡

and the original individuals x
𝑖, 𝑡
. The result is the trial

vector u
𝑖, 𝑡

which is computed by considering element to
element as follows:

𝑢
𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡

= {

V
𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡

, if rand (0, 1) ≤ CR or 𝑗 = 𝑗rand,
𝑥
𝑗, 𝑖, 𝑡

, otherwise,
(3)

with 𝑗rand ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝐷}. The crossover parameter (0.0 ≤

CR ≤ 1.0) controls the fraction of parameters that themutant
vector is contributing to the final trial vector. In addition,
the trial vector always inherits the mutant vector parameter
according to the randomly chosen index 𝑗rand, assuring that
the trial vector differs by at least one parameter from the
vector to which it is compared (x

𝑖, 𝑡
).

Finally, a greedy selection is used to find better solutions.
Thus, if the computed cost function value of the trial vector
u
𝑖, 𝑡
is less than or equal to the cost of the vector x

𝑖, 𝑡
, then such

trial vector replaces x
𝑖, 𝑡
in the next generation. Otherwise, x

𝑖, 𝑡

remains in the population for at least one more generation:

x
𝑖, 𝑡+1

= {

u
𝑖, 𝑡
, if 𝑓 (u

𝑖, 𝑡
) ≤ 𝑓 (x

𝑖, 𝑡
) ,

x
𝑖, 𝑡
, otherwise.

(4)

Here, 𝑓( ) represents the objective function. These pro-
cesses are repeated until a termination criterion is attained or
a predetermined generation number is reached.

3. Ellipse Detection Using DE

3.1. Data Preprocessing. In order to detect ellipse shapes,
candidate images must be preprocessed first by an edge
detection algorithm which yields an edge map image. Then,
the (𝑥

𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑖
) coordinates for each edge pixel 𝑝

𝑖
are stored inside

the edge vector 𝑃 = {𝑝
1
, 𝑝
2
, . . . , 𝑝

𝑁
𝑝

}, with𝑁
𝑝
being the total

number of edge pixels.

3.2. Individual Representation. Just as a line requires two
points to completely define its characteristics, an ellipse is
defined by five points. Therefore, each candidate solution E
(ellipse candidate) considers five edge points to represent
an individual. Under such representation, edge points are

selected following a random positional index within the edge
array 𝑃. This procedure will encode a candidate solution as
the ellipse that passes throughfive points𝑝

1
, 𝑝
2
, 𝑝
3
, 𝑝
4
, and𝑝

5

(𝐸 = {𝑝
1
, 𝑝
2
, 𝑝
3
, 𝑝
4
, 𝑝
5
}).Thus, by substituting the coordinates

of each point of𝐸 into (5), we gather a set of five simultaneous
equations which are linear in the five unknown parameters
𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑓, 𝑔, and ℎ:

𝑎𝑥
2

+ 2ℎ𝑥𝑦 + 𝑏𝑦
2

+ 2𝑔𝑥 + 2𝑓𝑦 + 1 = 0. (5)

Considering the configuration of the edge points shown by
Figure 2, the ellipse center (𝑥

0
, 𝑦
0
), the radius maximum

(𝑟max), the radiusminimum (𝑟min), and the ellipse orientation
(𝜃) can be calculated as follows:

𝑥
0
=

ℎ𝑓 − 𝑏𝑔

𝐶

,

𝑦
0
=

𝑔ℎ − 𝑎𝑓

𝐶

,

𝑟max = √
−2Δ

𝐶 (𝑎 + 𝑏 − 𝑅)

,

𝑟min = √
−2Δ

𝐶 (𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑅)

,

𝜃 =

1

2

arctan( 2ℎ

𝑎 − 𝑏

) ,

(6)

where

𝑅
2

= (𝑎 − 𝑏)
2

+ 4ℎ
2

, 𝐶 = 𝑎𝑏 − ℎ
2

,

Δ = det(













𝑎 ℎ 𝑔

ℎ 𝑏 𝑓

𝑔 𝑓 1














) .

(7)

3.3. Objective Function. Optimization refers to choosing the
best element from one set of available alternatives. In the
simplest case, it means to minimize an objective function or
error by systematically choosing the values of variables from
their valid ranges. In order to calculate the error produced by
a candidate solution E, the ellipse coordinates are calculated
as a virtual shape which, in turn, must also be validated, if
it really exists in the edge image. The test set is represented
by 𝑆 = {𝑠

1
, 𝑠
2
, . . . , 𝑠

𝑁
𝑠

}, where 𝑁
𝑠
are the number of points

over which the existence of an edge point, corresponding to
E, should be tested.

The set 𝑆 is generated by the Midpoint Ellipse Algorithm
(MEA) [24] which is a searching method that seeks required
points for drawing an ellipse. For any point (x, y) lying on the
boundary of the ellipse with 𝑎, ℎ, 𝑏, 𝑔, and f, it does satisfy the
equation𝑓ellipse(𝑥, 𝑦) ≅ 𝑟max𝑥

2

+𝑟min𝑦
2

−𝑟
2

max𝑟
2

min, where 𝑟max
and 𝑟min represent the major and minor axes, respectively.
However,MEAavoids computing square-root calculations by
comparing the pixel separation distances. Amethod for direct
distance comparison is to test the halfway position between
two pixels (subpixel distance) to determine if this midpoint
is inside or outside the ellipse boundary. If the point is in the
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𝑥2

𝑥1

x𝑟1,𝑡 − x𝑟2,𝑡

x𝑟1,𝑡

x𝑟2,𝑡
𝐹 · (x𝑟1,𝑡 − x𝑟2,𝑡)

v𝑖,𝑡

,𝑡xbest

Figure 1: Two-dimensional example of an objective function show-
ing its contour lines and the process for generating v in scheme
DE/best/l/exp from vectors of the current generation.

𝑦

𝑥

𝜃

𝑝1

𝑝2

𝑝3

𝑟min
𝑟max

𝑝4
𝑝5

(𝑥0, 𝑦0)

Figure 2: Ellipse candidate (individual) built from the combination
of points 𝑝

1
, 𝑝
2
, 𝑝
3
, 𝑝
4
, and 𝑝

5
.

interior of the ellipse, the ellipse function is negative. Thus, if
the point is outside the ellipse, the ellipse function is positive.
Therefore, the error involved in locating pixel positions using
the midpoint test is limited to one-half the pixel separation
(subpixel precision). To summarize, the relative position of
any point (x, y) can be determined by checking the sign of
the ellipse function:

𝑓ellipse (𝑥, 𝑦)
{
{

{
{

{

<0 if (𝑥, 𝑦) is inside the ellipse boundary
=0 if (𝑥, 𝑦) is on the ellipse boundary
>0 if (𝑥, 𝑦) is outside the ellipse boundary.

(8)

The ellipse-function test in (8) is applied to midpositions
between pixels nearby the ellipse path at each sampling step.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the midpoint between the two
candidate pixels at sampling position. The ellipse is used to
divide the quadrants into two regions; the limit of the two
regions is the point at which the curve has a slope of −1 as
shown in Figure 4.

In MEA the computation time is reduced by considering
the symmetry of ellipses. Ellipses sections in adjacent octants
within one quadrant are symmetric with respect to the
𝑑𝑦/𝑑𝑦 = −1 line dividing the two octants. These symmetry

conditions are illustrated in Figure 4. The algorithm can be
considered as the quickest providing a subpixel precision
[25]. However, in order to protect the MEA operation, it is
important to assure that points lying outside the image plane
must not be considered in S.

The objective function J(E) represents the matching error
produced between the pixels 𝑆 of the ellipse candidate 𝐸 and
the pixels that actually exist in the edge image, yielding

𝐽 (𝐸) = 1 −

∑
𝑁
𝑠

V=1 𝐺 (𝑥V, 𝑦V)

𝑁
𝑠

, (9)

where𝐺(𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑖
) is a function that verifies the pixel existence in

(𝑥V, 𝑦V), with (𝑥V, 𝑦V) ∈ 𝑆 and𝑁𝑠 being the number of pixels
lying on the perimeter corresponding to 𝐸 currently under
testing. Hence, function 𝐺(𝑥V, 𝑦V) is defined as

𝐺 (𝑥V, 𝑦V) = {
1 if the pixel (𝑥V, 𝑦V) is an edge point
0 otherwise.

(10)

A value of J(E) near to zero implies a better response
from the “ellipsoid” operator. Figure 5 shows the procedure
to evaluate a candidate action 𝐸 with its representation as
a virtual shape 𝑆. Figure 5(a) shows the original edge map,
while Figure 5(b) presents the virtual shape 𝑆 representing the
individual 𝐸 = {𝑝

1
, 𝑝
2
, 𝑝
3
, 𝑝
4
, 𝑝
5
}. In Figure 5(c), the virtual

shape 𝑆 is compared to the original image, point by point, in
order to find coincidences between virtual and edge points.
The individual has been built from points 𝑝

1
, 𝑝
2
, 𝑝
3
, 𝑝
4
, and

𝑝
5
which are shown by Figure 5(a). The virtual shape S,

obtained by MEA, gathers 52 points (𝑁
𝑠
= 52) with only

35 of them existing in both images (shown as darker points
in Figure 5(c)) and yielding ∑𝑁𝑠V=1 𝐺(𝑥V, 𝑦V) = 35; therefore
𝐽(𝐸) = 0.327.

3.4. Implementation of DE for Ellipse Detection. The ellipse
detector algorithm based on DE can be summarized in
Algorithm 1.

4. The White Blood Cell Detector

In order to detect WBC, the proposed detector combines
a segmentation strategy with the ellipse detection approach
presented in Section 3.

4.1. Image Preprocessing. To employ the proposed detector,
smear images must be preprocessed to obtain two new
images: the segmented image and its corresponding edge
map.The segmented image is produced by using a segmenta-
tion strategy whereas the edge map is generated by a border
extractor algorithm. Such edge map is considered by the
objective function to measure the resemblance of a candidate
ellipse with an actual WBC.

The goal of the segmentation strategy is to isolate the
white blood cells (WBC’s) from other structures such as
red blood cells and background pixels. Information of color,
brightness, and gradients is commonly used within a thresh-
olding scheme to generate the labels to classify each pixel.
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𝑏2𝑥2 + 𝑎2𝑦2 − 𝑎2𝑏2 = 0
𝑦𝑘 + 1

𝑦𝑘

𝑦𝑘 − (1/2)

𝑦𝑘 − 1

𝑦𝑘 − 2

𝑦𝑘 − 3

𝑥𝑘 − 1 𝑥𝑘 𝑥𝑘 + 1 𝑥𝑘 + 2

(a)

𝑏2𝑥2 + 𝑎2𝑦2 − 𝑎2𝑏2 = 0
𝑦𝑘 + 1

𝑦𝑘

𝑦𝑘 − (1/2)

𝑦𝑘 − 1

𝑦𝑘 − 2

𝑦𝑘 − 3

𝑥𝑘 − 1 𝑥𝑘 𝑥𝑘 + 2𝑥𝑘 + (1/2)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Symmetry of the ellipse: an estimated one octant which belongs to the first region where the slope is greater than −1. (b) In this
region the slope will be less than −1 to complete the octant and continue to calculate the same as the remaining octants.

(𝑦, 𝑥)(−𝑦, 𝑥)

(−𝑥, 𝑦)

(−𝑥, −𝑦)

(−𝑦, −𝑥) (𝑦, −𝑥)

(𝑥, −𝑦)

(𝑥, 𝑦)

Figure 4: Midpoint between candidate pixels at sampling position
𝑥
𝑘
along an elliptical path.

Although a simple histogram thresholding can be used to
segment the WBCs, at this work the diffused expectation-
maximization (DEM) has been used to assure better results
[26].

DEM is an expectation-maximization- (EM-) based algo-
rithm which has been used to segment complex medical
images [27]. In contrast to classical EM algorithms, DEM
considers the spatial correlations among pixels as a part
of the minimization criteria. Such adaptation allows to
segment objects in spite of noisy and complex conditions.
The method models an image as a finite mixture, where each
mixture component corresponds to a region class and uses a
maximum likelihood approach to estimate the parameters for
each class, via the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm,
which is coupled to anisotropic diffusion over classes in order
to account for the spatial dependencies among pixels.

For the WBC’s segmentation, the implementation of
DEM provided in [17] has been used. Since the implemen-
tation allows to segment gray-level images and color images,
it can be used for operating over all smear images with no
regard about how each image has been acquired. The DEM
has been configured considering three different classes (𝐾 =

3), 𝑔(∇ℎ
𝑖𝑘
) = |∇ℎ

𝑖𝑘
|
−9/5, 𝜆 = 0.1, and 𝑚 = 10 iterations.

These values have been found as the best configuration set
according to [26].

As a final result of the DEM operation, three different
thresholding points are obtained: the first corresponds to the

WBCs and the second to the red blood cells whereas the third
represents the pixels classified as background. Figure 6(b)
presents the segmentation results obtained by the DEM
approach employed at this work considering Figure 6(a) as
the original image.

Once the segmented image has been produced, the edge
map is computed. The purpose of the edge map is to obtain a
simple image representation that preserves object structures.
TheDE-based detector operates directly over the edgemap in
order to recognize ellipsoidal shapes. Several algorithms can
be used to extract the edge map; however, at this work, the
morphological edge detection procedure [28] has been used
to accomplish such a task. Morphological edge detection is a
traditional method to extract borders from binary images in
which original images (𝐼

𝐵
) are eroded by a simple structure

element (𝐼
𝐸
) composed by a matrix template of 3 × 3 with all

its values equal to one. Then, the eroded image is inverted
(𝐼
𝐸
) and compared with the original image (𝐼

𝐸
∧ 𝐼
𝐵
) in order

to detect pixels which are present in both images. Such pixels
compose the computed edge map from 𝐼

𝐵
. Figure 6(c) shows

the edge map obtained by using the morphological edge
detection procedure.

4.2. EllipseDetectionApproach. Theedgemap is used as input
image for the ellipse detector presented in Section 3. Table 1
presents the parameter set that has been used in this work for
theDE algorithm after several calibration examples have been
conducted. The final configuration matches the best possible
calibration proposed in [29], where the effect of modifying
theDE-parameters for several generic optimization problems
has been analyzed. The population-size parameter (𝑚 =

20) has been selected considering the best possible balance
between convergence and computational overload. Once it
has been set, such configuration has been kept for all test
images employed in the experimental study.

Under such assumptions, the complete process to detect
WBCs is implemented as in Algorithm 2.

4.3. Numerical Example. In order to present the algorithm’s
step-by-step operation, a numerical example has been set by
applying the proposed method to detect a single leukocyte
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𝑝4

𝑝5
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Figure 5: Evaluation of a candidate solution E: the image in (a) shows the original image while (b) presents the generated virtual shape drawn
from points 𝑝

1
, 𝑝
2
, 𝑝
3
, 𝑝
4
, and 𝑝

5
. The image in (c) shows coincidences between both images which have been marked by darker pixels while

the virtual shape is also depicted through a dashed line.

Step 1: Set the DE parameters 𝐹 = 0.25 and CR = 0.8.
Step 2: Initialize the population ofm individuals E𝑘 = {𝐸𝑘

1
, 𝐸
𝑘

2
, . . . , 𝐸

𝑘

𝑚
} where each decision

variable 𝑝
1
,𝑝
2
,𝑝
3
,𝑝
4
and 𝑝

5
of 𝐸𝑘
𝑎
is set randomly within the interval [1,𝑁

𝑝
]. All

values must be integers. Considering that 𝑘 = 0 and 𝑎 ∈ (1, 2, . . . , 𝑚).
Step 3: Evaluate the objective value J(𝐸𝑘

𝑎
) for allm individuals, and determining the 𝐸best, 𝑘 showing

the best fitness value, such that 𝐸best, 𝑘
∈ {E𝑘}


𝐽(𝐸

best, 𝑘
) = min {𝐽(𝐸𝑘

1
), 𝐽(𝐸

𝑘

2
), . . . , 𝐽(𝐸

𝑘

𝑚
)}.

Step 4: Generate the trial population T = {𝑇
1
, 𝑇
2
, . . . , 𝑇

𝑚
}:

for (𝑖 = 1; 𝑖 < 𝑚 + 1; 𝑖++)
do 𝑟
1
= floor(rand(0, 1) ⋅ 𝑚); while (𝑟

1
= 𝑖);

do 𝑟
2
= floor(rand(0, 1) ⋅ 𝑚); while ((𝑟

2
= 𝑖) or (𝑟

2
= 𝑟
2
));

jrand = floor(5⋅rand(0, 1));
for (𝑗 = 1; 𝑗 < 6; 𝑗++) // generate a trial vector

if (rand(0,1)<=CR or 𝑗 = jrand)
𝑇
𝑗,𝑖
= 𝐸

best, 𝑘
𝑗

+ 𝐹 ⋅ (𝐸
𝑘

𝑗,𝑟1

− 𝐸
𝑘

𝑗,𝑟2

);
else
𝑇
𝑗,𝑖
= 𝐸
𝑘

𝑗,𝑖
;

end if
end for

end for
Step 5: Evaluate the fitness values 𝐽(𝑇

𝑖
) (𝑖 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝑚}) of all trial individuals. Check all

individuals. If a candidate parameter set is not physically plausible, i.e. out of the
range [1,𝑁

𝑝
], then an exaggerated cost function value is returned. This aims to

eliminate “unstable” individuals.
Step 6: Select the next population E𝑘+1 = {𝐸𝑘+1

1
, 𝐸
𝑘+1

2
, . . . , 𝐸

𝑘+1

𝑚
}:

for (𝑖 = 1; 𝑖 < 𝑚 + 1; 𝑖++)
if (𝐽(𝑇

𝑖
) < 𝐽(𝐸

𝑘

𝑖
))

𝐸
𝑘+1

𝑖
= 𝑇
𝑖

else
𝐸
𝑘+1

𝑖
= 𝐸
𝑘

𝑖

end if
end for

Step 7: If the iteration number (𝑁
𝐼
) is met, then the output 𝐸best, 𝑘 is the solution (an actual

ellipse contained in the image), otherwise go back to Step 3.

Algorithm 1

Step 1: Segment the WBC’s using the DEM algorithm (described in Section 4.1)
Step 2: Get the edge map from the segmented image.
Step 3: Start the ellipse detector based in DE over the edge map while saving best ellipses (Section 3).
Step 4: Define parameter values for each ellipse that identify the WBC’s.

Algorithm 2
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: Preprocessing process: (a) original smear image, (b) segmented image obtained by DEM, and (c) the edge map obtained by using
the morphological edge detection procedure.

Table 1: DE parameters used for leukocytes detection in medical
images.

𝑚 𝐹 CR 𝑁
𝐼

20 0.25 0.80 200

lying inside of a simple image. Figure 7(a) shows the image
used in the example. After applying the threshold operation,
the WBC is located beside few other pixels which are merely
noise (see Figure 7(b)). Then, the edge map is subsequently
computed and stored pixel by pixel inside the vector 𝑃.
Figure 7(c) shows the resulting image after such procedure.

The DE-based ellipse detector is executed using infor-
mation of the edge map (for the sake of easiness, it only
considers a population of four particles). Like all evolutionary
approaches, DE is a population-based optimizer that attacks
the starting point problem by sampling the search space at
multiple, randomly chosen, and initial particles. By taking
five random pixels from vector P, four different particles
are constructed. Figure 7(d) depicts the initial particle dis-
tribution E0 = {𝐸

0

1
, 𝐸
0

2
, 𝐸
0

3
, 𝐸
0

4
}. By using the DE operators,

four different trial particles T = {𝑇
1
, 𝑇
2
, 𝑇
3
, 𝑇
4
} (ellipses)

are generated and their locations are shown in Figure 7(e).
Then, the new population E1 is selected considering the best
elements obtained among the trial elements T and the initial
particles E0. The final distribution of the new population is
depicted in Figure 7(f). Since the particles 𝐸0

2
and 𝐸0

2
hold (in

Figure 7(f)) a better fitness value (𝐽(𝐸0
2
) and 𝐽(𝐸0

3
)) than the

trial elements𝑇
2
and𝑇
3
, they are considered as particles of the

final population E1. Figures 7(g) and 7(h) present the second

iteration produced by the algorithm whereas Figure 7(i)
shows the population configuration after 25 iterations. From
Figure 7(i), it is clear that all particles have converged to a final
position which is able to accurately cover the WBC.

5. Experimental Results

Experimental tests have been developed in order to evaluate
the performance of the WBC detector. It was tested over
microscope images from blood smears holding a 960 × 720
pixel resolution. They correspond to supporting images on
the leukemia diagnosis. The images show several complex
conditions such as deformed cells and overlapping with
partial occlusions. The robustness of the algorithm has been
tested under such demanding conditions. All the experiments
have been developed using an Intel Core i7-2600 PC, with
8GB in RAM.

Figure 8(a) shows an example image employed in the
test. It was used as input image for the WBC detector.
Figure 8(b) presents the segmented WBCs obtained by the
DEM algorithm. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) present the edge
map and the white blood cells after detection, respectively.
The results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively
detect and mark blood cells despite cell occlusion, deforma-
tion, or overlapping. Other parametersmay also be calculated
through the algorithm: the total area covered by white blood
cells and relationships between several cell sizes.

Another example is presented in Figure 9. It represents a
complex example with an image showing seriously deformed
cells. Despite such imperfections, the proposed approach can
effectively detect the cells as it is shown in Figure 9(d).
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Figure 7: Detection numerical example: (a) the image used as an example, (b) segmented image, (c) edge map, (d) initial particles E0, (e)
trial elements T produced by the DE operators, (f) new population E1, (g) trial elements produced considering E1 as input population, (h)
new population E2, and (i) final particle configuration after 25 iterations.

6. Comparisons to Other Methods

Acomprehensive set of smear-blood test images is used to test
the performance of the proposed approach. We have applied
the proposed DE-based detector to test images in order to
compare its performance to otherWBC detection algorithms
such as the boundary support vectors (BSVs) approach [3],
the iterative Otsu (IO) method [4], the Wang algorithm [5],
and the genetic algorithm-based (GAB) detector [12]. In all
cases, the algorithms are tuned according to the value set
which is originally proposed by their own references.

6.1. Detection Comparison. To evaluate the detection perfor-
mance of the proposed detection method, Table 2 tabulates
the comparative leukocyte detection performance of the BSV
approach, the IO method, the Wang algorithm, the BGA
detector, and the proposed method, in terms of detection
rates and false alarms. The experimental data set includes
50 images which are collected from the ASH Image Bank
(http://imagebank.hematology.org/). Such images contain
517 leukocytes (287 bright leukocytes and 230 dark leukocytes
according to smear conditions) which have been detected and
counted by a human expert. Such values act as ground truth
for all the experiments. For the comparison, the detection rate
(DR) is defined as the ratio between the number of leukocytes

correctly detected and the number leukocytes determined by
the expert. The false alarm rate (FAR) is defined as the ratio
between the number of nonleukocyte objects that have been
wrongly identified as leukocytes and the number leukocytes
which have been actually determined by the expert.

Experimental results show that the proposed DEmethod,
which achieves 98.26% leukocyte detection accuracy with
2.71% false alarm rate, is compared favorably with other
WBC detection algorithms, such as the BSV approach, the
IO method, the Wang algorithm, and the BGA detector.

6.2. Robustness Comparison. Images of blood smear are often
deteriorated by noise due to various sources of interference
and other phenomena that affect the measurement processes
in imaging and data acquisition systems. Therefore, the
detection results depend on the algorithm’s ability to cope
with different kinds of noises. In order to demonstrate
the robustness in the WBC detection, the proposed DE
approach is compared to the BSV approach, the IO method,
the Wang algorithm, and the BGA detector under noisy
environments. In the test, two different experiments have
been studied. The first inquest explores the performance
of each algorithm when the detection task is accomplished
over images corrupted by salt and pepper noise. The second
experiment considers images polluted by Gaussian noise.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: Resulting images of the first test after applying the WBC detector: (a) original image, (b) image segmented by the DEM algorithm,
(c) edge map, and (d) the white detected blood cells.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Resulting images of the second test after applying theWBCdetector: (a) original image, (b) image segmented by theDEMalgorithm,
(c) edge map, and (d) the white detected blood cells.
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Table 2: Comparative leukocyte detection performance of the BSV approach, the IO method, the Wang algorithm, the BGA detector, and
the proposed DE method over the data set which contains 30 images and 426 leukocytes.

Leukocyte type Method Leukocytes detected Missing False alarms DR FAR

Bright leukocytes (287)

BSV [3] 130 157 84 45.30% 29.27%
IO [4] 227 60 73 79.09% 25.43%

Wang [5] 231 56 60 80.49% 20.90%
GAB [12] 220 67 22 76.65% 7.66%
DE based 281 6 11 97.91% 3.83%

Dark leukocytes (230)

BSV [3] 105 125 59 46.65% 25.65%
IO [4] 183 47 61 79.56% 26.52%

Wang [5] 196 34 47 85.22% 20.43%
GAB [12] 179 51 23 77.83% 10.00%
DE based 227 3 3 98.70% 1.30%

Overall (517)

BSV [3] 235 282 143 45.45% 27.66%
IO [4] 410 107 134 79.30% 25.92%

Wang [5] 427 90 107 82.59% 20.70%
GAB [12] 399 118 45 77.18% 8.70%
DE based 508 9 14 98.26% 2.71%

Salt and pepper and Gaussian noises are selected for the
robustness analysis because they represent the most com-
patible noise types commonly found in images of blood
smear [30]. The comparison considers the complete set of
50 images presented in Section 6.1 containing 517 leukocytes
which have been detected and counted by a human expert.
The added noise is produced by MATLAB, considering two
noise levels of 5% and 10% for salt and pepper noise, whereas
𝜎 = 5 and 𝜎 = 10 are used for the case of Gaussian noise.
Such noise levels, according to [31], correspond to the best
tradeoff between detection difficulty and the real existence
in medical imaging. If higher noise levels are used, then
the detection process would be unnecessarily complicated
without representing a feasible image condition.

Figure 10 shows two examples of the experimental set.
The outcomes in terms of the detection rate (DR) and the false
alarm rate (FAR) are reported for each noise type in Tables
3 and 4. The results show that the proposed DE algorithm
presents the best detection performance, achieving in the
worst case a DR of 89.55% and 91.10%, under contaminated
conditions of salt and pepper and Gaussian noises, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the DE detector possesses the least
degradation performance presenting a FAR value of 5.99%
and 6.77%.

6.3. Stability Comparison. In order to compare the stability
performance of the proposed method, its results are com-
pared to those reported by Wang et al. in [5] which is
considered as an accurate technique for the detection of
WBC.

The Wang algorithm is an energy-minimizing method
which is guided by internal constraint elements and influ-
enced by external image forces, producing the segmentation
of WBC’s at a closed contour. As external forces, the Wang
approach uses edge information which is usually represented
by the gradient magnitude of the image. Therefore, the

contour is attracted to pixels with large image gradients, that
is, strong edges. At each iteration, the Wang method finds a
new contour configuration which minimizes the energy that
corresponds to external forces and constraint elements.

In the comparison, the net structure and its operational
parameters, corresponding to theWang algorithm, follow the
configuration suggested in [5] while the parameters for the
DE-based algorithm are taken from Table 1.

Figure 11 shows the performance of both methods con-
sidering a test image with only two white blood cells. Since
the Wang method uses gradient information in order to
appropriately find a new contour configuration, it needs
to be executed iteratively in order to detect each struc-
ture (WBC). Figure 11(b) shows the results after the Wang
approach has been applied considering only 200 iterations.
Furthermore, Figure 11(c) shows results after applying the
DE-based method which has been proposed in this paper.

The Wang algorithm uses the fuzzy cellular neural net-
work (FCNN) as optimization approach. It employs gradient
information and internal states in order to find a better
contour configuration. In each iteration, the FCNN tries,
as contour points, different new pixel positions which must
be located nearby the original contour position. Such fact
might cause the contour solution to remain trapped into a
local minimum. In order to avoid such a problem, the Wang
method applies a considerable number of iterations so that a
near optimal contour configuration can be found. However,
when the number of iterations increases, the possibility to
cover other structures increases too. Thus, if the image has a
complex background (just as smear images do) or theWBC’s
are too close, the method gets confused so that finding the
correct contour configuration from the gradientmagnitude is
not easy.Therefore, a drawback ofWang’smethod is related to
its optimal iteration number (instability). Such number must
be determined experimentally as it depends on the image
context and its complexity. Figure 12(a) shows the result of
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(c) (d)

Figure 10: Examples of images included in the experimental set for robustness comparison: (a) and (b) original images, (c) image
contaminated with 10% of salt and pepper noise, and (d) image polluted with 𝜎 = 10 of Gaussian noise.

Table 3: Comparative WBC detection among methods that considers the complete data set of 30 images corrupted by different levels of salt
and pepper noise.

Noise level Method Leukocytes detected Missing False alarms DR FAR

5% salt and pepper noise
517 leukocytes

BSV [3] 185 332 133 34.74% 26.76%
IO [4] 311 206 106 63.38% 24.88%

Wang [5] 250 176 121 58.68% 27.70%
GAB [12] 298 219 135 71.83% 24.18%
DE based 482 35 32 91.55% 7.04%

10% salt and pepper noise
517 leukocytes

BSV [3] 105 412 157 20.31% 30.37%
IO [4] 276 241 110 53.38% 21.28%

Wang [5] 214 303 168 41.39% 32.49%
GAB [12] 337 180 98 65.18% 18.95%
DE based 463 54 31 89.55% 5.99%

applying 400 cycles of Wang’s algorithm while Figure 12(b)
presents the detection of the same cell shapes after 1000
iterations using the proposed algorithm. From Figure 12(a),
it can be seen that the contour produced byWang’s algorithm
degenerates as the iteration process continues, wrongly cov-
ering other shapes lying nearby.

In order to compare the accuracy of both methods, the
estimated WBC area, which has been approximated by both
approaches, is compared to the actual WBC size considering
different degrees of evolution, that is, the cycle number for
each algorithm. The comparison considers only one WBC
because it is the only detected shape in Wang’s method.

Table 5 shows the averaged results over twenty repetitions for
each experiment. In order to enhance the analysis, Figure 13
illustrates the error percentage versus iterations evolution
from an extended data set which has been compiled from
Table 5.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an algorithm for the automatic detection of
blood cell images based on the DE algorithm has been
presented. The approach considers the complete process as
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Table 4: Comparative WBC detection among methods which considers the complete data set of 30 images corrupted by different levels of
Gaussian noise.

Noise level Method Leukocytes detected Missing False alarms DR FAR

𝜎 = 5 Gaussian noise 517 leukocytes

BSV [3] 214 303 98 41.39% 18.95%
IO [4] 366 151 87 70.79% 16.83%

Wang [5] 358 159 84 69.25% 16.25%
GAB [12] 407 110 76 78.72% 14.70%
DE-based 487 30 21 94.20% 4.06%

𝜎 = 10 Gaussian noise 517 leukocytes

BSV [3] 162 355 129 31.33% 24.95%
IO [4] 331 186 112 64.02% 21.66%

Wang [5] 315 202 124 60.93% 23.98%
GAB [12] 363 154 113 70.21% 21.86%
DE-based 471 46 35 91.10% 6.77%

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 11: Comparison of the DE andWang’s method for white blood cell detection inmedical images: (a) original image, (b) detection using
the Wang’s method, and (c) detection after applying the DE method.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Result comparison for the white blood cells detection showing (a) Wang’s algorithm after 400 cycles and (b) DE detector method
considering 1000 cycles.
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Figure 13: Error percentage versus iterations evolution from an
extended data set from Table 5.

Table 5: Error in cell’s size estimation after applying the DE algo-
rithm and Wang’s method to detect one leukocyte embedded in a
blood-smear image. The error is averaged over twenty experiments.

Algorithm Iterations Error%

Wang

30 88%
60 70%
200 1%
400 121%
600 157%

DE-based

30 24.30%
60 7.17%
200 2.25%
400 2.25%
600 2.25%

a multiple ellipse detection problem. The proposed method
uses the encoding of five edge points as candidate ellipses
in the edge map of the smear. An objective function allows
to accurately measure the resemblance of a candidate ellipse
with an actual WBC on the image. Guided by the values of
such objective function, the set of encoded candidate ellipses
are evolved using the DE algorithm so that they can fit
into actual WBC on the image. The approach generates a
subpixel detector which can effectively identify leukocytes in
real images.

Theperformance of theDEmethod has been compared to
other existingWBC detectors (the boundary support vectors
(BSV) approach [3], the iterative Otsu (IO) method [4], the
Wang algorithm [5], and the genetic algorithm-based (GAB)
detector [12]) considering several images which exhibit dif-
ferent complexity levels. Experimental results demonstrate
the high performance of the proposed method in terms of
detection accuracy, robustness and stability.
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Current medical imaging systems provide excellent spatial resolution, high tissue contrast, and up to 65535 intensity levels. Thus,
image processing techniques which aim to exploit the information contained in the images are necessary for using these images
in computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems. Image segmentation may be defined as the process of parcelling the image to delimit
different neuroanatomical tissues present on the brain. In this paper we propose a segmentation technique using 3D statistical
features extracted from the volume image. In addition, the presented method is based on unsupervised vector quantization and
fuzzy clustering techniques and does not use any a priori information. The resulting fuzzy segmentation method addresses the
problem of partial volume effect (PVE) and has been assessed using real brain images from the Internet Brain Image Repository
(IBSR).

1. Introduction

Recent advances in the medical imaging systems make it
possible to acquire high resolution images with high tissue
contrast. Moreover, these systems provide images up to 16-
bit depth, corresponding to 65535 intensity levels. On the
other hand, the human vision system is not able to recognize
more than several tens of gray levels. Thus, image processing
techniques are necessary to exploit the information contained
inmedical images, to be successfully used in CAD systems. In
addition, computer-aided tools can analyze the volume image
in a reasonable amount of time. These are valuable tools for
diagnosing some neurological disorders such as schizophre-
nia, multiple sclerosis, the Alzheimer’s [1] disease, or other
types of dementia. Image segmentation consists in parcelling
or delimiting the image into different regions according to
some properties or features describing these regions. In brain
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), segmentation consists
in delimiting neuroanatomical tissues present on a healthy
brain: white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF). All of the nonrecognized tissues or
fluids may be classified as suspected of being pathological.

Segmentation process can be addressed in two ways. While
the first consists in manual delineation of the structures
usually performed by experts, the latter aims to use automatic
or semiautomatic techniques which use statistical features
that describe different regions on the image. Some of these
techniques use the image histogram to define different tissues
by applying a threshold, under the assumption that a tissue is
characterized by an intensity level or by intensity levels within
an interval [2, 3]. In the ideal case, three different image
intensities should be found in the histogram corresponding
to GM, WM, and CSF, assuming the resolution to be high
enough to ensure that each voxel represents a single tissue
type. Nevertheless, variations in the contrast of the same
tissue are found in an image due to RF noise or shading
effects caused by magnetic field variations. These variations
which affect the tissue homogeneity on the image are a
source of errors for automatic segmentation methods. Other
approaches model the intensity histogram as probability dis-
tributions [4–6] or by a set of model vectors computed by
vector quantization techniques [7, 8], reducing the segmen-
tation problem to model the peaks and valleys present in the
histogram. There are other histogram-based segmentation
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the segmentation method.

approaches that take into account the relative position of
the peaks and valleys or other statistics extracted from
the histogram [8–10]. However, histogram-based techniques
usually does not take into account the spatial information
contained in the image, and different imagesmay have similar
histogramprofiles.On the other hand, segmentation has been
addressed in other works by means of contour detection
techniques [11, 12], region-based techniques [13], or other
approaches that seek for voxels belonging to an initial class
following specific geometrical models [14]. Segmentation
may also be addressed as a classification task, which can
be accomplished by supervised or unsupervised learning.
Clustering techniques group similar voxels in an unsuper-
vised way, according to a similarity criterion [15], while
statistical classifiers may use the expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm [12, 16, 17], maximum likelihood estimation
(ML), or markov random fields [18]. In addition, fuzzy
variants of the k-means algorithm have also been widely used
as they avoid abrupt transitions in the classification process
[19] and address the PVE issue (i.e., voxels can contain
signal from several tissues at the same time due to limited
image resolution). In this paper we propose a segmentation
method based on first and second order statistical features
extracted from the image.There are segmentation approaches
for 2D-MRI data. However, as MRIs are 3D in nature, we
use 3D statistical features extracted from overlapped cubes
moving through the image to accomplish a 3D segmentation
approach.Moreover, local and nonlocal statistical descriptors
extracted from the image are modelled in an unsupervised
way using a self-organizing map, computing a reduced num-
ber of prototypes representing all the voxels in the image. In
addition, the degree a voxel is modelled by an SOMprototype
is computed by means of clustering the SOM units using
the FCM algorithm [20]. After this introduction, the rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
database used to evaluate our proposal and introduces the
image preprocessing stage and themain techniques used such
as SOM and FCM for modeling data and clustering the SOM,
respectively. Section 3 shows the segmentation approach
proposed in this paper and the results obtained using the

images from the IBSR database are depicted in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

This section consists of six subsections which explain in
detail the segmentation method presented in this paper and
summarized in the block diagram shown in Figure 1. More-
over, the databases used to evaluate the performance of the
proposes algorithm and the metric applied for quantitative
assessment of the results are also provided in the following
subsections.

2.1. Databases. The performance of our proposal has been
evaluated in comparisonwith othermethods, using the Inter-
net Brain Segmentation Repository (IBSR) from the Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital [23]. This database provides 18
T1-weighted volumetric images, of 256 × 256 × 128 voxels,
with voxels dimensions between 0.84 × 0.84 × 1.5mm3 and
1 × 1 × 1.5mm3, corresponding to subjects with ages between
7 and 71 years. The images are spatially normalized into the
Talairach orientation and processed by the Center for Mor-
phometric Analysis (CMA) at Massachusetts General Hos-
pital with the biasfield autoseg routines for nonuniformity
correction. In addition, IBSR database also provides manual
segmentation references performed by expert radiologists.
These segmented images were used as a reference to test our
approach as usual in other works which use the IBSR 2.0
database [21, 22].

2.2. Image Preprocessing. Although the images are already
registered in the database, they contain nonbrain structures
such as scalp and skull. These structures have to be removed
before dealing with segmentation. In our case, nonbrain
structureswere removed using the BET 2.0 tool [24] fromFSL
package [25], running two iterations on every subject.We run
BET twice on each subject since nonbrain material remains
on the MRI after one iteration and three iterations tend to
remove some parts of the brain.Thus, running BET twice was
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Figure 2: 2D gray level cooccurrencematrix (GLCM) computation.
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determined to be optimum. Figure 1 shows the entire process,
from original images to segmented ones.

2.3. Feature Extraction. Unlike other MRI segmentation
approaches which use 2D statistical descriptors [22], we used
3D statistical descriptors extracted from overlapping cubes
slided across the volumetric image. A similar method to
extract 3D features is applied in [26] for 3D computerized
tomography (CT) images. These descriptors include first and
second order features, as (local) histogram features computed
from each cube. First order features are the intensity level
of the central voxel and mean and variance of the intensity
of the voxels in the window. Second order statistics aim to
describe the texture of the image as they take into account the
relationship among voxels in a window. This way, Haralick
et al. [27] proposed 14 features computed using the gray
level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM), which is a structure that
describes the cooccurring intensity values at a given offset.
In other words, the GLCM provides information on how
often a graylevel occurs at different directions. Usually, four
directions are considered in the 2D case: 𝜙 = 0

∘, 𝜙 = 45
∘,

𝜙 = 90
∘, and 𝜙 = 135

∘. However, Haralick suggests using the
mean value of the features computed for the four directions to
guarantee rotation invariance. Moreover, symmetric GLCM
(i.e., taking into account voxels separated by −𝑑 and 𝑑 voxels)
is a common choice in image analysis [27]. The structure of
the 2D-GLCM is shown in Figure 2, where 𝑛

𝑖𝑗
is the num-

ber of cooccurrences of gray levels 𝑖 and 𝑗 at a distance 𝑑

and a specific direction. Thus, the GLCM, matrix defined as
𝐺
𝜙

𝑑
(𝑖, 𝑗), is a square matrix of size 𝑁, where 𝑁 is the total

number of voxels in the window, so that (𝑖, 𝑗) entry represents
the number of cooccurrences of gray levels 𝑖 and 𝑗 for voxels
separated at a distance 𝑑 in direction 𝜙.

In the case of 3D-GLCM, cubes of size 𝑤×𝑤 ×𝑤 instead
of square windows (𝑤 × 𝑤) have to be considered. Moreover,
the windowing process has been performed computing 𝑤

slices in each window. The choice of the window size plays
an important role in the classification process, as it may
determine the discrimination capabilities of the extracted
features.The use of small windows reduces the computational
burden and keeps resolution but it may not be able to capture
the texture. On the other hand, large windows will capture
textural properties but they increase memory and processing
requirements and may result in resolution loss. This way, we

choose 3×3×3windows as a trade-off between performance
and resolution. This process is depicted in Figure 3.

While four independent directions exist in 2D for GLCM
calculation, 13 independent directions are found in 3D, and
GLCM computation can be generalized as
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1, if
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∧ (𝑄 (𝑥 + 𝑑
𝑥
, 𝑦 + 𝑑
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𝑧
)

= 𝑗) ,

0, otherwise,

𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁,

(1)

where𝑁 is the number of gray levels present in the image or
subimage considered for GLCM calculation,𝑉 = (𝑉

𝑥
, 𝑉
𝑦
, 𝑉
𝑧
)

is the position of the voxel, and 𝑑 = (𝑑
𝑥
, 𝑑
𝑦
, 𝑑
𝑧
) are the

distances in each direction. Figure 4 shows a calculation
example of 3D GLCM for 𝑑 = (0, 0, −1) direction and𝑁 = 4

gray levels.
This way, 3D GLCM is computed through an offset 𝑑 =

(𝑑
𝑥
, 𝑑
𝑦
, 𝑑
𝑧
), where 𝑑

𝑥
and 𝑑

𝑦
correspond to 2D offset (as

in 2D GLCM) and 𝑑
𝑧
indicates the 𝑧 coordinate. As the

offset can be applied in 𝑥, 𝑦, or 𝑧 axes, there are 27 possible
offset directions. However, as 𝐺

𝑑
= 𝐺
𝑇

−𝑑
there are only 13

independent directions as indicated in (1). This deals with 13
3D-GLCMs computed from each cube.

Regarding implementation details, cubes are vectorized
as shown in Figure 3 to speed up the process in matlab [28].
Image vectorization aims to convert a 3D image into a matrix
which contains a number of columns corresponding to the
number of extracted cubes. Computations with these struc-
tures are considerably faster in matlab.

Once 3DGLCMhas been defined, Haralick’s textural fea-
tures can be computed as in 2D, but using the 3D GLCM as
previously defined in (1). Mathematical details on Haralick’s
textural features used in this work are provided in the
appendix and can also be found in [8, 26, 27].

In addition to 3DHaralick features, we extract local histo-
gram-based features from each 3D window. These features
includemaximum probability local intensity, mean, variance,
skewness, entropy, energy and kurtosis [15].

Moreover, intensity probability in terms of the entire
image is also included in the feature set. Thus, the entire
feature set extracted from the image is summarized inTable 2.

Features computed from each window (cube) are extrac-
ted from the image and associated with the central voxel
which is described by 23 features (i.e., feature space is com-
posed by 23-dimensional feature vectors).

2.4. Background in SOM. The self-organizing map [29] is
a well-known bioinspired clustering algorithm which aims
to discover the most representative and most economic
representation of data and its relationships [29, 30]. SOM
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Figure 3: (a) 3D overlapped windows extraction process. Note that overlapping is shown as color mixture. (b) 3 × 3 × 3 cube vectorizing
example. Image is split into slices depending on the 𝑧 coordinate. Values in these slices correspond to the column vector index.

𝑑 = (0, 0, −1)

𝑧 = 1 𝑧 = 2 𝑧 = 3

𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) = (

1 2 0 0
0 3 2 0
3 0 0 4
0 1 2 0

)

Figure 4: 3D GLCM calculation in direction (0, 0, −1). 𝑧 values
indicate different slices (z coordinate). Arrows show the relationship
between voxels for computing the cooccurrence value in the direc-
tion indicated.

consists of a number of units arranged in a two- or three-
dimensional lattice, and each of them stores a prototype
vector. During the training stage, the prototypes retain the
most representative part of the input data, while the units
on the output space holding similar prototypes (in terms
of euclidean distance) are moved closer together. In other
words, units on the output space are close as their prototypes
are similar, and units being apart on the output space hold
different prototypes. Thus, some important features of the
input space can be inferred from the output space [30].

(1) Input space modelling: the prototypes computed dur-
ing the SOM training, 𝜔

𝑖
, provide an approximation

to the input space, as each prototype models a part of
it.

(2) Topological order: units on the output map are
arranged into a 2D or 3D lattice, and their position
depends on the specific features of the input space.

(3) Density distribution: SOM reveals statistical varia-
tions on the distribution of the input data. This way,
a higher density on the output space corresponds to a
higher density on the input space.

(4) Feature selection: prototypes computed from the
input data space represent the data manifold. Thus,
the algorithm reduces the input space to a set of pro-
totype vectors.

The processmentioned previously is performed in a com-
petitive way, where only one neuron wins (i.e., its prototype
vector is the most similar to the input data instance) with
each input data instance. Nevertheless, prototypes of neurons
belonging to the neighbourhood of the wining unit (called
best matching unit (BMU)) are also updated. Let the SOM
units be linearly indexed. The BMU 𝜔

𝑖
is computed as





V
𝑘
− 𝜔
𝑖





≤






V
𝑘
− 𝜔
𝑗







∀𝑖 ̸=𝑗 ∈ 𝑆, (2)

where 𝑆 = {1, . . . , 𝑛} is the output space for an SOM com-
posed by 𝑛 units and V

𝑘
is the 𝑘th input.Moreover, prototypes

of units belonging to the neighbourhood of the wining unit
(also called best matching unit (BMU)) are also updated
according to

𝜔
𝑗
(𝑡 + 1) = 𝜔

𝑗
(𝑡) + 𝛼 (𝑡) ℎ

𝑖,𝑗
(𝑡) (V
𝑘
− 𝜔
𝑗
(𝑡)) , (3)

where 𝛼(𝑡) is the learning factor and ℎ
𝑖,𝑗
(𝑡) is the neighbour-

hood function defining the unit surrounding the BMU 𝜔
𝑖
.

Both 𝛼(𝑡) and ℎ
𝑖𝑗
(𝑡) decrease exponentially with 𝑡. Thus, the

prototype vectors𝜔
𝑖
quantize the datamanifold and represent

the cluster center of the data mapped on each BMU.

2.5. SOM Clustering Using FCM. SOM can be seen as a
clustering method as it quantizes the feature space by a num-
ber of prototypes, and each prototype can be considered as
the most representative vector of a class. On the other hand,
the prototypes are projected onto a two- or three-dimensional
space while topology (i.e., distribution of SOM units in the
projection space) is preserved. In that sense, SOM assumes
that each map unit acts as a single cluster. In this work,
input space is composed by feature vectors whose coordinates
represent a different feature as presented in Section 2.3.
Thus, each voxel is represented by a 23-dimensional vector
and SOM is used to group these vectors (i.e., voxels) in
different classes. This way, SOM performs hard clustering
over the feature vectors which describe image voxels, and
the cluster a voxel belongs to is represented by the BMU
corresponding to its feature vector. In other words, SOM
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Figure 5: SOM units membership probability for WM (a), GM (b), and CSF (c) clusters according to FCM clustering for IBSR volume 7.

quantizes the feature space. However, this simple model that
considers each unit as a different cluster does not exploit
valuable information contained in SOMs and it is referred
to its topological preservation property (i.e., nearby units
in the map model similar data [29]). Thus, SOM provides
extra advantages over classical clustering algorithms if more
than one unit represents the same class, and a range of
SOM units act as BMU for a subset of the data manifolds.
This adds flexibility to the clustering algorithm and allows
to compute a set of prototype vectors for the same class.
Nevertheless, since each cluster can be prototyped by a set
of model vectors, grouping SOM units is necessary to define
cluster borders [8]. SOM clustering can be addressed by
specific clustering algorithms such as CONN linkage [31, 32],
which implements a hierarchical agglomerative technique
using the topological information contained in the map
and the relationships between the SOM layer and the data
manifold to build clusters. Nevertheless, taking into account
the membership probability of a voxel to a cluster requires
fuzzy or probabilistic clustering techniques. Hence, we used

fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithmas a voxel can belong tomore
than one cluster at the same time according to a certain
membership measure [20, 33, 34]. FCM for SOM can be for-
mulated as follows. Let V

𝑘
be the 𝑘 feature vector representing

the 𝑘 voxel of the image and 𝜔
𝑖
the prototype associated with

the 𝑖-unit on the SOM. An objective function can be defined
as

𝐽
𝑚
=

𝑁
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𝑖 =1

𝑢
𝑘𝑖
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𝑘
− 𝜔
𝑖






2

, 1 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ ∞, (4)

where𝑁 is the number of data samples (voxels),𝐶 is the num-
ber of SOMunits, and 𝑢

𝑖𝑗
is themembership function defined

as

𝑢
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=
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, (5)
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Figure 6: 3D projection of the SOM prototypes for IBSR volume
7. Units have been colored according to the maximum membership
criterion. Maroon, orange, and green represent WM, GM, and CSF
prototypes, respectively.
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Figure 7: Fitness function in the optimization process. Convergence
is achieved in 50 generations.

where 𝑐
𝑙
is the center of cluster 𝑙, defined as

𝑐
𝑙
=

∑
𝑁

𝑘=1
𝑢
𝑚

𝑘𝑖
V
𝑘

∑
𝑁

𝑘=1
𝑢
𝑚

𝑘𝑖

. (6)

Fuzzy clustering is carried out by optimizing the objective
function (4) until

max
𝑘𝑖

{






𝑢
𝑡+1

𝑘𝑖
− 𝑢
𝑡

𝑘𝑖






} < 𝜖, (7)

where 𝜖 ∈ [0, 1] and 𝑡 represents the iteration steps. This
iterative procedure will converge to a local minimum of 𝐽

𝑚

[33].
Once the SOM is trained and clustered, each voxel (des-

cribed by its corresponding feature vector) is mapped to a
cluster, so that it belongs to a specific tissue with a probability.
Figure 5 shows the membership value assigned to each SOM
unit for the three clusters (WM, GM, and CSF), and Figure 6
shows the projection of the SOM prototypes in 3D where the
units have been colored according to the maximum mem-
bership criterion using the probabilities computed by FCM
clustering. However, this method deals with hard clustering
and does not take into account partial volume effect (PVE)
[22, 35, 36]. In order to take into account PVE in our
implementation, we introduced a thresholding parameter 𝜏 to
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Figure 8: Mean quantization error as a function of the number of
SOM units.

determine whether a BMU is included in two classes at the
same time. Thus, we define the𝐷matrix as

𝑑
𝑖𝑘
=






𝑢
𝑖𝑘
− 𝑢
𝑗𝑘






, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝐶, 𝑖 ̸=𝑗. (8)

Thus, voxels whose BMU fulfills the 𝑑
𝑖𝑘
< 𝜏 constraint are

included in 𝑖 and 𝑘 clusters (i.e., belong to 𝑖 and 𝑘 tissues).
In order to identify the tissue corresponding to each clus-

ter, we use the fact that GM voxels usually present lower
intensity values than CSF, andWM voxels present the higher
intensity values due to theMRI acquisition process.This way,
the cluster with the lower mean intensity value is associated
withGMvoxels and the clusterwith the highermean intensity
values is associated with WM voxels.

2.6. Feature Selection. As shown in Section 2.3, first order
and second order (textural) and histogram-based features are
extracted from each cube. However, using all the features
does not provide the best results as they may not be discrim-
inative enough for the three tissues. Moreover, using non-
discriminative features can deteriorate the clustering results.
Thus, a feature selection stage was performed using a subset
of 5 training images to compute the most discriminative
features.This is addressed by a genetic algorithm (GA), using
the parameters described in [8] which evolves an initial
population of solutions (permutations of the features) aiming
to minimize the fitness function defined as

fitness = − (𝐽WM + 𝐽GM + 𝐽CSF) , (9)

where 𝐽
𝑇
is the mean Jaccard coefficient [7, 15, 23] for a subset

of 5 images (volumes no. 7, no. 8, no. 9, no. 10, and no. 11). It
measures the average overlap between the segmented image
and the segmentation reference provided by the database.
This metric is used in many works [21–23, 37] to assess the
performance of segmentation algorithms and can be defined
as

𝐽 (𝑆
1
, 𝑆
2
) =





𝑆
1
∩ 𝑆
2










𝑆
1
∪ 𝑆
2






, (10)

where | ⋅ | represents the cardinality of the set.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Segmentation results for the IBSR volume 7. Some slices of the axial and coronal planes are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.
Segmentation performed by experts is shown in (c) and (d) for the axial and coronal planes, respectively.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: Axial slice from volume no. 7 (a). Segmentation results show CSF (b), WM (c), and GM (d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11: Axial slice from volume no. 7 (a). Segmentation results show CSF (b), WM (c), and GM (d) with PVE correction, 𝜏 = 0.02.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 12: Coronal slice from volume no. 7 (a). Segmentation results show CSF (b), WM (c), and GM (d).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13: Coronal slice from volume no. 7 (a). Segmentation results show CSF (b), WM (c), and GM (d) with PVE correction, 𝜏 = 0.02.
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Figure 14: Jaccard index calculated throughout the images in the IBSR2 database.

Figure 7 shows the fitness value for 60 generations, which
are enough for the GA to converge.The optimized feature set
is shown in Table 3.

Thus, these features have been used to process the images
on the IBSR database and to provide the segmentation
outcomes based on the Jaccard index as shown in Section 4.

2.7. SOM Topology Selection. The number of SOM units usu-
ally determines the performance of the clustering. Figure 8
shows the quantization error as a function of the number of
units used in the model, computed using the equation

𝑄err =
∑
𝑁

𝑖=1






V
𝑖
− 𝜔
𝑖

bmu






𝑁

,
(11)

where 𝜔𝑖bmu is the BMU corresponding to data sample V
𝑖
and

𝑁 is the number of data samples in the dataset.
The quantization error in this figure represents a measure

of the reconstruction error, which tends to stabilize from
64 units. Thus, we choose 10 × 10 units map as a trade-off
between quantization error and performance. Moreover, 3D
SOM layer with hexagonal lattice was used as it yields better
segmentation results.

3. Segmentation Procedure

Unsupervised segmentation using SOM requires to cluster
the SOM units after training. This can be addressed using a
standard clustering algorithm or a specific algorithm devel-
oped to cluster the SOM layer, as shown in Section 2.5. The
overall process is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Cluster assignment of SOMunits can be addressed in two
ways. Since FCMcomputesmembership probability, the units
can be assigned to the cluster providing the maximum prob-
ability.This method uses themaximummembership criterion
and assumes that a voxel only belongs to a specific cluster and
does not address the partial volume effect (PVE) (i.e., a voxel
can contain signal from different tissues due to the limited
resolution of the acquisition process). The second approach
can assign a voxel to different clusters simultaneously if
the membership probability is above a predefined threshold
𝜏. These two previous approaches have been implemented
in the experiments conducted and experimental results are
providedwith andwithout PVE correction. 𝜏 = 0.02 has been
used in the experiments performed in Section 4, meaning
that voxels whose membership probability differs in 𝜏 for two
different clusters are assigned to these two clusters (tissues)
simultaneously.
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(1) Remove the background (i.e. null intensity voxels).
(2) Extract overlapping cubes from 3DMRI.
(3) Compute features from the cubes.
(4) Normalize the samples for zero mean and unity variance.
(5) Train the SOM.
(6) Cluster the SOM prototypes using the FCM algorithm.
(7) Compute the mean intensity of the receptive field of each cluster.
(8) Assign a tissue to each cluster depending on its intensity profile.
(9) Build the segmented image using the receptive fields of each cluster.

Algorithm 1: SOM-FCM segmentation algorithm for 3D MRI.

Table 1: 3D directions in spherical coordinates and offset coding.
Offset (d) indicates radius value.

Direction (𝜙, 𝜃) Offset vector Direction (𝜙, 𝜃) Offset vector
(0, 0) (0, 𝑑, 0) (90, 45) (−𝑑, 0, −𝑑)

(45, 0) (−𝑑, 𝑑, 0) (90, 135) (𝑑, 0, −𝑑)

(90, 0) (−𝑑, 0, 0) (45, 45) (−𝑑, 𝑑, −𝑑)

(135, 0) (−𝑑, −𝑑, 0) (45, 135) (𝑑, −𝑑, −𝑑)

(0, 45) (0, 𝑑, −𝑑) (135, 45) (−𝑑, −𝑑, −𝑑)

(0, 90) (0, 0, 𝑑) (135, 135) (𝑑, 𝑑, −𝑑)

(0, 135) (0, −𝑑, −𝑑)

4. Experimental Results

Numerous experiments were carried out to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm using the IBRS2 database,
as it provides real brain MRIs. Figure 9 shows the segmenta-
tion results for some slices of axial and coronal planes, respec-
tively, for the IBSR volume 7 using themaximummembership
criterion to defuzzify the clustering result. In this case, no
PVE correction is applied as each voxel only belongs to a
single cluster.

Thus, in Figure 9 each tissue is shown as a different color.
Specifically, CSF, GM, and WM are shown as green, orange,
and maroon to identify them in the same figure. In addition,
Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the segmentation references
from the IBSR database (i.e., manual segmentation by expert
radiologist or ground truth). It is worth noting that expert seg-
mentations included in the IBSR database does not include
internal CSF spaces. However, our approach also delineates
sulcal CSF. This is the main source of difference between our
segmentation outcomes and the ground truth. Thus, Jaccard
index for CSF is not as high as in the WM or GM case.

In order to show segmentation outcomes, Figure 10 pre-
sents a slice of the original IBSR2 volume no. 7 after brain
extraction and the segmented tissues. In this figure, CSF,
GM, and WM are shown in Figures 10(b), 10(c), and 10(d),
respectively. Coronal plane is shown in Figure 12.

In addition, PVE correction is applied as explained in
Section 2.5, and the results are presented in Figures 11, 13,
and 14. As shown in these figures, PVE correction improves
the results, specially for GM delineation. Figure 14 presents
the Jaccard index for the 18 volumes on the IBSR2 database.

Table 2: Feature set extracted from 3D image.

Index Feature Index Feature
3D Haralick (Textural)

1 Energy 7 Sum average
2 Entropy 8 Dissimilarity
3 Correlation 9 Cluster shade
4 Contrast 10 Cluster tendency
5 Homogeneity 11 Maximum probability
6 Variance 12 Difference variance

Local histogram

13 Central voxel
Intensity

14 Intensity mean
15 Intensity variance

Local histogram
16 Mean intensity 20 Skewness
17 Intensity variance 21 Kurtosis

18 Energy 22 Maximum probability
intensity

19 Entropy
Image histogram

23 Intensity probability

Moreover, a comparison with other segmentation techniques
is presented for comparison. As shown in these figures, our
method outperforms the FCMmethod applied over the voxel
intensity levels and also performs better for some volumes
than other methods combining fuzzy clustering and intensity
inhomogeneity compensation techniques. Ourmethod tends
to better delineate WM and also delineates correctly the CSF.
Moreover, brain extraction stage may cause differences in the
final segmentation results in terms of the Jaccard index, as
the number of voxels in the segmentation references may
differ depending on the brain extraction technique (i.e., brain
extraction by manual delineation).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present MRI segmentation methods using
3D statistical features (Tables 1 and 4). These features include
first and second order statistics computed using overlapping
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Table 3: Optimized feature set.

Index Feature type Feature
1 3D-GLCM/Haralick-textural Energy
4 3D-GLCM/Haralick-textural Contrast
6 3D-GLCM/Haralick-textural Homogeneity
9 3D-GLCM/Haralick-textural Cluster shade
12 3D-GLCM/Haralick-textural Inverse variance
13 1st order Voxel intensity
14 1st order Voxel mean intensity

15 1st order Voxel intensity
variance

18 Local histogram Energy
20 Local histogram Skewness
21 Local histogram Kurtosis

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of the Jaccard index for the
segmentation methods in Figure 14.

Algorithm Ref. WM index GM index
SOM-FCM + PVE (𝜏 = 0.02) — 0.85 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.03

SOM-FCM — 0.83 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.02

NL-FCM [21] 0.85 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.04

R-FCM [22] 0.85 ± 0.04 0.84 ± 0.04

FCM [22] 0.83 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.03

cubes moving across the image. In addition, local histogram
features computed from each cube are used to compose the
feature space. The feature vectors associated with each non-
background voxel are unsupervisedly modelled by an SOM,
reducing the feature space to a number of prototypes each
of them representing a set of voxels. These prototypes are
grouped to define the cluster borders in the SOM layer using
FCM, allowing a specific prototype tomodel voxels belonging
to different tissues simultaneously. This way, PVE correction
is incorporated to the segmentation algorithm.The algorithm
has been assessed by experiments regarding the modelling
capabilities using the proposed feature set and the proposed
clustering technique combining SOM and FCM. Moreover,
a GA-based feature selection stage is used over a subset of
images to compute the most discriminative features. Seg-
mentation results using the selected features show improve-
ments over other segmentation methods depending on the
specific volume and clearly outperform FCM. In addition,
results using maximum membership criterion to defuzzify
the clustering result and fuzzy clusters (i.e., it is possible to
assign a voxel to two tissues at the same time) are shown.The
first approach does not correct PVE while the latter does.
Segmentation techniques could help to find causes of brain
disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In fact, the seg-
mentation algorithm presented in this paper is part of a larger
study performed by the authors on the tissue distribution
for neurological disorders characterization and the early
diagnosis of AD.

Appendix

Haralick’s Textural Features Computed Using
the 3D GLCM
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Notations

(i) 𝑁 is the number of distinct gray levels in the window.
(ii) 𝐺(𝑖, 𝑗) corresponds to the (𝑖, 𝑗)th entry in the 3D

GLCM.
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A procedure to improve the convergence rate for affine registrationmethods of medical brain images when the images differ greatly
from the template is presented.Themethodology is based on a histogrammatching of the source imageswith respect to the reference
brain template before proceeding with the affine registration. The preprocessed source brain images are spatially normalized to a
template using a general affinemodel with 12 parameters. A sum of squared differences between the source images and the template
is considered as objective function, and a Gauss-Newton optimization algorithm is used to find the minimum of the cost function.
Using histogram equalization as a preprocessing step improves the convergence rate in the affine registration algorithm of brain
images as we show in this work using SPECT and PET brain images.

1. Introduction

Emission computed tomography (ECT) has been widely
employed in biomedical research and clinical medicine dur-
ing the last three decades. ECT differs fundamentally from
many other medical imaging modalities in that it produces
a mapping of physiological functions as opposed to imag-
ing anatomical structure. Tomographic radiopharmaceutical
imaging, or ECT, provides in vivo three-dimensional maps of
a pharmaceutical labeled with a gamma ray emitting radio-
nuclide.The distribution of radionuclide concentrations ises-
timated from a set of projectional images acquired at many
different angles around the patient. In this work, two different
imagemodalities will be used: positron emission tomography
(PET) and single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT).

Positron emission tomography (PET) is noninvasive,
nuclear medicine imaging technique which produces a three-
dimensional image of functional processes in the body. The
system detects pairs of gamma rays emitted indirectly by a
positron-emitting radionuclide (tracer), which is introduced
into the body on a biologically active molecule. When the
tracer is 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (F-FDG), its concentra-
tion gives us information about tissue metabolic activity,
measuring the brain’s rate of glucose metabolism. Images of

tracer concentration in 3-dimensional space within the brain
are then reconstructed by computer analysis.

On the other hand, SPECT is a widely used technique
to study the functional properties of the brain. SPECT brain
imaging techniques employ radioisotopes which decay emit-
ting predominantly a single gamma photon. When the
nucleus of a radioisotope disintegrates, a gamma photon is
emitted with a random direction which is uniformly distri-
buted in the sphere surrounding the nucleus. If the photon
is unimpeded by a collision with electrons or other particles
within the body, its trajectory will be a straight line or “ray.”
In order for a photon detector external to the patient to dis-
criminate the direction that a ray came from, a physical col-
limation is required. Typically, lead collimator plates are
placed prior to the detector’s crystal in such amanner that the
photons coming from all but a single direction are blocked by
the plates.This guarantees that only photons coming from the
desired direction will strike the photon detector.

After image acquisition, when filtering and reconstruc-
tion are done, some additional preprocessing steps are needed
before using functional brain images for computer aided
diagnosis systems.The differences between brains of different
subjects require the normalization of the images with respect
to a reference template [1]. Image normalization allows to
perform voxel-to-voxel comparison between same regions
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of different images [2, 3]. The general affine model with 12
parameters is usually chosen as a first normalization proced-
ure before to proceed with a more complex nonrigid spatial
transformation model [4–7]. Affine registration of tomogra-
phy brain images is a very important task in biomedical image
analysis [8–10].

Themethods and approaches presented in this work have
been motivated in the context of fusion of PET/MRI images.
While the authors were developing a software for fusion of
brain images, they were working under some hypothesis to
render practical the requirements this software would then
be used for: (i) using only affine registration because other
nonlinear registrationmethods could possibly produce unde-
sirable warping effects due to the intrasubject, intermodality
nature of the registration problem studied in this work; (ii)
providing reliability and robustness and increasing the con-
vergence rate of the algorithms as far as possible; (iii) using
the same anatomical brain image as a reference template
for each image. This latter point was motivated by pract-
ical purposes as the registration method proposed here was
developed in the context of a real application of brain image
fusion of PET/MRI. Furthermore, the proposed methodol-
ogy has been also tested in fusion of SPECT/MRI images.
Therefore, the goal is to register the functional brain images
(PET or SPECT) to the anatomical Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI).

In this work, a histogram equalization of the original tom-
ography brain image is performed. We enhance the contrast
of images by transforming the intensity values in the image,
so that the histogram of the output image approximately
matches the histogram of the reference template. Experimen-
tal results using positron emission tomography and single
photon emission computed tomography brain images show
that the preprocessing of these images using histogram equa-
lization improves the convergence rate of the affine registra-
tion algorithm.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces
the SPECT and PET database used in this work; it also states
the image registration problem expressed by a matrix multi-
plication and theGauss-Newton optimization algorithmused
to estimate the affine parameters. This section also presents
the preprocessing step of the intensity values using histogram
matching. In Section 3, the results are discussed. Lastly, in
Section 4, the conclusions are given.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. SPECT Database. The SPECT database is from a current
study of the Alzheimer’s disease performed by the “Virgen
de las Nieves” Hospital in Granada (Spain). In this work, we
choose 50 images labelled by experts as Normal Controls,
although the results presented here do not change if brain
images labelled as late Alzheimer’s disease subjects are cho-
sen.

The patients were injected with a gamma emitting 99mTc-
ECD radiopharmaceutical, and the SPECT raw data was
acquired by a three-head gamma camera. A total of 180
projections were taken for each patient with a 2-degree ang-
ular resolution. The images of the brain cross-sections were

reconstructed from the projection data using the filtered
backprojection (FBP) algorithm in combination with a But-
terworth noise removal filter [11–14].

2.2. PET Database. PET images used in the preparation of
this work were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-
roimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (http://www.loni.ucla
.edu/ADNI).TheADNIwas launched in 2003 by theNational
Institute onAging (NIA), theNational Institute of Biomedical
Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies,
and nonprofit organizations, as a 60-million, 5-year public-
private partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been
to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
positron emission tomography (PET), other biological mark-
ers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be
combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early
AD progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians
to develop new treatments andmonitor their effectiveness, as
well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.

The Principle Investigator of this initiative is Michael
W. Weiner, MD degree, VA Medical Center and University
of California, San Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts
of many coinvestigators from a broad range of academic
institutions and private corporations, and subjects have been
recruited from over 50 sites across the US and Canada. The
initial goal of ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, ages 55 to 90,
to participate in the research—approximately 200 cognitively
normal older individuals to be followed for 3 years, 400
people with MCI to be followed for 3 years, and 200 people
with early AD to be followed for 2 years.

FDG-PET scans were acquired according to a stand-
ardized protocol. A 30-minute dynamic emission scan, con-
sisting of 6 5-minute frames, was acquired starting from 30
minutes and after the intravenous injection of 5.0–0.5mCi of
18F-FDG, as the subjects, who were instructed to fast for at
least 4 h prior to the scan and lay quietly in a dimly lit room
with their eyes open and minimal sensory stimulation. Data
were corrected for radiation-attenuation and scatter using
transmission scans from Ge-68 rotating rod sources and
reconstructed using measured attenuation correction and
image reconstruction algorithms specified for each scanner
(http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI/Data/ADNI Data.shtml).
Following the scan, each image was reviewed for possible
artifacts at the University of Michigan, and all raw and
processed study data was archived.

2.3. Brain Affine Registration. An affine transformationmaps
from position x in one image to y in another via matrix M,
where the 12 matrix 𝑚

𝑖𝑗
are the unknown parameters. For

each voxel x = (𝑥
1
, 𝑥
2
, 𝑥
3
) in an image, the affine transform-
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The goal of the affine image registration is to find the 12
components m of the matrix M describing a transformation
that best matches both images (the source and the template)
together.

The affine transformation is parametrized by 12 parame-
ters.𝑚

11
,𝑚
22
,𝑚
33
model zooms of the original image. These

parameters allow us to scale the medical image. For example,
if𝑚
11
> 1, the transformed image is greater than the original

one in the 𝑥-axis. A zoom in the image is desirable when the
image and template do not have the same size. Translations in
𝑥-,𝑦-, or 𝑧-axis are parametrized by the component𝑚

14
,𝑚
24
,

or𝑚
34
, respectively, and provide amanner to center the image

and the template. Shears are modeled by the nondiagonal
elements of the matrix (𝑚

12
, 𝑚
13
, 𝑚
23
, 𝑚
21
, 𝑚
31
, and 𝑚

32
).

Figure 1 shows the effects produced by different elementary
2-D affine transformations in a transaxial 2D slice MRI
image. Left image is a random 2-D transaxial slice. Figures
1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) show the effects produced by changes in
the diagonal elements in the 2-D affine matrix: balanced
diagonal elements result in global rescaling (Figure 1(a));
unbalanced diagonal elements produce anisotropic rescaling
along the 𝑦-axis (Figure 1(b)) or the 𝑥-axis (Figure 1(c)).
Some specific relations between off-diagonal elements in the
matrix produce rotations (Figure 1(d)), and, lastly, Figure 1(e)
depicts the effects of an unbalance change in the off-diagonal
elements resulting in shears along one of the two axes.

Before the application of an affine transformation to the
original functional image, it is convenient to smooth the
source image to improve accuracy [15].This step decreases the
number of potential local minima in the optimization task.
On the other hand, the intensity values in the original image
are referred to the center of the voxels. After the application of
an affine transformation to an image, the centers of the voxels
of the image rarely are placed in the centers of the voxels in
the transformed image. Therefore, interpolation is needed in
order to estimate the intensity value in the center of the voxels
for the transformed image [16, 17].

2.4. Gauss-Newton Optimization Algorithm. The parameters
m can be estimated by minimizing given cost function. The
cost function (cf) is chosen as the mean squared difference
between the images as follows:

cf = ∑
𝑖

𝑏
𝑖
(m)2 = ∑

𝑖

(𝑓 (Mx
𝑖
) − 𝑔 (x

𝑖
))
2

, (2)

where 𝑓 denotes the source image and 𝑔 the template. In this
work, the Gauss-Newton algorithm is used to estimate the
matrix components inM by finding the minimum of the cost
function cf.

The Gauss-Newton algorithm (GN) can be viewed as a
modification of Newton’s method with line search [18]. It is
an iterative procedure which allows to find the minimum of
a sum of squares. Starting with an initial guess m0, at each
iteration, the value ofm is updated using the following rule:

m𝑡+1 = m𝑡 + 𝛿 (3)

with 𝛿 satisfying the equation

(JTJ) 𝛿 = −JTb, (4)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 1: Left image: original MRI brain transaxial image. (a) Bal-
anced diagonal elements result in global rescaling. (b) Unbalanced
diagonal elements produce anisotropic rescaling along the 𝑦-axis.
(c) Unbalanced diagonal elements produce anisotropic rescaling
along the 𝑥-axis. (d) Specific balanced relations between off-
diagonal elements in thematrix produce rotations. (e) An unbalance
change in the off-diagonal elements resulting in shears along one of
the two axes.

where b is the vector of functions 𝑏
𝑖
and J is the Jacobian

matrix of b with respect tom evaluated atm𝑡. This optimiza-
tion method is like Newton’s method with line search, but in
that case, the Hessian is approximated using

∇
2

𝑓
𝑘
≈ JTJ. (5)

This choice avoids the computation of the individualHessians
of the residuals which sometimes can be difficult to compute.

2.5. Histogram Equalization. Histogrammatching is a proce-
dure where a series of histogram-equalization steps is used
to obtain an image with a histogram, that is, close to a pre-
specified histogram.

Suppose that the desired or specified normalized his-
togram is 𝑝

𝑑
(𝑡), with the desired image being represented as

𝑑, having the normalized gray levels 𝑡 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 𝐿−1. Now,
the given image 𝑓 with the PDF 𝑝

𝑓
(𝑟) may be histogram-

equalized by the transformation

𝐶
1
(𝑟) = ∫

𝑟

0

𝑝
𝑓
(𝑤) 𝑑𝑤; 0 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 1. (6)

We may also derive a histogram-equalizing transform for the
desired (but as yet unavailable) image as

𝐶
2
(𝑡) = ∫

𝑡

0

𝑝
𝑑
(𝑤) 𝑑𝑤; 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 1. (7)

Observe that, in order to derive a histogram-equalizing
transform,we need only the PDFof the image; the image itself
is not needed.

When you supply a desired histogram, mathematically
histogram equalization consists of choosing the grayscale
transformation T to minimize





𝐶
1
(T (𝑡)) − 𝐶

2
(𝑡)




, (8)

where 𝐶
2
is the cumulative histogram of the reference image

(the desired image represented as 𝑑), and𝐶
1
is the cumulative
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Figure 2: (a) Reference PET template. (b) Source PET brain image. (c) Source image normalized to the greater value of reference PET
template. (d) Enhanced image using histogram matching.

sum of the image 𝑓 for all intensities 𝑡. This minimization
is subject to the constraints that T must be monotonic and
𝐶
1
(T(𝑎)) cannot overshoot 𝐶

2
(𝑎) by more than half the dis-

tance between the histogram counts at a given intensity value
𝑎. Then, the transformation T will be used to map the gray
levels in the image 𝑓 (or the colormap) to their new values.

Figure 2 depicts four different brain PET images and their
histograms. Figure 2(a) is a reference PET image. Figure 2(b)
shows a random transaxial 2-D PET image as it is obtained
after reconstruction. Figure 2(c) shows a version of the same
source PET image but with a dynamic range expansion to
the same interval as the reference image ([0 1]). Figure 2(d)
shows the source image after the application of a histogram
matching procedure using the histogram of the reference
image in Figure 2(a) as a prespecified histogram. Let us see
that in that case, both images (in Figures 2(a) and 2(d)) and
their histograms are very similar.

2.6. Summary. The procedure we follow to preprocess the
functional brain images before to proceed with an affine
registration to a template is summarized in this subsection.

(i) Firstly, we apply a mask in the source images and
we consider only those voxels with intensity values
greater than a given threshold.This step is done to dis-
card those voxels in the image outside the brain.

(ii) Secondly, we calculate the histogram of the template
image.

(iii) Then, we perform histogram matching and we adjust
the intensity values in the source images to the inten-
sity of the reference template.

(iv) Lastly, we build a cost function (using the mean
squared difference between source image and refer-
ence template) and we estimate the 12 parameters of
the affine matrix using a Gauss-Newton optimization
procedure.

3. Results and Discussion

The proposed methodology has been tested for 50 different
SPECT and PET images. The images have been spatially
normalized to a common template using a general affine
model with 12 parameters.

In order to test the performance of the proposed method,
we estimate the 12 components of the affine matrix after
adjustment of the intensity of the images using histogram
matching. We also estimate the general affine transformation
matrix for the original images with intensity values expanded
from 0 to 1, which is the same range as the template image.
Therefore, this dataset is linearly normalized in intensity to
the maximum. We compare the results for these two datasets
by means of a plot of the mean normalized cost function
versus the number of iterations. The mean normalized cost
function for the transformed images is plotted in red using
dots in Figures 3 and 5. Let us note that this result cannot
be compared directly with the performance of the affine
registration optimization method using the original images
as the cost function (2) is intensity dependent. In order to
perform a fair comparison, the affine matrix calculated in
each iteration using the enhanced images is applied to the
original brain image.Then, the cost function is calculated and
plotted in blue squares (labelled as “histogram equalization”).
The latter can be directly compared to the values of the
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Figure 3: Circles: mean normalised cost function value of 50 images versus number of iterations for the original PET brain images with
intensity values expanded from 0 to 1. Rectangles: mean normalised cost function calculated applying the affine matrix calculated in each
iteration using the preprocessed PET images to the original brain PET images. Dotted red line: mean normalised cost function value of 50
images versus number of iterations for preprocessed images using histogram matching.
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Figure 4: (a) Four transaxial slices of mean of 50 original PET images and its histogram of intensity values. (b) Four transaxial cuts of the
reference template and the histogram of intensity values. (c) Four transaxial slices of mean of 50 preprocessed PET images using histogram
equalization.

normalized cost function in each iteration when the original
images are used (labelled as “original” and plotted with black
circles in Figures 3 and 5.

Figure 3 shows the mean normalised cost function value
versus the number of iterations when the proposed meth-
odology was tested using the PET database. The error bars
are calculated using the standard deviation. In that case, pre-
processing the images using histogram matching allows to
improve the convergence rate of the algorithm. Specifically,
images preprocessed using histogram equalization reach in
the sixth iteration the samemean normalized value of the cost
function as the original images in the ninth iteration which
means a significant reduction in the convergence rate.

Figure 4(a) shows four transaxial cuts of the mean PET
image after affine normalization used in this work and its cor-
responding histogram of intensity values. Figure 4(b) shows

the reference template which is used in this work, and Figure
4(c) depicts four transaxial cuts of the mean PET image
after affine normalization for the 50 PET images which were
preprocessed using histogram matching. In that case, both
the transaxial images and the histogram show that the inten-
sity values of the images are similar to the intensity values of
the image template in Figure 4(b).

Figure 5 shows the normalizedmean cost function versus
the number of iterations for 50 original SPECT brain images
(denoted by circles) and the same images preprocessed using
a histogram matching procedure to the reference template
(with squares). The error bars are calculated using the stand-
ard deviation. Analogously to the previous case, when PET
images were considered, this plot has been calculated apply-
ing the affine matrix estimated in each iteration using the
preprocessed images to the original brain SPECT images.
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Figure 5: Circles: mean normalised cost function value of 50 images versus number of iterations for the original SPECT brain images with
intensity values expanded from 0 to 1. Rectangles: mean normalised cost function calculated applying the affine matrix calculated in each
iteration using the preprocessed SPECT images to the original brain SPECT images. Dotted red line: mean normalised cost function value of
50 images versus number of iterations for preprocessed images using histogram matching.
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Figure 6: (a) Four transaxial slices of mean of 50 original SPECT images and its histogram of intensity values. (b) Four transaxial cuts of the
reference template and the histogram of intensity values. (c) Four transaxial slices of mean of 50 preprocessed SPECT images using histogram
matching.

Furthermore, as in Figure 3, the red dotted line is the mean
normalised cost function for the preprocessed images using
histogrammatching.The figure shows that preprocessing the
images leads to an improvement of the convergence rate.
Specifically, the algorithm reaches in only four iterations a
normalised cost function value very similar to the value
which is obtained using the original SPECT images in the
eighth iteration. When the number of iterations is greater
than 8, enhanced images obtain a mean value of the nor-
malized cost function slightly greater than using the original
images. Nevertheless, the proposed method is also useful
for practical purposes in that case. For instance, histogram
adjustment of original images can be used to estimate the
affine transformation matrix up to the fourth iteration, and
then this estimate can be used as initial guess m0 in the
Gauss-Newton optimization algorithm to calculate the 12
affine parameters using the original images.

Figure 6(a) depicts four transaxial brain images showing
themean after affine registration of 50 SPECT images consid-
ered in this work. The same is shown for the reference tem-
plate, and let us note that Figures 6(b) and 4(b) are the same,
as the same reference brain template image was used for the
affine registration of the SPECT and PET images. Figure 6(c)
depicts four transaxial brain cuts with transformed inten-
sity values using histogram matching. Analogously to the
case inwhich PET images were considered, Figure 6(c) shows
that after histogram transformation, both the images and the
histogram of intensity values are quite similar to the template
in Figure 6(b).

In this work, histogram matching is used as a useful tool
which is able to increase the convergence rate of affine trans-
formation methods widely used in the literature. Histogram
equalization is a common procedure which is usually used to
enhance contrast in image processing. We have shown that
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this approach can be used in the context of affine registration
of brain images, specifically when the intensity values of the
reference template differ from the source image which is the
case in intermodality image fusion of brain images. Specifi-
cally, in this work, the convergence rate of the affine registra-
tion using Gauss-Newton optimization algorithm has been
compared using 50 PET and 50 SPECT images. When the
images were preprocessed using histogram matching (using
the histogram of the template image as prespecified desired
histogram), the convergence rate of the algorithm has been
improved.

4. Conclusion

In this work, a procedure to improve the convergence rate in
the context of affine registration of tomography brain images
has been presented.The proposedmethodology is based on a
histogrammatching; the intensity values in the original image
are preadjusted using the information of the histogram of
the reference template.This intensity normalization has been
tested on different imaging modalities: single photon emis-
sion computed tomography and positron emission tomog-
raphy. This approach has been shown to improve the con-
vergence rate of the affine registration of tomography brain
images specially when there is a great difference between
intensity values of the reference template and the images.
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Our aim was to analyze the feasibility of computer aided malignant tumor detection using the traditional texture analysis applied
on two-compartment-based parameter pseudoimages of dynamic contrast-enhancedmagnetic resonance (DCE-MR) breast image
data. A major contribution of this research will be the through-plane assessment capability. Texture analysis was performed on
two-compartment-based pseudo images of DCE-MRI datasets of breast data of eight subjects. The resulting texture parameter
pseudo images were inputted to a feedforward neural network classification system which uses the manual segmentations of a
primary radiologist as a gold standard, and each voxel was assigned as malignant or nonmalignant. The classification results were
compared with the lesions manually segmented by a second radiologist. Results show that the mean true positive fraction (TPF)
and false positive fraction (FPF) performance of the classifier vs. primary radiologist is statistically as good as the mean TPF and
FPF performance of the second radiologist vs. primary radiologist with a confidence interval of 95% using a one-sample 𝑡-test with
𝛼 = 0.05. In the experiment implemented on all of the eight subjects, all malignant tumors marked by the primary radiologist were
classified to be malignant by the computer classifier. Our results have shown that neural network classification using the textural
parameters for automated screening of two-compartment-based parameter pseudo images of DCE-MRI as input data can be a
supportive tool for the radiologists in the preassessment stage to show the possible cancerous regions and in the postassessment
stage to review the segmentations especially in analyzing complex DCE-MRI cases.

1. Introduction

Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging
(DCE-MRI) has become an important imaging approach
for the evaluation of microcirculation in tumors [1]. It is
becoming a capable noninvasive method to monitor tumor
response to therapies; however, current practice requires
radiologists to manually identify and segment tumors from
the imaging data. Frequently used methods of identifying
tumors on DCE-MR images are based on pseudoimages of
parameters obtained by locally fitting time-intensity curves
to a two compartment exchange model for contrast agent
concentration [2] or use the three time point method [3].
These approaches are very tedious, time consuming, and
prone to intra- and interobserver variation.

Texture analysis has been applied in medical imaging
for several applications. Tourassi described the role of image
texture analysis in the medical imaging field [4]. Lerski
et al. used texture analysis on MRI for tissue characteriza-
tion and segmentation of brain tissues [5]. Kovalev et al.
implemented a method for object recognition and matching
with multidimensional cooccurrence matrix calculations [6–
8]. Gibbs and Turnbull used a cooccurrence-based texture
tool on postcontrastMRbreast images, showing that there is a
difference in terms of the spatial variations in voxel intensities
between benign and malignant lesions [9].

Neural networks are widely used for image classifi-
cation [10]. Some examples of neural network classifica-
tion on MRI prior to our method are briefly presented
here. Vergnaghi et al. used an artificial neural network
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to automatically classify the enhancement curves as benign or
malignant [11]. Lucht et al. described a voxel-by-voxel neural
network classifier which compared the performance of quan-
titativemethods for the characterization of signal-time curves
acquired by DCE-MRmammography [12–14]. Tzacheva et al.
implemented a region-based neural network classifier which
segments malignant tissues using a static postcontrast T1-
weighted image as input [15]. Szabó et al. implemented
an artificial-neural-network- (ANN-) based segmentation
method for DCE-MRI of the breast and compared it with
quantitative and empirical parameter mapping techniques to
test the discriminative ability of kinetic, morphologic, and
combined MR features [16, 17]. Twellmann et al. introduced
a model-free neural network classifier where he suggested
that an improvement could likely be achieved using texture
features [18].

We present a computer aided diagnostic (CAD) tool
based on statistical texture voxel-by-voxel analysis of pseu-
doimages generated by the local curve fitting of parameters
from a two compartment exchange model. The texture pro-
cessing is based on statistical methods originally presented by
Haralick et al. [19]. The CAD tool we describe in this paper
is a texture-based classifier which uses two-compartment-
based DCE-MRI breast datasets. Compared to the studies
of Gibbs and Turnbull, the work reported here focuses on
the parameter pseudoimages derived from curve fitting of
the two-compartment model from the original MRI dataset.
Classification of the outcome images by the texture-based
analysis tool is obtained using an artificial neural network
trained with data marked by a radiologist.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Acquisition. The two-compartment model for con-
trast agent exchange is the basis for the work presented
here [20]. In this model, the primary compartment repre-
sents intravascular space, with extravascular (extracellular)
space as the secondary compartment. Typically the two-
compartmentmodel is characterized by the following param-
eters. The first-order rate constant for transfer from the
primary (vascular) compartment to the secondary (extravas-
cular, extracellular) is 𝑘pe. The rate constant in the reverse
direction is 𝑘ep. Injection flow rate for the contrast agent is
𝑘in, and the first-order rate constant for elimination of the
contrast agent from the primary compartment is 𝑘el.The peak
intensity reached for a given voxel during the time course of
the DCE-MRI acquisition is 𝐴.

To identify voxels representing malignant tissues, radi-
ologists rely on the property that microvessels in malignant
tissues are more frequent and porous than normal. This
difference is represented in the local parametric values of
𝐴, 𝑘ep, and 𝑘el, which are used by the reader to mark voxels
and regions as malignant from color-coded pseudoimages
that combine ranges of values of these local parameters [2].
Since these parameters are useful for human classification, we
concentrated on the spatial statistics of these three parameters
for the texture analysis in the development of the CAD tool.

For this study, each pseudoimage dataset consisted of
six-time samples of a 64 slice stack of 256 × 256 images.
Images were acquired as a set of coronal slices using 1.5 T
MRI scan (Magnetom Vision; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)
with extracellular Gd-chelate contrast agent in a dosage of
0.2mL/kg bodyweight for a constant bolus injection duration
of 7 seconds. Using dynamic T1-weighted gradient echo
sequence (TR = 8.1ms, TE = 4.0ms, flip angle = 20 degrees),
64 coronal slices were produced where each slice consisted
of 256 × 256 pixels, an effective slice thickness of 2.5mm,
and a field of view of 320 × 320mm2. For six different
time points, a volume dataset was acquired. The first volume
dataset was the baseline intensity, and the following five
volume scans were taken 120 seconds apart to monitor the
exchange rate and elimination of the contrast agent. DCE-
MR images obtained with a temporal resolution of less
than 15 seconds have been shown to seriously underestimate
pharmacokinetic parameters. Using time sequences of MR
images, a time-intensity curve was constructed for each voxel
in a DCE-MRI dataset and matched to a curve representing
the two-compartment exchange model for contrast agent
using a curve-fitting algorithm described in the literature [2].
For each DCE-MRI case, we calculated three separate 256 ×
256 × 64 parameter pseudoimage sets, one for 𝐴, one for 𝑘ep,
and one for 𝑘el. The flow diagram of the method beginning
from the construction of these parameter pseudoimage sets
is described in Figure 1.

2.2. Radiologist Assessments of Subjects. Two radiologists
analysed the images. The primary radiologist was used as the
gold standard, and the second radiologist was used for the
observation of the differences between the radiologist assess-
ments and comparison of these with the differences between
the computer classifier versus primary radiologist. Images
were marked using a pharmacokinetic two-compartment-
based analysis software tool implemented in IDL (Interactive
Data Language, Boulder, Colorado, USA). The estimated
pharmacokinetic parameters𝐴 and 𝑘ep were color-coded and
superimposed on the precontrast MR image.The radiologists
then manually segmented the lesions using a computer
mouse. Although some of the lesions had bothmalignant and
benign components [21, 22], lesions were labeled either as
malignant or benign.

2.3. Statistical Cooccurrence Analysis. The general approach
of cooccurrence based texture analysis is to examine the sig-
nal values of pixels compared with one another in particular
configurations.This approach starts with the assumption that
we are observing a particular subset of an image, such as
an 𝑀×𝑁 × 𝐿 scanning volume of interest (SVOI). A joint
histogram may be described by a matrix of relative fre-
quencies of occurrence 𝑃

𝜃,𝑑
(𝑎, 𝑏), describing how frequently

two pixels with gray levels 𝑎 and 𝑏 appear in the window
separated by a distance 𝑑 (chessboard distancemeasurement)
in a given direction angle 𝜃 [23, 24]. This matrix is called
the cooccurrence matrix. In our studies, we used distance
𝑑 = 1 and angle 𝜃 to be three principal directions in the 3D
Cartesian coordinate system for the original image data. In
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DCE-MRI time sequence image data (256 × 256 × 64 × 6)

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the computer aided tool.

our approach, we use the local values of𝐴, 𝑘ep, and 𝑘el instead
of the original gray levels of the MR image.

A separate 2-variable (2-V) cooccurrence matrix of each
parameter is developed by using statistical cooccurrence
texture analysis. The analysis is based on three-dimensional
(3D) SVOIs. The dimension of the SVOI used in this study
is 5 × 5 × 2, with the shorter length in the through-
plane direction. The 5 × 5 × 2 window is raster scanned
through each set of pseudoimages (𝐴, 𝑘ep, and 𝑘el) in the 3D
Cartesian coordinate system and at each step in the raster
scan, a cooccurrence matrix is formed by observing relative
parameters of neighboring voxels in a given direction within
the current location of the SVOI.

After the formation of the 2-V normalized cooccurrence
matrix, for each of the DCE model parameters (𝐴, 𝑘ep, 𝑘el)
we computed ten types of statistical properties described
by Haralick et al. [19]: angular second moment, correlation,
contrast, inverse difference moment, variance, sum average,
sum variance, sum entropy, entropy, and difference variance.
Difference entropy was not used in our experiments because
of its similarity to sum entropy. Maximal correlation coef-
ficient parameters were also not used in our experiments
because they involve a singular value decomposition which
can be computationally unstable if the cooccurrencematrix is
ill conditioned. Information correlation measurements were
excluded from our set of used parameters. Although they
have some desirable properties which are not contained in
the rectangular correlation parameter, these parameters did
not improve the results.The values of the calculated statistical
properties were assigned to the spatial location of the current
centroid of the SVOI. In this fashion, we constructed ten new
parametric pseudoimage datasets associated for each phar-
macokinetic parameter of the DCE-MRI case (total of 30 new
pseudoimage datasets). Including separate texture properties
for each of the three cardinal directions through 3-D space,
we calculated a collection of 90 3-D local texture property
pseudoimages for each subject. Because of the size of the data
used and to make the execution time reasonable, we used
a distributed and parallel environment middleware, image

processing for the grid (IP4G) which has been developed for
image analysis applications in a grid environment [25].

2.4. Neural Network Classifier. For computer classification,
we used a voxelwise feedforward neural network classifier
with purelin back-propagation using the 90 different recon-
structed texture property pseudoimages as the set of inputs to
an artificial neural network.The neural network classifier was
based on the weighted combinations of textural parameter
inputs which minimized the mean square error (MSE). The
training set was derived from the voxels of a subset of image
slices picked for the training set. This weighted sum was
applied on the testing set composed of the remaining voxels
of the pseudoimage slices picked for the training set and
all voxels of the other image slices. The neural network
had one hidden layer having 15 neurons and an output
layer having 1 neuron. Using one hidden layer gave the best
results.

Eight subjects verified by pathology were used in the
study. Six subjects (A, C, D, F, G, and H) had IDC breast
tumors, and two subjects had benign lesions (B, E). In the
experiment six image slices from three subjects (subjects B,
C, and D) were used to construct the training sets. Picking
a training set in this manner included a mixture of tumor
types.

In generating the training set, parenchymal combination
of tissues and tissues marked as benign or malignant by
the primary radiologist were used. First, half of the voxels
of the malignant or benign tissues marked by the primary
radiologist were picked, and the coordinates of these voxels
were assigned to the training set. Then, same number of
voxels was picked randomly from the body tissue. The coor-
dinates of these randomly picked voxels were also assigned
to the training set. A collection of verification voxels were
chosen in the same manner as the training set to prevent
overtraining of the neural network. Half of the voxels picked
for the training set were assigned to the verification set, and
those chosen voxels were excluded from the training set.
In our experiments, there were 1129 voxels in the training
set and 1128 voxels in the verification set. The selection of
similar populations in the two classes is a common strategy in
training artificial neural network classifiers which allows the
computer classifier neural network to understand different
types of tissues.

For the study, the cancerous regions marked by the
primary radiologist were used as the ground truth to assess
voxelwise true positives, false positives, true negatives, and
false negatives in comparing the performance of a second
radiologist with the computer classifier relative to the ground
truth. In this comparison, voxels used in the training set were
eliminated from the reported comparison results to avoid a
bias. For each voxel studied, the neural network produced an
output ranging from 0 to 1, which was thresholded to classify
the voxel content as malignant or nonmalignant. Thresholds
were varied to observe the voxelwise rate of false positives,
true positives, false negatives, and true negatives to generate
a scatter plot for the classifier.The threshold levels used in our
experiments were 39%, 49%, 59%, 69%, 78%, 88%, and 98%.
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Figure 2: Scatter plot comparing the performances of the computer
classifier versus secondary radiologist. Blue color denotes the perfor-
mance comparison of second radiologist versus primary radiologist.
Red color shows the performance comparison of computer classifier
versus primary radiologist using threshold level of 59%. Green color
shows the performance comparison of computer classifier versus
primary radiologist using threshold level of 69%.

2.5. Comparing the Performance of Computer Classifier with
the Second Radiologist. A statistical comparison of the results
of the classifier and the second radiologist was done by
paired one-sample 𝑡-test described by Rosner [26]. Two
different tests were applied, where the first test compared the
true positive fraction (TPF) performances of the computer
classifier and the second radiologist, and the second test
compared the false positive fraction (FPF) performances of
the computer classifier and the second radiologist. In order to
perform a paired test, we formed a difference TPF vector and
a difference FPF vector.The difference vectors were produced
by subtracting the TPF (FPF) results of the second radiologist
from the TPF (FPF) results of computer classifier for each
subject. Since the neural network classifier outputted results
using different threshold levels, the tests were applied for each
threshold level. For each test, a null hypothesis which claimed
the mean of the difference TPF (FPF) vector was statistically
different than 0 within a confidence interval of 95% that was
used. This null hypothesis aims to test the statistical equality
of the results of the second radiologist and the computer
classifier within a confidence interval.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows a scatter plot comparing the performance
of the computer classifier with the second radiologist. The
plot shows that the computer classifier can obtain at least as
good true positive fraction (TPF) performance as the second
radiologist at comparable false positive fraction (FPF) values.

Threshold value of 59% gave an overall TPF of 0.7786
and an overall FPF of 0.0042. Using threshold value of 69%,
we obtained an overall TPF value of 0.6336 and an overall
FPF value of 0.0020. The results obtained in this study using
both threshold levels of 59% and 69% give a comparable
result to the second radiologist who had an overall TPF
value of 0.7350 and an overall FPF value of 0.0018. The null
hypothesis for both TPF and FPF tests which compares the
statistical significance was rejected while using the threshold
values of 59% and 69% where the confidence interval was
95%.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the computer classifier
and the second radiologist for the experiments on subject
D using a threshold value of 69%. Figure 3(a) compares the
computer classifier vs. primary radiologist, while Figure 3(b)
compares the second radiologist vs. primary radiologist. In
Figure 3(a), we can see some of the intramammary veins
which are classified as malignant tissues as well.

Figure 4 shows the results of the experiments imple-
mented on subject C. In Figure 4(a), computer classifier per-
formance compared to the base radiologist using a threshold
level of 69% is displayed. The classifier also labeled some of
the patient motion artifacts on the edge of the breast tissue to
be malignant. Figure 4(b) shows a major decision difference
happening between the radiologists. A lesion in the slice
is considered as a malignant tissue by the base radiologist;
however, is considered to be benign by the second radiologist.
The major reason behind the disagreement shown it the
Figure 4(b) is the difficulty of through-plane assessment.

4. Discussion

With the rejection of the null hypothesis where the results are
statistically significant, we can conclude that in comparison
with the second radiologist, using threshold levels of 59% and
69%, the computer classifier had TPF and FPF mean values
among the eight subjects that could not be statistically dis-
tinguished from the second radiologist within a confidence
interval of 95% using a one-sample 𝑡-test.

Themain advantage of the classifier is its ability to include
all of the possible malignant lesions within the imaging
volume.Most of the contradictions between the classifier and
the base radiologist occur in the boundaries of the lesions.
The computer did not miss a malignant tumor because in a
SVOI, it clusters the appropriate combinations of 𝐴, 𝑘ep, and
𝑘el that are characteristics of malignant tissue. Thus, this tool
may be used to concentrate a reader’s attention to potential
malignant regions where the radiologist can use expertise to
decide the appropriate classification (malignant or benign)
of the mass and to redraw the region of interest (ROI) if
necessary.

The shown lesions seem to be quite simple to segment
where a simple threshold on enhancement might be pro-
posed; however, this proposal is not very appropriate because
inDCE-MR image sequences, patientmotion creates changes
of voxel values which may be included in the thresholded
segments. Thus, it is imperative to model the dynamics of a
malignant tissue.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Computer classifier versus primary radiologist at threshold level = 69%. (b) Second radiologist versus primary radiologist,
subject D with IDC. Yellow = TP, green = FP, black/gray = TN, and red = FN.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) Computer classifier versus primary radiologist at threshold level = 69%. (b) Second radiologist versus primary radiologist
(a disagreement between radiologists is clearly shown), subject C with IDC. Yellow = TP, green = FP, black/gray = TN, and red = FN.

Sometimes, the computer classifier labels veins, patient
motion, and other artifacts as malignant tissue, but can
be adjusted by changing the threshold level of the neu-
ral network output. Increasing the threshold level of the
neural network output decreases the artifacts; however, it
also decreases the number of voxels correctly classified as
malignant especially in the boundaries.

Using 3D SVOI, our CAD tool uses through-plane
information in addition to in-plane information. Radiologists
mentally connect through-plane information; hence, their
assessments are based mostly on 2D coronal information.
We have introduced a 3-D assessment where our CAD tool
can help the radiologist to identify out-of-plane tumors
connected between slices.

For the texture analysis, rather than analyzing post-
contrast MR images as the previous studies reported
in this paper, we have focused on DCE-MR parameter
pseudoimages based on the two-compartment model which

allowed us to study the dynamics of the tissues. The applica-
tion of statistical image texture analysis to classify the local
statistics of modeling parameters has not been previously
reported in the medical imaging literature. We have used
a feedforward neural network and as Twellmann suggested
[20], we have used texture features for classification.

In conclusion, in this paper, we have demonstrated that
using statistical texture analysis on parametric images can
be used as a CAD tool that may be used to better facilitate
quantitative tumor evaluation from DCE-MRI.
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The ultrasound imaging has the potential to become a dominant technique for noninvasive therapies and least invasive surgeries.
Few cases may require using multiple probes of different units with different modes of ultrasound on the same patient. It generates
imaging artifacts, whichmakes it complicated to gather information from the acquired image.This studywas to identify and analyse
the artifacts which are produced by simultaneous use of two probes with different/same operating frequencies. Six imaging studies
were performed. First of all, the imaging artifacts of the 3.5MHz and 6MHz center frequencies with similar (longitudinal) positions
of the probes. Secondly, with similar operating frequencies the 6MHz probe changed from longitudinal to transverse placement
to analyse the resulting artifacts. The third study was done with transverse placement of 3.5MHz probe. The rest of the three cases
were just the repetition with common pulse frequencies. Such artifacts in 3D ultrasound images are more obscure than the other
artifacts associated and reported.

1. Introduction

The ultrasound imaging has been very common in medical
applications for the diagnosis and therapy purposes. Its pri-
mary use is to know the fetal well-being in the womb. There
were several problems in acquiring better quality image due
to artifacts associated with this technique [1]. Some are inher-
ent, and few are due to external sources [2].

The artifact of the image is the attribute that is not present
in the original image object. Sometimes, an artifact of the
image is the result of a malfunction of the device used for
imaging, sometimes the result of natural processes, or the
properties of the human body like obesity and so forth.
Ultrasonic artifacts may be understood as the reflection or
echo, which appears on the screen and represents the real
anatomical structure which is incorrect [1]. An artifact can be
a bunch of the false values that might be introduced through
the imaging system or by interaction of ultrasound with

adjacent tissue of misleading information. The ultrasound
artefacts can be classified as to their sources which are physio-
logic (for, e.g., motion, different speeds of sound, and acoustic
impedance of tissues), equipment (dimension of the ultra-
sound beam and the converters array), and technical imaging
(mode B, spectral Doppler, and color Doppler ultrasound)
[2]. These artifacts may be reduced by several techniques like
amplitude shadowing, apodization [3], frame averaging,Wall
filters [4], and so forth.

Ultrasound transducers are made to vibrate through
piezoelectric effect. The short bursts of these vibrations are
transmitted into the tissue. With the speed of 1540m/s they
travel within soft tissues. The resulting transit time is usually
6.5microsec/mm [5]. It is assumed that the velocity of ultra-
sound waves does not change in a round trip so the time
taken for the wave to return to the transducer can be used
to determine the depth of the object under examination. The
transducer elements are normally serving as a transceiver.
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For a reflecting signal it converts the mechanical energy
back into an electrical signal to form an image. The probe
also emits some back reflections which are encountered by a
sound absorbing substance. An acoustic lens is also deployed
to focus the emanating sound waves. The received signal is
then processed by software to convert the scan lines into a
meaningful image to be displayed at a monitor.

Several multielement probes are now obtainable for
dynamic focusing. In such probes, each transducer element
acts as an individual transceiver and has its own circuit. The
primary advantage is that the ultrasound beam can bemetho-
dical by changing the pulse triggering time of each element.
Thevariety of transducer types is obtainable and can select the
suitable one for best imaging. There are different shapes and
sizes of probes.The field of view of the probe is determined by
its shape. A linear probe contains one or more acoustic linear
array transducer elements arranged in a line to send pulses of
sound into amaterial.The near field and large footprint of the
linear arraymake it different from convex probes [6]. Convex
probes yield sector images. Convex transducers are today
customary on almost every modern scanner [7]. There is no
major difference in focusing and beam sweeping algorithms
of a convex or curvilinear and linear array transducer, except
for the shape of the probe and the format of the generated
image.

While conducting an experiment regarding fetal move-
ments as a result of PulsedWave Doppler (PWD) ultrasound,
[8] we encountered the severe artifacts in the acquired image.
The protocol of that experiment includes two ultrasound
units operating at different center frequencies: one for imag-
ing and another for stimulus.The imager has to be kept blind
about the application of the stimulus; that is the reason why
we decided to go for two individual units of US. But what we
observed is that image was badly affected by the application
of PWD stimulus from the other unit. The use of two
simultaneous probes may also be required for therapy plus
imaging processes.

This leads us to design a new protocol for that study as
well as another one to investigate and analyze these artifacts.
The latter part of the paper shall explain the material and
methods, results and discussion.

2. Materials and Methods

The twomachines used were Xario Toshiba SSA-660Doppler
Ultrasound andMedison SonoAce PicoUltrasoundMachine.
The standard convex probes were used with an intensity level
of 95mW/mm2. The transducer operates in a broadband
3.5MHz and 6MHz and scans a 3D volume by electronically
steering the acoustic beam in real time. The focal length and
the imaging depth could be varied as desired. The 3D images
were saved as DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communica-
tions in Medicine) files. A desired frame of the movie file
was saved as a TIFF image. Figure 1 shows the placement
pattern of the probes over patient. The subject taken was an
OB patient with low risk singleton fetus of gestational age of
28 weeks. The internal abdominal wall thickness index was
less than 1 to have better quality of image which may reduce
due to patient’s obesity. The approval was obtained from
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Figure 1: Illustration of orientation of ultrasound probes for the
experiment.

Table 1: Combination of frequencies and probes’ orientation.

Cases Frequencies Position
Case 1–6 𝐹1 (MHz) 𝐹2 (MHz) P1 P2
Case 1 3.5 6 L L
Case 2 3.5 6 L T
Case 3 3.5 6 T T
Case 4 3.5 3.5 L L
Case 5 3.5 3.5 L T
Case 6 3.5 3.5 T T

the Institutional Review Board of Institute of Ultrasound
Imaging, Karachi. The experiments were conducted at Dr.
Musarrat’s Ultrasound clinic under the supervision of Dr.
Musarrat Hassan. The protocol was based on FDA approved
equipment with operating powers under ALARA guidelines
and purely noninvasive method. All the principles given in
the declaration of Helsinki are followed.

The pattern applied on the patient was longitudinal and
transversal which are designated as L and T, the configuration
of which is shown in Table 1. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) represent
the position of the probe in LT and LL direction, while
Figure 1(c) shows the TT arrangement of the standard convex
probe. Along with these combinations the analysis of the
artifacts was performed which are discussed in the latter
section.

3. Results and Discussion

Most imaging artifacts produced are due to either reverber-
ation or side lobes. Two types of reverberation artifacts and
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(a) Probe at L and L arrangement for 𝑓 = 3.5 and
6MHz
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(f) Probe at T and T arrangement for 𝑓 = 3.5 and
3.5MHz

Figure 2: Artifacts images of all six cases.

2 types of side lobe artifacts were observed. These are
described below along with an additional artifact. The comet
tail artifact is shown in almost all the observed cases given
in Figure 2. Figure 3 is provided as a reference case. This
image is acquired using one of the probes over the same
patient. This image has no artifacts and hence is referred to
as original image. Figure 2(a), corresponds to the ultrasound
image of case 1 of Table 1. It can be observed from sector A,
that there is a bright area under the abdominal wall. It might
be due to the multiple echoes generated that are formed and
received by the transducer. These echoes are usually taken as

the accumulation of the scattered signal while reflecting back.
This figure has severe artifacts so that the fetus is not visible.
The presence of finger can be seen in sector B which might
be due to the presence of the guided wave artifact [9]. Comet
tail artifact is marked as sector C in Figure 2(a). The several
tails are formed as every element of probe 1 has a counter
interferer in the form of probe 2 and vice versa. The images
shown in the paper are taken from only onemachine because
monitors of both machines were having the identical image.
This is the reason why we may say that effect of interference
of probe 1 on probe 2 is same as of probe 2 on probe 1. Side
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Figure 3: Original image for reference.

lobe artifacts are ubiquitous. The strong, curved, and highly
reflecting surfaces at near distance such as large cysts, the
urinary bladder, or gallbladder constitute the specular side
lobe artifact, while gases present close to such structures may
give rise to the diffuse artifact. Hence the side lobe artifact is
the byproduct of the hyperechoic structure present near the
object under examination [10]. Since the reference image does
not anticipate any of the aforementioned phenomenon, so the
reason of having side lobe artifact in this particular scenario
is fairly the energy particles of the US beam transmitted from
the adjacent probe. It is evident that the fetal lower boundary
is almost invisible in all observed images. It shows that this
artifact reduces the lateral resolution of the image. It is also
important to mention here that the types of artifacts not only
are confined to reverberation and side lobes but could also be
due to range ambiguity, in this particular case under study.
A different pattern is observed in case 2 of Table 1, where the
bright area at the top of the image has increased. The beams
are perpendicular to each other in the image. The higher
frequency transducer is placed at a right angle to the 3.5MHz
pulse. Since the higher frequencywill have higher attenuation
and less penetration as compared to low frequency [9], the
reflecting signal would be a mixture of 6MHz pulse and a
delayed 3.5MHz pulse. The reflections with delay less than
that of 3.5MHz signal will be received at both probes. The
6MHz probe will process the signal successfully as compared
to the 3.5MHz probe. The apodization and delay lines of
latter probe is set according to the 3.5MHz signal which does
not meet the values of weights required for the reception
of 6MHz signal by the digital filter. That could give rise
to a hardware artifact which is defined in the Introduction
Section. The image in case 3 given in Figure 2(c) has severe
artifact with increased brightness at the bottom too. In the
previous images the side lobe artifact has just appeared at
the top of the image and blurred the fetal details, but in the
current case the complete image is somehow affected by the
side lobe artifact of both types. The comet tails are not even
as sharp as they could be seen in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).

The rest of the three images to be discussed here are
the cases of the same operational US center frequency. The
same artifacts are still present in the images but with different
attributes and proportions. A much better image can be
observed in Figure 2(d). The fetal details are bit meaningful

than the rest. Furthermore the overall brightness of the image
is also reduced. Sector B shows the presence of curvilinear
segments which is due to the specular side lobe artifact [9].
The image related to scenarios 5 and 6 of Table 1 shows strong
artifacts due to which the images are not understandable
forms except for the portion under sector A which shows the
image due to the reflection on the bone.

4. Conclusion

Two types of reverberation artifacts and 2 types of side lobe
artifacts were observed. The artifacts were mainly comet tail,
and guided wave reverberation artifact, and spectral and
diffractive side lobe. Such artifacts in 3D ultrasound images
are more obscure than the other artifacts associated and
reported.The change in specified placement of probes and the
difference in operating center frequency have no effect on the
overall reduction of these artifacts.The placement has shown
slight variation in the proportion of the artifact. It is observed
that the arrangement of “LL” images is mostly affected with
comet tail while “TT” images are affected by specular and
diffuse artifacts. Certain other prearrangements of the probes
with different angles may be tested in future studies to verify
the effect.
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